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Preface 

Since the dawn of its existence- the workers' 

movement has faced one cardinal question; the question of 

power. The history of capitalism has -been the history of 

the struggle between bourgeois and proletarian for power. 

This thesis seeks to address that question$ 

The central aspect of the thesis will be the 

problem of organization. This problem is the very heart 

of the class strugglei the principal lever in the prole

tariat1s battle for hegemony. 

This thesis will concern the development of the 

organizational question from Harx and Engels through 

Bolshevism to the Communist International. The crucial 

moment in this contention for organization is the 

creation of the Communist International (Comintern or C.Io) 

and its strug~le to reorient the member sections in 

acbordance with its -Bolsheviaation programme. The thesis 

will devote the greatest portion of its attention to this. 

The "moment" is not chosen gratuitouslY~i it represents the 

most determined and indeed the summit of the attempts of 

the Comintern, and its Executive committee (EoC.CeI.), to 

mould its sections into revolutionary vanguard organizations 

of the proletariat. Consequently, all the major contra-
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dictions facing a Marxist-Leninist movement can be seen in 

bold relief in this historical nexus. 

The designation of the component Parties of the 

Comintern as sections (a designation which the E.C.CQI. 

pointedly made at tne beginning of all its correspondence 

with the Parties) is not simply formal 9 It underlines the 

fact that the national Parties did not operate in vacuo; 

but were, at least potentially and theoretically, parts of 

an organized international movement and subordinate to the 

international leadership. The events of this period can 

Drily be seriously evaluated in the light of Lenin's 

historic interpolation - the Bolshevik theory of the Part Yo 

The thesis must, of necessity, begin with the 

historical/theoretical processes grounding the Leninist 
-' 

theory of the Party~ i.e~ the elaboration of the science 

of class struggle/proletarian revolution in the face of 

{bourgeois) distortions. The territory on which this 

battle achieves its sharpest definition, is the home ground 

of the proletariat -- the socialist movement of the working 

clas~. The period 1848 - 19281 will be seen as a period 

of acute and continuous struggle against the fifth column 

• ~ •••• ft •• $. _ ••••• ~ ~ •••• ~. $ •••••••••• 00 •••••••••. ~ •••• e _ 0 •• 

lThe period from the penning. of the "Communist Manifesto", 
to the elaboration of the· "Programme of the Communist 
International" .. 
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in the workers movement - revisionism, with its logical 

2 conclusion -- the liquidation of the Communist Party~ 

!n this struggle, Marx and Engels provided the objective 

framework for the development of the class struggle --

the leadership of t~e proletariat, through proletarian 

dictatorship to Communism. It remained for Lenin, and 

subsequently Stalin, to provide the subjective framework, 

the vehicle for the revolutionization of society.-the 

workers' vanguard party. 

The thesis will be structured as follows. Firstly, 

an outline will be given of the theoretical and practical 

groundwork for Leninism, in the works of Marx, Engels and 

Lenin, and in the maturation of the proletariat movement 

through to the October Revolution.. Secopdly, the develop

ment of the European Revolution, 1919 - 1923, will be 

examined. Finally, the interrelationship of the Russian 

• • • • • • • • n ~ 8 e • * • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • ~ • 0 • • • • • • • e _ • • • ~ • ~ 8 • ~ .0. ~ • • 0 ~ ~ 

21 intend to make use Qf the lexicon of the Communist 
International, as it lucidly expresses class categories. 
Precision is crucial.. Lenin was adamant about the 
significance of precision, or "shades of meaning": "only 
shortsighted people can consider.eoa strict differentiation 
between shades of meaning inopportune or superfluous. The 
fate of Russian Social-Democracy for many years to com~ 
may depend on the strengthening of one or the other 'shadel" -
"What is to be done" in V. I. Lenin Selected Ivorks Vol. 2. 
(London, Hartin Lavlrence, 1934?). pp.47-48. 

Revisionism signifies the attempt to· revisef.1ar·xisrn in a 
bourgeois spirit, i.e. to replace class struggle with class 
collaboration~ Liquidationism signifies the tendency to 
negate the vanguard role of a revolutionary party - and thus 
"liquidate" or dissolve the party and tbe revolution" 
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and European Revolution will be considered; together with 

the intervention of the communist International .in the 

revolutionary process G The Communist'Inte~national will 

be studied, in its attempt to propagate the lessons of the 

prole~arian re~ol~tion which had been assimilated by the 

Bolsheviks •. 

During the open~ng period of the 20th. century, the 

process of uneven development characteristic of capitalism 

had temporarily placed thS Russian proletariat in the van 

of the world revolution. Thus the necessity for active 

guidance in the promotion of this revolution devolved upon 

the Soviet proletariat~ As an international extension of 

the organizational form so successful in Russia, the 

Communist International was founded in 1919. This period 

forms the framevlOrk for the first chapter" 

Given that dialectial processes; specifically 

class struggles, operate in every sphe~e of society~3 the 

struggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat was bound to 

find its reflection withiri the Comintern (as indeed had 

occurred in every previous proletarian organization). The 

••••••••••••••••• ft •• $ •• ~ •• & •••• $ •••••• 0 •• 4. ~. ~ ~ ~ e. a • G e 0'$. 

30n dialectics, see J .. V .. Stalin, "Dialectial and Historical 
Materialism" in "Histor of the Communist Part of the 
Soviet Union (Bolsheviks I Short Course". Ne\v York, 
International Publishers, 1939}~ pp~ 105-132. 
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struggle for the Bolshevization of Comintern, is an integral 

part of this internal class contention o The developments 

in the C.I., 1919-28, will then, be examined as an aspect 

of the continuing international struggle. 

, 
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CHAPTER I 

THE HISTORY OF AL:J HITHERTO EXISTING SOCIETY .... 
This analysis has a logical starting point, the 

class struggle.. Although history is powered by a complex 

constellation of antagonisms, Marxists have long held 

that the principle antagonism, the ultimate SOGial 

determinant, is the class struggle.. Thus lithe history of 

all hitherto existing society is the history of class 

4 struggles" and thus the centrality of the concept of 

class struggle, in all Marxist works, as the motor of 

history .. 

Thi s recognition cha,rges those Viho have made it 

with the task of elaborating a tendential analysis/ 

prognosis of the conditions of the struggle. That is, the 
,r 

crucial question becomes'-What are the immanent tendencies 

in the contemporary class struggle? 

In order to further this discussion it is 

necessary to provide the question with some logical ante-

cedents .. (1) What are classes? (2) What are their 

interconnections, interrelations? and (3) Wh~t is the 

material basis of the class struggle? 

The first two questions m~y be logically collapsed, 

• ft ~ • * _ • ~ 8 • ~ ~ * * ~ • • • ~ • • • • • • • n _ • • • • • • ~ * • ~ • • ~ • • • • ~ • ~ ~ ft e ~ • $ • • • 

4 ' 
K .. Marx, F .. Engels, "Selected Wor"ks l Vol .. 
Progress Publishers, 1973)~ p. 108. 

1 " .. .. (,Hoscow, 
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i.e o the existence of classes implies antagonistic class 

relations, class struggle.. The fact of "class" as a 

social entity which can be (both conceptually and actually) 

isolated indicates a structure in contradiction. Indeed 

the fact of "class" presupposes the fact that society is 

riven into contentious classes. 

" ••• We cannot have two distinct classes, each 
with an independent being, and then bring them 
into rel~tionship with each other. We cannot 
have love without lovers, nor deference without 
squires and labourers. And class happens when 
some men, as a result of common experiences 
(inherited or shared), feel and articulate the 
identity of fheir interests as between them
selves, and as again~ 6ther men whose interests 
are different fro~ (and usually opposed to) 
theirs .. "S 

Thereby in defining class one defines a dynamic 

contradiction o This point requires clarification$ Take 

Lenin's definition of class: 

"Classes are large. groups of people \>Ihich differ 
from each other by the place they occupy in a 
historically definite system of social production, 
by their relation (in most cases fixed and 
formulated in la\>ls) to the means of production, 
by their role in the social organization of labour, 
and, consequently, by the dimensions and method 
of acquiring theshate of social wealth that they 
obtain. Classes are groups of people one of \>Ihich 
may appropriate the labour of another owing to the 
different places they occupy in'the definite 
system of social economY_"6 

• • • ~ • * e • • • • • • * • • • • • ~ * • • • ~ • • • • * • _ ~ • • • • ~ ~ • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • _ • • • 

5 
E. p. Thompson, "The f.laking of the Eng}:t.~~0 ... l1.o.!.:king class". 
(Harmondsworth, Penguin Books, 1968). pp. 9-10. 

6 . . 
V. I. LenJ.n, !! Selected Harks! 
Lawrence, 1936)e pp. 432-433. 

Vol. (London, Martin 
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These classes thus exist relative to the means of 

production in a given social formation. This definition 

provides classes with a firm material basis - not in 

derivative terms such as income, status, etc~, but in terms 

of their levels in aefinite systems of social economy_ 

However, the material grounding of the class structure is-

itself a structure in flux, in contradiction. The material 

forces of production, and the corresponding social relations 

of production are in conflict~ Althusser points out that 

I' the contradiction bet\'leen the forces of production and the 

relations of production is essentially embodied in the 

7 contradiction between t\vO antagonistic classes. 1I 

It remains for Marx to delineate the historic and 

dynamic nature of the forc~s/relations conflict: 

In the social production of their life, men 
enter into definite relations that are indispensable 
and independent of their will, relations of 
production Hhich correspond to a definite stage of 
development 0f their material productive forces .. 
The sum total of these relations of production 
constitutes the economic structure of society, the 
r~al foundation, on which rises a legal and 
political superstructure and to which correspond 
"definite forms of social consciousness" The mode 
of production of material life conditions the 
social, political and intellectual life process in 
general. It is not the consciousness of men that 
determines their being, but, on the contr~ry, their 
social being that determines their consciousness. 

• ~ • • e _ • • ~ ~ • • ~ • • n _ ~ • * • ~ • • • _ • • • • • ~ * * • ~ • ~ • • 8 * • M ~ • • • • $ ~ • ~ • 0 ~ • 

7L .. Althusser, "Contradiction and Overdetermination" in 
"For Narx II

.. (:Ne\v York, Vintage Press, 1970}. p.. 99 .. 
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At a certain stage of their development, the 
material productive forces of society come in 
conflict with the existing relations of production, 
or -- what is but a legal expression for the same 
thing -- with the property relations within which 
they have been at work hitherto. From forms of 
development of the productive forces these 
relations turn into their fetters. Then begins 
an epoch of~social revolution. With the change 
of the economic foundation the entire immense 
superstructure is more or less rapidly transformedp8 

In capitalist society, the human agents who embody 

the conflict in the economic base (i~e. the forces and 

relations of production)· are the bourgeoisie and the prole-

tariat. 'I'11e bourgeoisie are .. the class of modern capi tal-

ists, owners· of the means of social production and employers 

of ''lage labour" and the proletariat, "''1110, having no means 

of production of their own are reduced to selling their 
. 9 

labour-po,,,er in order to live .. II -" 

In what manner does the struggle in the economic 

base express itself in contemporary class conflict? Social 

production under capitalism is, in its essence, truly sociale 

In opposition to previous social economies, which existed 

by virtue of small scale individual/family production, 

capitalism gathers masses of people together and necessarily 

intertwines them in factory production~ "mass prodl,.lction" .. 

8 
Ko Marx, "Preface" to "A Contribution to the Critigue of 
Political E~onom~' in K~ Marx, F. Engels, 0E. cit. pp. 503-504. 

9" Hanifesto" in Ibid" p. 108 .. 
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The "rub",_ howe~er, is ~hi~,--the production of commodities, 

use-~alues, under this system is not regulated by the 

capacities inherent in the forces of social production. 

On the "contrary, it is determined by the imperatives of 

capitalist productive- relations~-the accumulation of 

capital or (and which is the same thing) th~ extortion of 

surplus value from the proletariat. Use-values are not 

produced ,gua use-values, but inasmuch as they embody 

10 exchange value. The antagonistic nature of the contra-

diction between the socialized nature of the productive 

process and the appropriation of the product through 

capital finds clear expression in productive crises.. These 

crises illustrate the extent to which capitalist social 

relations act as a brake on the development of the pro-

ductive forcese They also engender crises in ideological 

and political planes which consist of internal and external 

disjunGtions in the power relations of the ruling classes: 

that is, leadership conflicts, civil wars, international 

wars, etc. The entire system is thrown into disarray. 

"Modern bourgeois society with its relations 
of productioni of exchange and of property, a 
society that has conjured up such gigantic means 
of production and of exchange, is like the 
sorcerer, who is no longer able to control the 

•••• ~ •• ~ •••• ~ * ••• ~ § •• ~ ••• e $ • ft ••• 8 • • e· •• _ * •••.• ~ ~ •••••••• _ 9 ~ 

10see K. Marx, "Ca.eital Vol .. 1.". 
" Publishers, 19'76)" pp. 35-~ 

(New York, International 
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powers of the nether \vorld \"home he has called up 
by his spells. Fo~ many a decade past the history 
of industry and commerce is but the history of 
the revolt of modern productive forces against 
modern conditions of production, against the 
property relations that are the conditions for 
the exi'stence of the bourgeoisie and of its rule."ll 

The first phenomenal, human, form of this conflict 

as a'distinct class conflict occurs at the location where 

capital and labour meet - the point of production. 

It is at this point where the struggle over the 

disposal of surplus value oCcurs. As described in Capital 

I this contention manifest~ itself in terms of struggles 

over "bread and butter" issues such as the length of the 

working day, wages, working conditions, etc. This dispute, 

then, strikes at the very nerve centre of the productive 

relations of capital, which rest on capital's continued 

despotism in the extortion of surplus value/surplus labouro 

Given these fundamentals, Marx set about analysing 

the means by which the productive forces set in motion by 

capital could be unfettered -- how the social revolution 

\'las to appear .. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ * • • • • • • 8 • A • • • • • • ~ • 0 • ~ ~ • • • • • • • • Q • • • • 0 • • • • 

11"'1 'f ·t" . :·t 113 1'. an]. as 0 In £P. Cl .. . p.. 8 
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BOURGEOIS AND PROLETARIANS 

Following closely on the heels of the bourgeois 

conquest of political po~er in France and England in 1830, 

the class struggle "practically as well as theoretically 

k d ..., ] d h' 12 too on more an more outspo<:en an t reatenlng forms .. " 

The productive crisis of 1825 had opened, for capital, 

"the periodic cycle of its modern lifeo,,13 The "w"orkers 

of the ",orld" struggled for unioni7,ation, for suffrage, 

for the 10 hour day, and at times, such as the 1839 

Blanquist revolt in Paris, even challenged the political 

supremacy of the bourgeoisie. 

In 1847, in London, remnants of various continental 

associations of revolutionaries in exile coalesced to form 

the Communist League.. This League commissioned Marx and 

Engels to draft its Manifesto which would"set out clearly 

the historic aims of the proletariat in programmatic form .. 

The ensuing document "The Hanifesto of the Communist party: 

vlas n the first revolutlohary programme of the world IS 

14 .vorkers ... 

Using the "clue which enables us to discover "the 

reign of law in this seeming labyrinth and chaos: the theory 

15 of the class struggle", the Manifesto reasoned that the 

• • * ~ ~ 8 • • • • ~ • • • ~ • • • • • _ • • • • _ • • ~ • * ~ • • • • ft • • • • • • • • • A • ~ • ~ • • • • • • 

13 b'd I l • p. 14. 

14W• Z;,. Foster, "Histor of the Three Internationals" .. 
(New York, International Publishers, 1955 ~ p. 26. 

(New York, Inter-
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proletariat .. laS the only revolutionary class in present 

sociefy, that it alone could undertake the total transfor-

mation of social relations, and that in order to achieve 

this end, workers had to wield political power. 

By virtue of the fact that the proletariat is the 

animator of social production and has no property interests 

tying it to the present productive system, it alone is 

capable of carrying the socialization of the productive 

forces through to its logical conclusion - communism~ 

The proletariat alone is forced into struggles against 

capital which threaten c~pital's very raison dtetre in the 

process of accumulation~ From the first ti~es in which 

the workers strain at the "golden chain which they have 

'''rought for themselves" in terms of strikes, etc", to their 
" 

more overtly political battles - suffrage, the passage of 

Factory Acts, etc.; the detachments of the working class 

gradually cohere to the point where they close ranks in a 

class formation to "storm the very heavens" -- to seize 

power .. 

It must be noted here that the two levels of power -

political and economic f intermingle and thus the apparent 

paradox -- if political power (in the form of the state) 

is the repository of 'economic powe'r, the polity must be 

revolutionized in order to revolutionize the economy.. As 

the economy is characterized by the despotic rule of capital, 
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the coequation of the spheres of the polity and the economy 

signifies simply that the state is the expression of the 

capitalist class' dictatorship_ This dictatorship is 

manifest on two levels: (a) the state is empowered with the 

legitimate use of forceful coercion and (b) the state 

legitimizes the exis~ing class structure ideologically, 

by maintaining, in Gramsci's phrase, the hegemony of the 

ruling class. The executive of modern state, in the words 

of the r'lanif esto is nothing bu t "a commit-tee for managing 

th ff ' f th b .. 16 e common a alrs 0 e ourgeolsle .. " The famous tag 

• • • • 0 • $ • • • • • • • • • • e • • • a ~ • • • • .0. • • ~ • • • • ft • • • e ~ • • ~ ~ ~ • • • 8 • 0 0 • w 

16Manifesto, in 0E- cit., p~ lLO. On the question of the 
the State, the seminal works (other than the Manifesto) 
are Engels' fIOri_in of the Famil Private Pro crt and 
the State" {Selected tvorks 3, pp. 191-337. K .. Marx p 

"Critigue of the other Programme" (Ibid .. , pp. 13-31), 
and especially V. I. Lenin, "The State and Revolution" 
(Peking, FLPH, 1967).. The central Marxist doctrine on 
the State, is that the state as a political form arose 
with the gehesis of contending classes, and is the 
tangible expression of the domination of one c1ass~ 
Th@r-eoy a-s BGciaLisrn abolishes classes, the state "withers 
a\Vay".. Incidentally, it strikes me that inodern debates 
on the State such as the (in-) famous Miliband-Poulantzas 
debate, miss the maiQ point in their attempt to elaborate 
the formal mechanism of the state-form of class rule. 
(On that, see R .. Hiliband "The 'State in capitalist Society'" 

'(London, NLB, 1970): N. Poulantzas, "Political Power and 
Social Classes" (London, NLB, 1975). This may be due 
to the progressive edulcoration if the class concept of 
the state since Dmitrov's 1935 Popular Front formulation, 
and !lao' oS "NehT Democracy" revisionism n_ which ignored 
the concept of the state as a class dictatorship~ 
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expressing th~ class content ~f the revolutionary proletarian 

state is II the dictatorship of the proletariat~' .. 17 

In an understated letter to Weydemeyer in 1852, Marx 

mentions that his discovery of the inexorability of the 

transition to the dictatorship of the proletariat is one 

of the few real novelties in his research: 

IIAnd now as to myself, no credit is due to me for 
discovering the existence of classes in modern 
society or the struggle between them. Long before 
me bourgeois historians had described the . 
historical development of this class struggle and 
bourgeois economists the economic anatomy of the 
classes. What I did that was new was to prove: 1) 
that the existence of classes is only bound up 
with particular historical phases in the develop
ment bf production, 2) that the class struggle 
necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, 3 ) that t.his dictatorship itself only 
constitutes the transition to the abolition of all 
classes and to a classless society.1I 18 

./ 

Lenin followed this up by using the acceptance of 

the dictatorship of the proletariat as one Of the points 

of demarcation by which a-Marxist was to be defined: 

liThe· theory of the class struggle WCtsfiot created 
by Marx, but by· the bourgeoisie before Marx, and 
gener~lly speaking it is acceptable to the 
bourgeoisie •••. To limit Marxism to the theory of 
the class struggle means curtailing Marxism, 
distorting it... A Marxist is one who extends the 
acceptance of the class struggle to the acceptance 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat"e19 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 G • • • • • 5 • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • 

17The term originated with Blanqui - and in the Class Struggles 
of 1848-1850, French proletarians used it as a slogan, in 

·graffitti, etc. See, K. Marx liThe Class Struggles in France" 
in Selected Works I, pp. 186-300. 

18K• Marx, F. Engels, "Selected Correspondence". (MOSCOW, 
Progress Books, 1965). p. 69. 
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Subsequent battles in. the Communist League, and in 

the First In~ernationalpivoted about the question of pro-

letarian dictatorship. Marx and Engels fought for this 

principle against tendencies such as the Proudhonists who 

proposed a proto-fascist method of state organization 

representing and ameliorating the interests ~f all classes~ 

the Bakuninists who proposed to disarm the workers at the 

moment of' revolution be neg~ting any state form and the 

Lassalleans, who had a liberal conception of the state as 

an entity independent of classes. 

One of the sharpest battles was enjoined following 

the demise of the 1871 Paris Commune and the publication 

f "1' ,20 o Marx's "C1V1 War 1n France.' until the Commune, Marx 

and Engels had been able to formulate the demand for the 

proletarian dictatorship, but had not been able to clearly 

adumbrate the objective mechanism for the realization of 

this state-form. The Paris Commune, as the world:s first 

workers' dictatorship, provided the key, "the working class 

cannot simply lay hold,of the ready-made state for its own 

21 purposes,," -- i .. e" the bourgeois state could not be 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • ~ • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • 0 • • • • Q • _ 

19Quoted in L. H. Gould, "Marxist Glossary"_ 
Proletarian Publishers, 197.4). p. 22. . 

20 "Selected Works 2". pp .. 178-245. 

(San F:r;ancisco, 
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simply appropriated - it had to be smashed o In the face 

of the revolutionary support for the Commune within the 

International, and the hysterical press campaign of 

denunciation which was stirred up, opportunist labour 

I1misleaders,,22 in Britain abandoned· the International and 

anarchists began fomenting factional disruptions_ The 

heterogeneity of the IWA ~repared the ground for its 

disintegration when confron~ed by a revolutionary situation .. 

It was, in Engel's words, .a "naive conjunction of all factions" .. 

The intensity of the struggles between Marxists and 

opportunists did not abate with the dissolution of the IWA. 

The workers organizations which formed in the wake of the 

International, and eventually grouped around the German 

Social Democratic Party (SDP), in the Second International 
.r 

(1889) were, in the main, unable to assimilate the core 

imperatives of Marxism - the necessity for smashing the 

bourgeois state and the establishment of the dictatorship 

of the proletariat. 

This may be explained as fol10v1s' - there \Vas a .. 
chink in the armour of Marxism which facilitated the entry 

• • • • • • • 0 • • • • Q • 0 • • • • • • 5 • • 0 • • • • 8 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • e _ • • • 

21 K._ Marx, F. Engels, "Preface to the German Edition of 
the communist Manifesto in 187.2" in "Selected Works 1", 
p. 99. The significance of the inclusion of this sentence 
in the Preface to the Manifesto, lay in the fact that this 
was the major political point which Marx and Engels felt 
it was necessary to change. They mention that the formu
lation in the Manifesto had "become antiquated" .. 

, 
~-
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of foreign (class) elements into the workers parties. No 

clear organized body of theory existed on the subjective 

mechanism - the organizational forms necessary for the 

achievement of socialism. Therefore the organizations 

which did exist wer~ prone to the resultant disease -

reformism/revisionism. 

Marx and Engels were provoked to quite "violent ll23 

expostulations against revisionism in addresses to the 

German SPD such as: the critique of the Gotha Programme, 

in 1875 t the Circular Le"tter to Be.bel, Liebknecht t Bracke 

and others in 1879, the Critique of the Erfurt Programme, 

in 1891, and in numerous personal letters. 

In reply to the Gotha Programme's demand for the 

"free basis of the statell, Harx writes: 

"Between capitalist and communist society lies the 
period of the revolutionary transformation of the 
one into the other. Corresponding to this is also 
a political transition period in which the state 
can be nothing but the revolution~ry dictatorship 
of the proletariat .. "24 

Marx and Engels attack the degeneracy of the SPD 
, 

in the circular letter: 

• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ 0 • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • 

22The term is W. Z. Foster's, used in his book, IItHsleaders 
of Labor ll

• (New York, International Publishers, 1930). 
To describe the reformists and labour aristocrats who had 

arisen in the ranks of the workers. 

23The term is Engels' and is used in his Forward to Marx's 
IICritique of the Gotha Programme" •. (HSelected l'lorks 3" I 

ppe 9-31)Q To express his, and Marx's disgust at the 
"retrograde step manifested by this draft programme .. " 'p. 9 .. 

24"selected Works 3", p. 26. 

L 
t 
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"The people who came out as bourgeois democrats 
in 1848 could just as well call themselves Social
Democrats no\v. To the former the democratic repub
lic was as unattainably remote as the overthrow of 
the capitalist system is to the latter, and there
fore is of absolutely no importance in present day 
practical politics; one can mediate, compromise 
and philanthropise to one's heart's content~ It 
is just the~same with the class struggle between 
proletariat and bourgeoisie. It is recognized on 
paper because its existence can no longer be denied, 
but in practice it is hushed up, diluted, attenuated. 11

25 

In addition to mentioning that the Erfurt programme 

neglected the proletarian dictatorship, Engels criticized 

the SPD's opportunism: 

II In the long run such a policy can only lead one's 
mlln Party astray • • ". What can result from this 
except that at the decisive moment the Parfy 
suddenly proves helpless and that uncertainty and 
discord on the most decisive. issues reign in it 
because these issues have never been discussed?~. 

This forgetting of the great, the principal 
considerations for the momentary interests of the 
day, this struggling and striving for the success 
of the moment regardless of later consequences, 
this sacrifice of the future of the movement for 
its present, may be "honestly" meant, but it is 
and remains opportunism, and "honest" opportunism 
is perhaps the most dangerous .of allli6 

Marx's and Engels' remonstrations were to no 

(immediate) availft rn'fact, .the SDP leadership suppressed 

the Critique of the Gotha Programme, held back the Critique 

••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• GO ••••••• e e 8 ••••••••••• ~' ••••••• ~ 8 •• 

25 
"Selected CorresEondence", po 325. 

26 "Selected ~vorks 3", pp. 434-435. 
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of the Erfurt Programme for ten years, and adulterated 

Engels' 1895 Preface to liThe Class Struggles in France" 

(removing its most revolutionary passages). The effect of 

the censorship wr"oUgh!; on Engels' "Preface", was to completely 

reverse its meaning~ 

The opportunist degeneration of the SDP was 

expressed in Bernstein's classic revisionist formulation 

lithe movement is everything, the aim, nothing ll
$ The Party 

emphasized gradualist demands, but \vas not even willing to 

fight resolutely for' these. For example,'when the question 

of the general strike as an anti-war tactic was raised at 

International Congresses, the general strike itself was in 

principle condemned. This opportunism gradually congealed 

intollsocial-chauvinism ll -- IIsocialism ip words, chauvinism 

in deeds ll27 as t~e various sectors of the 2nd. International' 

called for workers to rally to the defense of "their" 

fatherlands, "their ll bourgeoisies, in the eventuality of 

war. ' 

. 
• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • e _ • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 • • G • • • • • • • $ • • • • e ~ • • • 

27The formulation is Lenin's, and he used it to brand the 
2nd. International leadership which supported lIits" 
nations in the First World War. 
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PROLETARIANS AND COl*1UNISTS 

One of the earliest (and clearest) examples of the 

revisionist bacterium to be isolated, was diagnosed by 

Lenin in Russia in the opening years of the 20th~ Centuryo 

(As I intend to show later, Russia had a peculiar proclivity 

towards producing strains in the workers' movement at an 

early stage, which were later to "internationalize ll them

sel~es.) This revisioriist tendency was known as Economism. 

Economism contained, in empryo form, most of the contra

dictions which plagued all ~arieties of revisionism. 

"Economism was the main nucleus of compromise and opportunism~1I28 

The basic tenet of the Ecoriomists was that the working class 

had no interest in political formations and should confine 

itself to spontaneous "economic" acti vi t'ies. The Economists 

were, in f"act, a contradiction in terms -- if the "economic", 

struggles of workers spontaneously evolved into socialism, 

why have a party? Why indeed did the Economists exist as 

a political group? 

Despite these ~onfusions. the Economists did not 

formally deny the need for a party, but instead proposed 

that the party should tail the working class movement. This 

policy became known as tlkhvostism" or tailism.. The party 

.••••••••••••••••••• •• ' •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 0 00 

28 IIHistory of the CPSU (b)", p. 23. 
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in such a scheme. was_ superfluous. 

The Economist conviction and the conviction that 

lay at the base of the practice 01 the 2nd~ Intern~tional 

was that the consciousness of the working class would 

gradually ( and miraculously) evolve towards socialism 

without political organization. The corollary, o~ course, 

was that the evolution of society into Socialism was a 

spontaneous and gradual process. ·AII that "Marxists" 

needed to do was to garner more and more votes in Parliament, 

counsel workers against precipitous political action, and 

attempt to mollify the bourgeoisie~ 

The "Marxist" justification for this liquidationist 

policy was the IItheory of the productive forces". (This 

. theory will reappear many times through~ut.this thesis -

as it did throughout history -- as one of the main but

tresses of revisionism.) The theory proposed that since 

Marxism holds that the development of ideas corresponds 

with the development of the material forces of production 

-- these forces, in their maturation, would mechanically 

trigger revolutionary consciousness in the workers8 

However, this theory is based on a distortion of 

Marxism - mechanistic materialism. It assumes that. since 

Marxism holds economic conditions to b~ decisive, economic 

decisions are the only; decisive factors. Engels had to 

cope with this problem after the formation of the 2nd. 
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International: 

1I ••• According to the materialist coneeption of 
history, the ultimately determining element in 
history is the production and reproduction 'of 
real life. More than this neither Marx nor I have 
asserted. Hence {f somebody twists this into 
saying tha~the economic elemen~ is the only 
determining one, he transforms that proposition 
into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase. 
The economic situation is the basis, but the 
various elements of the superstructure -
political forms of the class struggle and its 
results, to wit: constitutions established by 
the victorious class after a successful battle, 
etc., juridical forms, and even the reflexes of 
all these actual struggles in the brains of the 
participants, political, juristic~ philosophical 
theories, religious views and their further 
development into systems of dogmas -- also 
exercise their influence upon the course of the 
historical struggles and ~n many cases prepon
derate in determining their form. 1I

29 

Consciousness is therefore not a s~mple reflection 

of the economic base, but rather a complex refraction of 

it. The lIultimately determining element ll has to pass 

through a series of distorting lenses - politics, tradition, 

religion, ett. before it appears in ideological-conscious 

forms. The revisionists 30 could only perceive a simple one-

to-one cause and effect relationship between economic 

devel~pment and the formation of ideas. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • G • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 .0. 0 • • • • • • 

.E9 -
IISelected correspondence ll

, p. 417 .. 

30r intend to use this term interchangeably with the terms 
Menshevik, Economist, opportunist, etc. rt expresses the 
same content, a bourgeois skewing of Marxism, but the 
term IIrevisionists ll will be_used to apply more to the 
"p.hoilosophical ll angle of this renegacy. 
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"What these gentlemen all lack is dialectics. 
They always see only here cause, there effect. 
That this is a hollow abstraction, that such 
metaphysical polar opposites exist in the real 
world only during crises, while the whole vast 
process goes on in the form of interaction -
though of very unequal forces, the economic 
movement being far the strongest, most primor
dial, most decisive - that here everything is 
relative and nothing absolute - this they never 
begin to see. As far as they are concerned 
Hegel never existed. .. •• 11 31 

In fact the "distDrting lenses" filter and block 

the consistent elaboration of revolutionary ideas amongst 

the proleta~iat. This problem is divisible into two 

aspects - one defined by Marx in terms of the hegemony 

of bourgeois ideas, one defined by Lukacs in terms of the 

phenomenon of reification consequent to any "immediate" 

conscious appropriation of reality. These aspects are 

conflated by Lenin in his restatement of the central 

problem: the spontaneous growth of consciousness in the 

working class suffers from ineluctable barriers which 

Gur-&ail its- de-ve-~opment into revolutionary consc-iou.~:fness .. 

Thus posed, the problem indicated a solution - the injection 
. 

of a fully conscious elementintd the movement o capable of 

. overcoming the barriers of spontaneity - the vanguard party 

of the proletariat. 

Marx's position on bourgeois hegemon~. is simply 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • e _ • e • • • • • $ • 0 0 • • 

31 
"Selected correspondence", p. 425. 
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that by virtue of its monopoly in the means of production 

(material and ideological), the ruling class is able to 

elaborate and disseminate a world view consonant with its 

position as ruler. This worldview both legitimizes the 

power of the ruling class and del~gitimizes those who seek 

to overturn this power. 

liThe ideas of the ruling class are in every 
epoch the ruling ideas, i.e. the class which is 
the ruling material force of society, is at the 
same time its ruling intellectual force. The 
class which has the means of material production 
at its disposal, has control at the same time 
over the means of mental production, so that 
thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those 
who lack the means of mental production are 
subject to .it. The ruling ideas are nothing 
more than the ideal expression of the dominant 
material relationships, the dominant material 
relationships grasped as ideas; hence of the 
relationships which make. the one class the ruling 
one, therefoie, the ideas of its dominance. The 
individuals composing the ruling class possess 
among other things consciousness, and therefore 
think. Insofar, therefore, as they rule as a 
class and determine the extent and compass of 
an epoch, it is self-evident that they do this 
in its whole range, hence among other things 
rule also- as th-inker.s, as prOE1tlCeXSO£ idea-s, 
and regulate the production and distribution of 
the ideas' of thei~ age: thus their ideas are the 
ruling ideas of the epoch .. "32 

This subjection to rUling class ideas creates in 

the subordinate classes a false consciousness of their 

situation. The lack of congruity between this appreciation 

of reality and the reality which inevitably asserts itself, 

••••••••••• •• e· ••••••••••••••••• 0 •• e •••••••• 00 •••• 0.0 & G ••• 

32 
K. Marx and F. Engels, liThe German IdeologY:" 
International Publishers, 1973J. p. 64. 

~-
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provides the basis for the supercession of false conscious-

ness. However, the ruling class' hold on the means of 

mental production serves fundamentally to block any broad 

spontaneous crystallization of revolutionary consciousness. 

The obverse' ~spect of this problem is provided by 

Lukacs - any 'immediate', spontaneous appreciation of 

reality is bound to be essentially bourgeois as it is sub-

ject to the phenomenon of reification. This phenomenon is 

a specific characteristic of capitalism-- in a social 

system governed by the laws of commodity production/exchange, 

the lives of men must appear to be ruled by the movement 

of commodities - i.e. thin9.§. capitalism subordinates the 

human character of its productive relations to the 

character of market relations between inanimate obje~ts~ 

IIThere it is a definite social relation between 
men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic 
form of a relation between things. In order, 
t-hHref-or-e-,to -f-ind-a-n -a-na-lo~y, - we must havere-
course to the mist-enveloped regions of the 
religious world. In that world the productions 
of the human brain appear as independent beings 
endowed with life, and entering into relation 
both with one another and the human race. So it 
is in the world of commodities with the products 
of men's hands. This I call the Fetishism which 
attaches itself to the products of labour, so 
soon as they are produced as commodities, and 
which is therefore inseparable from the production 
of commodities. 1I

33 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • eo. • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • ~ • • • • Q • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 

33"capital 1". P_ 72. ALso. for a complete discussion of 
the problem"see F. perlma~, "Commodit-y Fetishism" given 
as an introduction to I. Rubin, "Essays on Marx's 
Theory of Value". (Montreal, Black Rose Books, 1973)~ 
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The individual's attempt to immediately appropriate 

and urtderstand social reality is 'immediately.' confounded 

by the intervention of reification/fetishism. 

liThe individual can never 'become the measure of 
all things. For when the individual confronts 
objective reality he is faced by a complex of ready
made and unalterable objects which allow him only· 
the subjective responses of recognition or rejection • 
••• For the individual, reification and hence 
determinism (determinism being the idea that things 
are necessarily connected) are irremovable."34 

Lenin proceeded to draw together the twin threads 

of the problem; the hegemony of bour~eois ideas and the 

limitations of spontaneity. The limitations placed on the 

immediate assimilation of reality by the proletariat are 

defined by the nature of its most advance "spontaneously 

evolved" economic organizations, the trade unions" 
,. 

In effect Marx had posed the problem in 1865, in-

asmuch as the role of trade unions was restricted to making 

sorties against the superficial symptoms of capitalism·-

the tendency tuwards lengtnening the working-day, lowering 

wages, increasing unemployment, etc~ The unions thus 

confined the struggle to the battle front already delineated 

by capitalism and so refused to go beyond ·those lines and 

fight the root cause in the system itself. 

"Trades Unions work well as centres of 
resistance against the encroachment of capital. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • G • • • & .0. 

34 
G. Lukacs, IIHistorYHa!1c:1 Class Consciousness". 
Mass_, The M.I.T. Press, 1972~. p. 193. 

(Cambridge, 

L 
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They fail partially from an injudicious use of 
their powero They fail generally from limiting 
themselves to a guerilla ~ar against the effects 
of the existing system, instead of simultaneously 
trying to change it, instead of using their 
organized forces as a lever for the final emanci
pation of the working class, that is to say, the 
ultimate abolition of the wages system. Go.Instead 
of the conservative motto, "A fair day's wage for 
a fair day's \'lork", they ought to inscribe on 
their banner the revolutionary \vatchword, "Abolition 
of the wages systeml" 35 

Lenin proposed that while workers engaged only in 

spontaneous "economic" struggles, their conscious development 

was restricted to the outlook of trade unionism. liThe 

spontaneous movement does not engender socialism from 

"t If" 36 1 se • In order for the proletariat to supercede 

simple trade unionism, an intervenigg factor is required 

a mediator between the immediate appropriation of reality 

and reality itself. This mediator is the vanguard party 

of the proletariat which exists to "combine the working 

class movement with socialism" .. 

The theoEyof -socialism is "engendered outsiaeof 

the spontaneous movement,. from the observation and study 
. 

of the spontaneous movement by men who are equipped with 

37· 
up-to-date knowledge". The Party is the conscious 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • ~ • 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • eo. • 0 ~ • 0 • • • 

35"'selected Horks 2", pp .. 75-76 .. This was part of a report 
giveri by Marx to the General Council of the First Inter
national in 1865, under the title, lIW'aSIes, Price and Profit o

ll 

36J • Vo Stalin, "Collected Works 1". (Moscow, FLPH, 1946). 
p. 44. This is from a letter from Stalin to M. Davitashvili 
written in 1904, attacking Plekhanov, and upholding Lenin's 
ideas. 

37 b'd 11. 
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ingredient in the class struggle, an organization of 

revolutionary propagandists and agitatorso It is the 

. . f hI· t 38 "highest form of class organlzatlon 0 t e pro etarla " .. 

conterminous with this understanding of the role of the 

sUbjective factor ih th~ revolution is Lukacs ' observation 

that the Party presupposes the actuality of the revolution .. 

It is axiomatic that the Marxist-Leninist conception of a 

revolutionary party would have been. historically irrelevant 

in a pre-revolutionary phase. 

"The party, as the strictly centralized 
organization of .the proletariat's most conscious 
elements - and only as' such - is conceived as an 
instrument of class struggle in a revolutionary 
period·"39 

From these bases. all the strategic and tactical 

orientations of the revolutionary Leninist party flow. 

Revisionism succeeds only in ignorance of these foundations, 

e.g. the "productive forces theory" denies the actuality 

of the revolution, the gradualist "parliamen1:ary socia:J.ist" 

tradition rejects the necessity for the promotion of 

proletarian class consciousness. 

The theo~ies of Marx and Engels" and Lenin's 

•••••• $ ." •••••••••• G ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• ~ ~ 0 $ • 

38 J. V. Stalin I II Collected Works 5 11
, p.. 184. This is 

39 

taken from Stalin's systematization of Leninism, given 
as a lecture series at Sverdlov University in 1924, 
liThe Foundations of Leninism"" 

G. Lukacs, "Lenin - A study on the Uni·ty of His Thought" .. 
(London, NLB, 1972}. p. 26. 
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propositions, lie on th~ same logical and historical 

continuum. They represent the summation of proletarian 

experience ( given voice in a struggle on two fronts: 

against the bourgeoisie and against their ideological 

reflections in the ~ocialist movement. Lenin was acutely 

aw·are of the problem framed in the 11th. "Thesis on 

Feuerbach":, liThe philosophers have only interpreted the 

world~ in various ways; the point, however; is to change it",,40: 

indeed the title of Lenin's seminal.work on the Party poses 

. t . h . 41 
1 as a questlon: "hi at Is To Be Done?" 

The penning of II What Is To Be Done?" in 1902 

represents the beginning of an organic break (in Althusser's 

lexicon an "epistemological break ll ) with the opportunism 

of the sclerotic 2nd. International. This cannot have been 

readily apparent as such in 1902. The book, a passionate 

polemic against Economism, can have caused little more than 

a susurrus in European Marxist circles, which were still 

involved in the Bernstein debates. Lenin was an obscure 

leader of a small party, the Russian Social Democratic Labour 

Party, RSDLP, and the Economists a mere "groupuscule ll • 

The work.was, howeveL shortly to come to the attention of 

• • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • • • ~ G • • • ~ • 0 • • • • • • ~ • • • 

40 
"selected "lorks 1", p. 15. 

41V. I.. Lenin, "Selected Works 2", pp.. 27-193. The title 
is taken from a work by Chernyshevsky. 
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the leading lights of the German SDP as Lenin" demonstrated 

that he "meant busine-ss" and was obdurately prepared to 

provoke a split in the Party over the issues he had raised, 

in 1903. 

There are six crucial points of theory raised in 

"Nhat Is To Be Done?", some of which have alreadY been 

discussed. Firstly, that to restrict the proletariat to 

trade union struggles against capital meant abandoning, 

in practice, the goal of socialism. Secondly, that if the 

political movement of the working class merely swam in the 

wake of the economic movemen~,"the Party would become a 

passive, indeed irrelevant factor in the class struggle, 

and would act as a brake on the movement. Thirdly, that 

to dogmatically assert the inherent superiority of 

-spontanaeity as against the careful cultivation of revolu-

tionary theo~y and consciousness meant to abandon the party 

"to opportunism:-"without a revolutionary theory there can 

. "42 
be no revolutionary movement". Fourthly, that socialist 

consciousness did not ~echanically issue from the spontaneous 

struggles of workers; and thus neglect of the dissemination 

of socialist ideas meant the surrender of the workers to 

the influence of bourgeois idea~ • 

••••••••••• 6 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• e. 0 •• 

42 . 
V. I. Lenln, "Selected Works 2", p.47. 
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" ••• the only choice is: either bourgeois or 
socialist ideology. There is no middle course 
(for humanity has not created a "third" ideology, 
and, moreover, in a society torn by class 
antagonisms there can never be a non-class or 
above-class ideology'). Hence, to belittle 
socialist ideology in any way, to deviate from 
it in the slightest degree means streQgthening 
bourgeois i"deologY e"43 

Fifthly, the Economists were not a revolutionary party but 

a party of social reform which, by accepting the ground 

rules of capital in the conflict, betrayed proletarian 

interests. Lastly, Economism was not an accidental feature 

in Russia, but was a form of the reVisionist stream in'the 

2nd. International. 

The famous disjunction in the RSDLP occurred at its 

Second Congress in 1903 in a dispute over a superficially 

innocuous paragraph in the Party rules~ , The question was 

whether Pa~ty members should be bound to work in a Party 

organization or not o Lenin argued that a member should be 

obliged to work in a Party organiza~ion, wh~r~~s Martov 

maintained that a member merely bad to accept the Party 

programme, and in fact· "any striker" might enrol. 

This polemic encapsulated the gulf between Marxism 

and, opportunism on the question of organization. The 

ramifications of the dispute were thus not restricted 

• ••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 •••• 6 ••••• $ • 0 ••• 0 v •• 

43Ibid., p. 63. 
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within the confines of the RSDLP, but reverberated through-

out the International. The Congress concretized the split 

between Hartovists and Leninists who constituted themselves 

as Mensheviks (minority) and Bolsheviks (majority), 

respectively. 

The seminality of the organizational article under 

discussion became clear with the progress of event~ - the 

Bolsheviks and Hensheviks split into separate organizations 

with fundamentally opposing class lines. Lenin's formula-

tion was predicated on his recognition of the necessity for 

the formation of the Party as an organized vanguard, detach-

ment i whereas Martov envis~ged the Party as an amorphous 

IItailist" grouping, open to a pseudo-socialist element. 

The inner-Party struggle intensified, and Lenin 

both sharpened and deepened his conception of Bolshevism 

against the Mensheviks, who had launched themselves into 

a full 'scale factional.attack on the leadership, a "revolt 

. t L- . . - I 4-4 
aga~ns en~n~sm'. Bolshevism was given greater definition 

in 1904 in Lenin I s trenchant polem'ic "One step forward, Two 

t b k ,,' 45 s eps ac • One of the most vital points voiced in 

• • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • 0 0 • • • 0 • • 

44The phras~ is Martov's. It is cited in the History of 
the CPSU (b), p. 44. 

45 "Selected Works 2U, pp. 405-467. The subtitle is "The 
Crisis in Our party". 
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this work was that the party had to be a disciplined, 

organized front in order to itself organize and lead the 

workers struggle. To view the party as a heterogeneous 

agglomeration of sympathizers, signified a retreat to 

opportunism~ The p~rty leadership in the latter conceptu-

alization would only exist to ameliorate disputes between 

varying elements who stood at different stages of political 

development, i.e. the party would straddle Left and Right -

and would have difficulty remaining in the proletarian 

46 
camp. 

By this time the sounds of battle had echoed as far 

away as Germany_ and an arbitration committee, including 

Kautsky and Bebel, was set up to establish unity in the RSDLP. 

Lenin bitterly opposed this a'ttempt to reconcile the two 

irreconcilables, a1 though Martov agreed -to it.. The 

committee was never able to produce any conclusive results, 

the Russian Revolution of 1905 quashed the attempt o It did, 

predictably, manage to give support to Martov's side in the 

. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • e _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • .0. • 0 • e _ GO. • • • • 

46"The !o'lenshevik concept of party organization weakened both 
these poles, confused them, reduced them to compromises 
and united them within the Earty itself. The Mensheviks 
shut themselves off from the broad strata of the exploited 
masses ••• but united in the party the most diverse 
interest groups, thus preventing any homogeneity of thought 
and action ••• a party so organized becomes a confused 
tangle of different interest groups. Only through inner 
compromise does it ever manage to take any ~ction, even 
then, either follows in the wake of the more clear undered 
or more instinctive groups within it, or remains forced 
to look on fatalistically "111118 events pass it by.!! G .. 
Lukacs, "Lenin", pp. 31-32. 
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controversy; for exampl.e·;~ by refusing to publish Lenin IS 
. . 

account in Die Neue Zeit (the SDP weekly), and Kautsky's 

public declarations of support f6i Men~hevism_ The leaders 

of the 2nd. International must have understood that Leninism 

had siruck·through to the quick of their organizational 

malaise. 

Sensing an organizational split on the eve of the 

1905 Revolution, the Bolsheviks, ·de facto constituted them-. 

selves as a separa~e body with their own central committee; 

and press. consequently- positions on both sides hardened. 

and organizational differences·gave rise to tactical 

differences. The Bolsheviks worked to organize the working 

class as a militant revolutionary formation, the Mensheviks 

argued that as the present revolutionary phase had a 

bourgeois-democratic character_ . the proletariat had no 

independent rol~ to play and should not antagonize the 

liberal bourgeoisie. The workers were, however, cool 

towards Menshevism and engaged in armed struggle against 

TsarisM. They even went as far as the embryonic discovery 

of ·the organizational forms necessary for the implementation 

of proletarian dictatorship - workers councils - Soviets 

of workers deputies. 'IThe Bolsheviks regarded the Soviets 

47 as the embryo of revolutionary power." Characteristically 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 0 • 0 • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • 

4711History of the CPSU (b)", p. 79. 
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the Mensheviks saw Soviets merely as supra~class organs of 

local administration! 

The 1905 Revolution clearly exposed the political 

and class nature of the two groupings claiming to rep~esent 

the RSDLP e Plekhanov showed his hand as an anti-working 

class elitist in his reply to the Bolshevik analysis of the 

Moscow uprising. While the Bolsheviks· maintained that the 

uprising demonstrated that it was within the power of the 

proletariat to successfully wage an armed struggle, Plekhanov 

stated "they should not have taken to arms".· Lenin replied: 

"On the contrary, they should have taken to 
arms more resolutely, energetically and aggressively: 
it should have been explained to the masses that 
peaceful strikes by themselves are useless, and that 
fearless and ruthless armed fighting was required. 
The time has come when we must at last openly and 
publicly admit that political strikes are insufficient; 
we must carryon the widest agitation among the 
masses in favour of an armed uprising and make no 
attempt to obscure this ques.tion by talk about 
"preliminary stages", or by throwing a veil over it. 
To conceal from the masses the necessity for a 
desperate, sanguinary war of extermination as the 
i-mmeq i-at e- t~-s *0 ff-tl-tuFe-r evo lut ±-6 nary a ct ton means -
deceiving both ourselves and the people."48 

Thus Menshevism and Bolshevism became firmly entrenched 

as antipodal class bodies. 

To briefly recapitulate -the solution to the problem 
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48"Selected \'lorks 3", Pet 348. This is in "Lessons of the 
Moscow Uprising". similarly, during the struggle, Stalin 
had written IIv'That do we need in order to really \'lin? ~ve 

need three things: first - arms, second - arms, third -
arms and arms again .. " (His,tory of the CPSU (b), p_ 81). 
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of organization~ which had heretofore manifested itself in 

vacillation and opportunism in tactical questions, was not 

clearly ~orked out until 1902. Lenin' s intervention signi.fied 

the necessary breakthrough. and was to become formalized 

following the abandoning of opportunism in Russia, with the 

october Revolution and the attempt to isolate and abandon 

opportunism on a world scale - the break with the 2nd. 

International and the constitution of the 3rd. 

The axis of Lenin's break must be charted both 

temporally and spatially. The qu~stions which need to be 

answered following the above observations are: 

1) why was the temporal ~ocation of the break the first 

decade of the 20th. century? and 

2) why was its spatial location Russia~ 

The first question can be answered in one simple 

sentence: the development of imperialism opened the historical 

period ·of proletarian revolutions. Lenin evolved a detailed 

analysis of imperialism, as a nm.,r stage, indeed the "Highest 

stage" of capitalism in his 1916 work of the same name.. He 

identified the imperialist epoch as a special stage in the 

development of capitalism, a corollary of the growth of 

monopoly capitalism, and a stage \.,rhich II sublated ll or removed 

to a higher level, the contradictions inherent in earlier 

phases of capitalism. 

Lenin delineated five essential features of this 

new epoch, which demonstrated its substance as the articulation 

t 
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of tendencies immanent in the pre-monopoly era~ 

"I. The concentration of production and capital g 

developed to such a high stage that it created 
monopolies which play a decisive role in economic 
life6 2. The ~erging of bank capital with 
industrial capital and the creation on the basis 
of this "finance capital",· of a financial 
oligarchy. ~ 3. The export of capital, which has 
become extremely important, as distinguished 
from the export o·f commodities, 4 .. The formation 
of international capitalist monopolies which 
share the world among themselves. 5. The 
terr~torial division of the Whole world by the 
greatest capitalist pmvers is completed."49 

Thus, imperialism cannot be taken merely as an 

arbitrary aggressive policy of this or that government, 

formulated at the level of the polity. It is firmly rooted 

in the economic machinery of the capitalist system e 

Although representing a leap in the maturation of capitalism, 

Lenin reasoned that the epoch of imperialism was simulta~ 

neously its dialectical negation~ the epoch of proletarian 

revolutions. "lvhy? Because imperialism carries the 

contradictions of capit~lism to their last bounds, to the 

extreme limit, beyond Hhich revolution begins.,,50 Stalin 

ranks three main levela of contradiction which are sharpened 

by imperialism. Firstly, the contradiction between labour 
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italism"o 

50 . l' 
J. v. Sta In, "Collected Narks 6", p. 74. 
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and capital, which achieves greater definition with the 

increased concentrati6n of· capital, (and the formal merging 

of capital with the state apparatus). Secondly, the contra-

dictions between various cliques of financiers and imperialists 

in the world-wide dllation of capitalist competition. 

Thirdly, the contradiction between the imperialis·t 

"metropolises" and the colonial "hinterlands"."Sl 

Imperialism,therefore, rea~izes Lukacs' tag about "the 

actuality of the revolution". Given that Lenin gauges the 

years1870~1900 as the period of (relatively) peaceful 

Expansion and consolidation of monopoly capitalisw and that 

"for Europe, the time ,.,hen the new capitalism definitely 

superceded the old can be established with fair precision; 

52 it ,.,as the beginning of the twentieth century"; the opening 

decade of this century required the elaboration of proletarian 

praxis which woul& 'actualize' the revolution • 

. This praxis, given form by Lenin, was therefore the 

necessary response of t1arxinm to the opening of a new 

historical period. st~l{n's definition of Leninism Ilin the 

last analysis" is: 

!I .... Marxism of the era of imperialism and the 
proletarian revolution. To be more exact, Leninism 
is the theory and tactics of the proletarian 
revolution in general, the theory and tactics of 

8 • • • • • • • • • • e • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • G • • • • 0 0 .0. 

5lIbid., pp. 74-76. Interestingly enough, in Mao's pamphlet, 
"On Contradiction", ·he changes the order of these contra
dictions (Peking, FLPH, 1968),· giving primacy to the 
national aspect. 

52 . 
V. I. Lenln, "Imperialism", p .. 20. 
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the dictatorship of the proletariat in particular. II

S3 

stalin also points out that Marx and Engels did in 

fact give the general outlines of the idea of a proletarian 

vanguard Party, but Lenin developed these outlines further 

"and applied them to the new conditions of proletarian 

1 'th ' d f' . I' 54 strugg e ln e perlo 0 lmperla lsm". 

The second question concerns Russia as the locus of 

the revolutionary juncture personified in Lenin and embodied 

in Bolshevism. The answer is found in a generic invariant 

of Marxism, a law which achieves' particular force with the 

transition to the lIepoch of finance capital"~ the uneven 

development of capitalism. 

Unevenness itself is lodged in the heart of Marxist 

dialecticso As mentioned before, Marxism cannot view social 

events in terms of s"imple cause and effect; it views complex 

•••••••••• - ..... e ••• &_.!_ lID • 0 • G ••••• -.! ~_ ~_~ _e_ ~ " ~ ~_ ~ @_~ L_@~_. _. ______________ --f) __ A-----O-_G- _8-_-8- -9-

53 J • Vo Stalin, "Collected Horks 6", po> 73. This definition 
of Leninism provoked some contention in the debates with 
the oppositions during the years 1924-28. Stalin had 
provided an internationalist definition of Leninism, whereas 
others, Zinoviev, for instance, wished to make Leninism a 
purely Russian national phenomenon. I shall examine the 
debates in greater detail in the next chapter, which 'viII 
be concerned with the struggle for Leninism in the Comintern. 

54 J. V. Stalin, "Interview with Foreign 'yorkers I Delegations ll • 

(Moscow, CPSFW, 1934). p. 9. I chose this translation, 
rather than the one in the Collected Works, because it 
appears to be superior - it is far more detailed, for one 
thing. The interview itself was given to a delegation of 
American workers in 1927. (Stalin and the Central Committee 
had felt that it was necessary for the Workers' State in 
Russia to make itself accountable to workers anywhere. To 
this end, the American workers wer provided with factory 
statistics, oppositional documents, minutes of party meetings, 
etc. ). 
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·dialectical opposi"ti;ions.· as motive factors. Also, in 

recalling Stalin's consideration of imperialism as the eve 

of the proletarian revolution, it will be noted that he 

defines three layers of contradiction. Thus, the structure 

under observation cann6t merely be considered a structure 

"in contradiction", but is a structure containing a complex 

of oppositions, each of which relates to the others in terms 

of domination-subordinationo Levels of contradiction may 

be established amongst which are primary and secondary contra-

dictions, etc. 

Al thusser phrases it II the complex whole h.as the unity 

of a structure articulated in dominance.,,55 If it is further 

taken that every contradiction is articulated relative to 

every other contradiction in this unity, the conclusion is 

that dialectial .contradiction itself presupposes/defines. 

unevenness. 

In moving from the abstract to the concrete, how is 

this unevenness inscribed in capitalist development? As a 

simple empirical obseryation, the prevalent anarchy of 

production and the contradictions within the capitalist class 

• • • • 0 • • • • • • w • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • e _ • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • ~ e _ • • 0 • 

55"For·Harx", p. 202 .. Little work has actually been done 
... on Marxist dialectics per~. The foremost works are Engels 

"Anti-Duhring". (I1oscow, Progress Books, 1970) .. Lenin's 
"Philosophici'll Notebooks''', (Selected Horks vol" 11). Stalin's 
"Dialectical and Historical Materialism", and, despite its' 
errors, Mao Tee Tung's liOn Contradiction". 
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termed "competition" generate uneven development amongst 

individual enterprises, individual branches of industry and 

individual countries~ The transition to imperialism . and 

the growth of monopoly sharpens the contradictions between 

capitalists in the arena of the world market. 

"Finance capital and the trusts are aggravating 
instead of diminishing the differences in the 
rate of development of the various parts of the 
world economY."S6 

Imperialism's acceleration of the rate of develop~ 

ment of contradictions' and the process of uneven develop-

ment, focused "all the historical contradictions then possible 

. . I t 57 . ln a slng e Sta e," . RUSSla. The contradictions, fusing 

into a revolutionary rupture in Russia, were becoming "over

determined".S8 In the mid-nineteenth c~ntu:ry Harx and 

Engels felt that the revolution centred in Germany. which, 

they believed, was verging on a bourgeois revolution to be 

followed (uninterruptedly) by a socialist revolution. (stalin 
-

merrtion-s . that- th-is cif·curnst:ance s-erved as the probable reason 

why Germany ~as the birthplace of scientific socialism, and 

Marx and Engels its theorists). Already in 1882~ Marx and 
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5.6V• I L . • enln, "Imperialism", p .. 93. 

57L• Althusser, "For .Harx", p. 96. 

58Ibid., p. 99. The term is Althusser·s, and signifies a 
(supersaturated) fusion of contradictions into a 
revolutionary rupture. 
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Engels felt that the revolutionary front had moved from 

Germany to Russia. "Russia forms the vanguard of revolution-

59 ary action in Europe." 

Similarly, Lenin had (praphetically) recognized that 

the foetal revolution in Russia was undergoing a transforma-

tion to maturity in 190-2 11 

"History has nm.,· confronted us \vi th an immediate 
task which is more revolutionary than all the 
immediate tasks that confront the proletariat of 
any other country. , The fulfillment of this task, 
the destruction of the most powerful bulwark not 
only of European but also (it may now be said) of 
Asiatic reaction would place the Russian proletariat 
in the, vanguard of the international revolutionary 
proletar~at·"60 

The over-ripe nexus of contradictions converging on 

Russia included the contradiction bet\veen: developed industry 

(e.g. the Putilov works in Petrograd - the largest factory 

in the world) and medieval agriculture; feudal political 

structures and a capitalist economic base; proletarian class 

struggles and autocratic repression; revolutionary peasantry 

and the capitalist dislocation of social relations in the 

countryside; Russian cFlpitalism and Tsarist "military-feudal 

im~erialismIl6l; British and French Imperialism'and Russia; 
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59 "Selected l'lorks Itt, p. 101. Also, see Marx's Letters to 
Engels, ,Nov. 13, 1859, Feb. 13, 1863 and Sept. 27, 1877. 

60 "Selected Works 2", p. 50. 

61The term is Lenin's. 
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Russian interests in. imperialist expansion (in Turkey, China, 

Persia, etc.) and the inteiests of British and French Capital; 

the revolutionary intelligentsia and Tsarist oppression; etc. 

That is, the three contradictions outlined by stalin as the 

maincontradiction~eXacerbated by imperialist development 

£ocused can forte in Russia. 

It follows that uneven development made Russia the 

crucial front of the world revolution. and, thereby, the 

Russian proletar~a~;· the vanguard of the world proletariat. 

Russia set the stage for the historic "epister:lOlogical break" .. 

These two notions; imp~rialisQ actualizing the 

revolution and uneven development, had profound effects on 

both the development of the revolution in nussia. and its 

develop~ent on a world scale. ns will ~e shown, the sharpest 

confrontations over those principles occurred between the 

Leninists and tlensheviks, particularly the Mensheviks within 

the Co~intern: the Trot~kyites and Bukharinites. 

Tll1s -c1J.scUssi6fl of 1Jlelocus of thel,'lOrld revolution

ary pole of attraction in Russia interrupted the narrative 

hj.story of the Bolshevik theory of the Party, in 1905. It 

was at this point that the Bolshevik tendency definitely 

crystullized into iln ilutonornous organizational entity as 

opposed to IlenshevisJ1.. HOh'8ver, the "march of time" could 

not be expected to cease in·1905 with the defeat of the 

First Russian Revolution and the organizational rupture Hith 



opportunism. Intense struggles, Hitnessing the condensation' 

und ref lection of all contrudictions in tlle Horlc1 revolut,ion-

ary movement in Russia telescoped into a brief period, 

occurred throughout the space from 1905, to the 1917 

revolutions and to the ebb of the world revolution in 1921. 

,These struggles served both to anplify and clarify Bolshevik 

theory uS Bolshevism progressively estranged itself from 

}!ensllevis:,1 a11d Second International revisionism in general ~ 

(It is probably safe to say that not until 1924, with the 

publication of stalin IS "Fo1.indations of Leninism" did a 

d ' f ' , f ' 1 h " ) 62 mature co l:lcatlon 0 Bo s eVlsm appear. 

The formal rupture with the Mensheviks came at the 

Prag1.ie Conqress of RSDLP in 1912. Until this point, Henshevism 

bad been bu,sily consolidating a swift retreat fro:11 any 

sembiance of obligation to the proletariat which it fnight 

have had. In the Stolypin period of reaction following the 

reflux'of the 1905 revolution, the Bolsheviks went undergroud 

and fortified their illegal Party organizati6n~ The 

nenshevi]~s arqued for the liquidation of tl1e illegal Party . 
and for close collaboration with the lib~ral-bourgeois Cadets. 

They suw the temporary ebb of the revoluti6n as something 

ineradicable and so were p'repared to conpromise Hi th any 

, . , 
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62[;ven 1\lthusser grudgingly admits the usefulness of the 
"Foundations". It does, in fCl.ct, provide the basis for 
his argument in "Contradiction and Overdetermination", 
(lY'\ ro;+-
~~~.! 
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force, including the Stolypin regime. To this end they 

offered to renounce the party programme in exchange for 

the Tsar's consent to their appearance as a legal party. 

Trotsky formed his own faction, the August Bloc, and 

attempted to straddle both poles, the Bolsheviks and the 

Liquidationists (a rather delicate act). Stalin was moved 

to write about Centrism_. (the position of Trotskyism): 

"Centrism, isa political concept. Its 
ideology is one of adaptation, of subordination 
of the interest of the proletariat to the 
interests of the petty-bourgeoisie within one 
co~mon party. This ideology is alien and 
abhorrent to Leninism,,11

63 

The struggle came to a head at the 1912 Congress. 

The llensheviks were expelled from the Party and the Party 

renamed itself "RUssian Social Democratic Labour party 

(Bolsheviks) .. " "The Party strengthens itself by purging 

- k f . t 64 1ts ran s 0 opportun1S s .. " Lenin wrote to Gorky: "At 

last we have succeeded, in spite of the Liquidator scum, 

inre-s4::er-in~ the-Party- and -its- CerrfraT COlnrnlttee. :r h01)e 

you \-lill rejoice in this fa.ct.,,65 

During the years 1912-1914 the Bolsheviks developed 

their base, legally and illegally, in all existing workers' 

63 . _ ' ( ) Quoted 1n ",H1story of the CPSU b ", p. 136 .. 

64The sentence in Lassalle's, and is approvingly quoted by 
Engels, Lenin, Stalin and others. 

65V ~ I. Lenin, i'Collected lvorks 29" .. 
Publishers, 1945). p. 19. 

(Nmy Yor);:, International 



organizations through tightly knit ceYls; and fractions 

66 of party members receiving direction from the centre. 

One of the most outstandin~ victories won by the Bolsheviks 

at the time. was the Dlection of the Executive Committee 

of the st. Petersbuig Hetal Workers Union where out of 

3,000 votes cast, only 150 went to the Mensheviks. 

The discovery of the cell and fraction form of 

Party organization was, most certainly, one of the outstanding 

organizatiohal innovations of the Bolsheviks. Given the 

repressive nature of the au~ocracy. and the incessant 

switching from legal to illegal status, the most flexible 

and secure framewor~ for the Party was the Party cell/fraction 

based in industry. All the Bolshevik workers ln one plant 

would constitute a cell- and all the cells in one branch 

of industry, or in one workers' organization (e.g~ a trade 

union) would constitute a fraction~ 

These cells were the crucial limbs and bases of 

the Bolshevik Party. They performed a twofold function -

firstl~', they firmly r~oted the Party in the working class, 

locating at the cardinal points of its existence - the 

factories; secondly, they bore the Party's .line to the masses 

- ideologically and organizationally. The cell~ or nucleus, 

66 f -. - tl . t' 1 f - d b Party .ractlons are 1e organlza lona orms requlre y 
Bolshevism. The acceptance or-rejections of the use of 
Party fractions in industry forms one- of -the key lines of 
demarcation separating Bolshevik-and reformist organi~ations. 
1\.8 will be shm-lO, one of the sharpest struggles waged by 
the COTaintern against truculent Social Democratic (i .. e~ 
opp~rtunist) eleDents in its member sections ce~tred on 
the fraction question. 

; 
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was the strategic foundation of the Party organization. Cell 

,members discussed issues of the day, Party lines and factory 

problems, always in an effort to win the workers, 

particular locale. 

in their 

The Party was thus able to embody "the highest form 

of proletarian class organization" by forming a living link 

between all sectors of the class~ Only this form could 

prepare the workers for power,. and marshall their forces 

for swift and decisive plans. 

The Party's watchword then, was industrial 

concentration. Even a small Party. such as the Bolsheviks, 

could prepare for victory. given correct ideology and 

correct organi~ation. The organizational for~ demanded by 

'an outlook calling for the seizure of power by the 

industrial proletariat is factory cells, primarily in key 

industTies - metallurgy, transport, etc.. 'rhe Bolsheviks 

then structurally demarc,ated themselves from the revisionists. 

who mairitained territorial forlns of organization, in order 

to prepare for parlia~entary power. 

The entrehchment of the Bolsheviks in the factories. 

literally ~ade them an unbeatable force. When the time was 

propitious for the workers to rise,the cells could merely 

proliferate throughout the class ,0 and, organicully connect,y1 

to a vital centre, could coalesce the workers' r~nks f6r 

action .. 

L 



Lenin's "orders of the day" in January, 1909, are 

as follows: 

"From this evaluation of the principle of Party 
organi~ation logically follows the line of 
organizational policy adopted by the conference. 
To strength,,fn tlle illegal Party organization, to 
create Party cells in all spheres of work, to set 
up first of all, "entirely Party comrni ttees con
sisting of workers, even if their number be sDall, 
in each industrial en'terprise ll 

I to concentrate the 
functions of leadership in the hands of leaders of 
the Social Democratic movement frOln among the 
workers the~selves - such is the task today. 
Needless to say, the task of these cel1s and 
committees must be to utilize all the semi-legal 
and, as far as possible, legal organizations, to 
rtlaintain II close contact with the masses", and to 
direct ~ork iri such a way that social Democracy 
responds to all the needs of the mas~es. Every 
Party cell and \vorkers' committe Dust become a "base 
for agitation, propaganda, and practical organizing 
Hork among the masses" I i .. e. they must go ,.,here 
the masses go, and try at every step to push the 
consciousness of the masses in the direction of 
socialism, to link up every specific question with 
the general tasks of the proletariat, to transform 
every act of organization into one of class 
consolidation, to win by dint of energy and 
ideological influence (not by their ranks and titles 
of course) ,the leading role in all the proletarian 
legal organizations. Even if these cells and 
COillllli tieBs he --£ma-l-.1-a-t-t-iltle£-, -'l:.hey\<ril-l- he- i in-ked 
together by Party tradition and Party organization, 
by a definite class programme; and two or three 
Social Democra~ic members of the Party will then 
be able to avoid becoming submerged in an amorphous 
legal organization, and to pursue their Party line 
under all conditions,in all kinds of situations, 
to influence their environment in the spirit of the 
Whole Party, and not allow the environment to swallow, 
them up .. " , 67 

67V • I L . • en1n, "Collected Norks 15", pp .. 353"':'354" 
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This is an eloquent account of the practical 

functions of a Leninist revolutionary; of how in practice, 

a vanguard movement operates. 

In 1914. the First Imperialist War broke out. This 

was the war which clearly. expressed the moribund nature of 

imperialism, and its entrance into its terminal phase. 

Capitalism could no longer thrive through peaceful expansion; 

in the saturation of the world market the growth of one 

capitalist could only be accomplished at the expense of the 

others. So capital was obliged to embark on ventures of 

massive destruction. to restructure the world market and 

destroy the prod~ctive forces in order to reanimate its life 

cycle: boom, bust, crisi~, 0ar~ and so on~ 

History its,elf tends to "make or break" people, and 

great historical events confirm or explJdldie the sets of 

opinions people have about history~ Thus the First l{orld 

War delivered the coup de 
I 

grace to the atrophic Second --_ ............ 
-- ---

International~ "As Engels had foreseen, the SDP had proven 

unprepared for the "d~cisive moment". Kautsky's fantastic 

scheme of "ultra-Imperialism" - the peaceful coalescence of 

all Imperialists into a super-Imperialist world state -

dissolved.
68 

The attempts not to frustrate the bourgeoisie 

6 [3 •• • l' d kh' . l' d Lenln s, "1m erla lsm" an N .. Bu arln1s "Imperla lsm an 
l-Torld Economy", Ne\v York, 1·10nthly' Revie\v Press, 1975) I 

\vere both directed against ICautsky' s utopian "Ul tra-imperialism" 
system .. 



by means of political strikes, sharpening extra-parliamentary 

struggles, etc., had left the bour~eoisie coolly unimpressed. 

They were not willing'to abaridon their struggle against the 

proletariat. merely because the erstwhile leaders of the 

proletariat had abandoned their strugg.le against the 

bourge6isie. The massive confusion and lack of purpose 

within the International was clearly evinced by the chasm 

which yawned between its {occassional) revolutionary 

pronunciamentos and its cringing opportunist actions~ 

In view of the gathering \var clouds" the 2nd .. 

International had, in 1912, called a extraordinary confer-

ence in· Basle. to discuss proletarian anti-war action. 

Basle produced an anti-war resolution unanimously adopted 

by the International, which thunderously exclaimed: 

"Let the. governments be mindful of the fact 
that, with European conditions and the attitude 
of the working class as they are, they cannot let 
loose a "tolar \-1i thout causing danger to themselves. 
Let them recall that the Franco-German war was 
f: g -lJQHed_Qj.~tll~ Le"lQllltinnar¥ou-tbJ;@etJ~Gf- - t-1-re 
Commune, that the Russo-Japanese war set in 
motion the revolutionary forces of the peoples 
of the Russia~ Empire, and that competitive 
military and naval armaments have accentuated in 
an unprecedented fashion the class antagbnisms in 
England and on the continent and have unchained 
vast strikes. It would be sheer madness for the 
governments not to realize that the very thought 
of the monstrosity of' a world war would inevitably 
call forth the in~ignation and the revolt of the 
\'lorking class. The proletarians consider it a 
crime to fire at each other for the benefit of 
the capitalists' profits, the ambitiDn of dynastiies, 
or the greater glory of secret diplomatic treaties. 1I

69 

69cited in Foster, pp. cit., pp. 217-218. 



Lenin, with his usual perspicacity, read the 

l'Ianifesto and r'emained skeptical,; "They have given us a 

larC)e promissory note; let us see hovl they will meet it,," 70 

Of course, not only were they hot able to meet it, but they 

flagr~ntly abrogated each one of its promises. On August 

4, 1914, the German Social Democratic Party9 s 110 parlia-

~entary re~resentatives voted unanimoUsly for war credits, 

declaring "in 1:he hour of danger He shall not desert the 

f tl 1 d If 71 ,'a -.lcr an .. 

Philip Scheidr~ann presented the \'lar as a defense 

~gainst Tsarist Russsia: 

"The chief guilt for the present ,,,ar rests 
upon Russia. At the very tir1e '''hen the Tsar \vas 
exchanging dispatches with the German Kaiser, 
apparehtly \'lorkin9 for P'~Cl,C0, l'(~ '1}.J owed the 
mobilization to go on secretly,' not only against 
Austria, but also against Germany. • •• We in 
Germany have the duty to protect ourselves. We 
have the task of protecting the country of the 
Dost developed Social-Democracy against servitude 

"to Russia~ ~ •• We Social-Democrats have not 
ceased to be Germans because 've have joine_d the 
5-oe icl.:b, stJ:nterncct:l(511aT~-w7 2 

The French, British, Delgian and American pro-war 

Social Democrats, however, blamed Germany as the threat to 

"their nations".. 'Thereupon the Second International 

collc1psec1 under the weiqht of its own contradici:ions~ The 

70 . t . d ' . 1 • d T Cl e. In O. H. Gal1,(ln an IT. ,I. 
and the \'Iorld {'lar".. (Stanford, 

Fisher, 
1940)" 

"'rhe Bolsheviks 
p .. 79 .. 

71 - .. ., T J "Th n . d I 11 f tl d T t C1ted 1n c',. Jenz, ,e 1,188 an "a 0 'le Secon "n er-
national" .. (He\" Yor1c, 1932}. p .. 128. 

72. .' CIted In Foster, Ope cit., p_ 230. 
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profligate leadersllip attG8pted ·to "cover their nakedness" 

with involuted rationalizations - amongst which Kautsky's 

must rank as the l"JOst sophisticated.. He proclaimed that 

the war 'vas indeed ir;1perialist, but that the duty of 

social-democrats vms to defend "their" imperialists: the 

situation was too complex for co-ordinated proletaiian 

action, "national defense" was the order of the day. But 

nothing could obscure the fact that the revolutionary 

bombast spouted by the 2nd. International in 1912 had only 

served to prepare the proletariat for its great betrayal 

in 1914. 

Engels, in a letter to Lafargue predicting a world 

war, stated: 

"Therefore the socialists in all countries are 
for peace. If nevertheless war comes, then one 
thing is certain, This war, where fifteen and 
twenty million armed. men would slaughter one 
another and lay waste Europe as'never before, 
this war must either bring about the immed~ate 
171-<::tory -of ----SOclaTism-or- so shaCf. Fer the -ala 
order of things from top to bottom, and leave 
behin~ such a heap of rUins, that the old 
capitalist society will become more impossible 
than ever before, and the social revolution, 
though it might be set back for ten or fifteen 
years, would, however, in this case also have 
to conquer and in so much the more speedy and 
thorough fashion. 1I

73 

Lenin, ~n full accord with Engels, issued the 

revolutionary ,var slogan for proletarians: "turn the 

imperialist \var into a civil war" ~ (Trotsky produced his 

73. l' 1 tt I h t t' 1 . Cltec ln P, .. Pa rne Du , 'T e In erna lona e" .. 
La"lrence and nishart, 1964 ).. pp •. 127-128 .. 

(London, 
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usual vapid attempt to bridge the antagonists with the 

"neither victory nor defeat" slogan}.. Germany had ceased 

even de jure to be the centre of the socialist movement. 

We again encounter the factors~ imperialism as the 

eve of the revolution,. and uneven development~as decisive 

in the degeneracy of the Second'International. 

"The collapse of the Second International is the 
collapse of opportunism which was growing on the 
soil of a specific (the so-called 'peaceful') , 
histbric epoch now passed, and which practically 
dominated the International in the last years. 
The opportunists had long been preparing this' 
collapse by rejecting the socialist revolution 
and substituting for it bourgeois reformism; by 
repudiating the 61ass struggle with its inevitable 
transformation into civil war at certain moments, 
and by preaching class collaboration; by preaching 
bourgeois chauvinism under the name of patriotism 
and defense of the fatherland and ignoring or 
repudiating the fundamental truth of socialism 
early expressed in The Communist Manifesto, namely, 
that the workers have no fatherland: by confining 
themselves in their struggle, against militarism to 
a sentimental, philistine point of view instead of 
recognizing the necessity of a revolutionary war 
of the proletariat of all countries against the 
bourgeoisie of all countries: by turning the 

- l'l-ecessary-u-t-ili-3-a-to-ien-o£--bourg-eoi-s -par'ri-arn-ent.arism' 
and bourgeois legality into a fetish of this 
legality and into forgetfulness of the duty to 
have illegal forms of organization and agitation 
in times of crises. 1I

74 

Imperialism also provides the material base for this 

opportunism/revisionism: the evolution of a labour aristoc-

racy_ From the superprofits gleaned in the exploitation 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • B • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 

74Lenin, "Collected ~qorks 18 11 , pp. 80-81. 
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of the colonies ,the ilflperialists are able to "buy off" 

certain sectors of the proletariat at "home"~ the trade 

union leaders, higher job categories, etc. These sectors 

are thus paid agents of the ruling class in the camp of 

the proletariat~ r would hasten to add that the bribed 

elements appear to me to be ex-proletarian, or petty-

bourgeois, who merely happen to be in the location of the 

proletariat.. This seems "to explain their vacillating 

1 . t t 75 c ass 1n eres .. 

As the Second International did not conceive of it-

self as a revolutionary organizational unity, and had no 

organizational strictures regarding its composition as a 

body of professional revolutionaries, it flung its doors 

open to any opportunist labour "leader"r1vho Hislled for a 

political career. People like Karl Legien, the German 

trade union leader. who opposed strikes per ~, '-lere then 

able to become a pm",'erful force. 

Given the collapse of the German centre, it" devolved 

upon Lenin to muster ~11e revolutionary oppositionists of 

the Second International, and other internationalist forces, 

75" " 
On this point, see T~ngel.s· lecter to narx, October 7, 1858, 
,·,herein he talks of "the English proloturiat becoEling more 
bourgeois", and says that "for a na.tion Vlhich exploits the 
\'1110le \·,'orld this is, of course, to a c~rtain extent 
justifiable,," 1\lso, Engels to t-larx, l\uqust 11, 1881, and 
especially Lenin, "Inperialism", Chapter 8. 
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for the creation of a new Comnunist International. Two 

conferences were organized J in ~immerwald in 1915, and in 

ICienthal, in 1916 0 Both of these experiences served as 

harbingers of the difficulties to corne in the organizing 

of a ne',., movenent • .., The participants 'vere of a mixed 

character~ Bolsheviks, Trotskyites, Left Social Democrats, 

etc. Although they were unable to produce anything conclu-

sive (they ,rejected the Bolshevik notion of revolutionary 

defeatism), they served as a nucleus for the 3rd. International~ 

The experience did d~nonstrate, nevertheless, that the task 

of eradicating Social Democratic influence and building 

Bolshevism 'vas to be quite arduous. 

Although the Bolshevik Party had ,been unable to 

decisj,vely influence the internationalist sector of the 2nd~ 

International, an ~vent was to occur which visibly thrust 

the Bolsheviks into the forefront of the world revolution; 

i:he Oc,tober ?,evohrtion in Russia .. 
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.YOU iIi\VE J';01'rnUG TO LOSE BUT YOUE CH.i\INS 

The high pitch of class struggle prevailing prior 

to the outbreak of war in Russia, did not slacken during 

the war years. On the contrary, the tensions hlithin the 

cOllntry were exaceibatedto the ut;'lost as a result of the 

unpopularity of the war and the government, the ineptit~de 

of the political and military leadership, the worsening of 

conditions, etc~ The Tsar had seen the war as a possible 

palliative for the revolutionary fernent. Iris miscalculation 

merely gave weight to the axiom that one of the conditions 

for revolution was the inability of the governing classes 

to govern. 

In January, 1917, a massive political strike movement 

bioke out across Russia'-in Baku, in Nizhni-Novgorod; one-

t11ird of f·loscow workers' struck:, the Putilov works struck, 

etc. The Bolsheviks organized massive demonstrations calling 

"DO\'lD \./i th the rr~ar", and "Do\'lD \·li th the ~'Iar" ~ On Ilarch 10, 

a general strike occurred, the troops fraternized with the 

Horkers and by l1arch 1,2, 60, 000 soldiers had joined the 

de~onstrators. The workers opened the jails, freed 

revolutionaries ~nd locked up tsarist functionaires. By 

narch 1<'1., the H.ovolution had succeeded and tho Tsar Nas 

overthrO\·m. A Provisional Government h 7 as set up \'lhich 

realized de jure, the de facto bourgeois government of 

Russia which J1ad been operative but which was screened by 
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Tsarism. The Bolsheviks, whilst maintaining their close 

ties to the working masses, were somewhat disoriented by 

the new situation, and there was a certain recrudescence 

of Menshevism within the ranks of the Party. It was felt 

that the Provisional government should be at least condition-

ally supported. to give bourgeois liberalism time, in Russia, 

in which to play out its historic role - the fatalistic 

productive forces theory again! At the extreme right of 

this tendency stood Rykov who called for support of the 

Provisional Government and the partisans of war. 

In April) Lenin traumatized the Party by declaring 

(on his-triumphal-ret.urn from exile) to a group of \Vorkers 

"Long Live the Socialist Revolution". He went to the Party 

and presented his famous !lApril Theses"..., in Nhich he argued 

that the workers had created operational councils, Soviets, 

which were to be the basis of a new form of republic, a 

worker~' republic, thus po\Ver should be transferred to the 

S-ovlet-s.. ITe proposed that the name of the party be changed 

to the Communist Party, and that a Third, Communist Inter-, 

national should be formed. There \Vas a marked internal 

struggle in the Central Committee during which Lenin 

submitted (but. later Nithdrew) h1s resignation. The theses 

were finally endorsed wit.h the opposition of a few, such 

Kamenev, and Rykov .. Bolshevizing the Bolshevik 

Party it.self was proving to be not. altogether straighforward! 

,
L 
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The Party set itself the task of winning a majority in the 

Soviets. 

In June, 1917, .the Provisional Government, subs~rvient 

to the needs of the British and French Imperialists launched 

a full scale offens~ive in the t'lOrld tvar.. They hoped that 

this decisive act would shift the centre of gravity away from 

the Soviets which had already assumed the status of an 

alternative governl~lentt the "dual-pal-ler" period~ 

The offensive collapsed and the Russian workers and 

soldiers became extremely indignant. The Soviets (which were 

'still controlled by the Mensheviks, firmly entrenched in the 

camp of the counter revolution) temporarily discredited them

selves as oppositional centres of government by not respo~ding 

to the bourgeoisie' s challenge~ The anger of tlle proletariat 

~pilled over into the streets ~ndin July. huge, spontaneous, 

armed demonstrations occurred. The Bolsheviks considered 

the action premature, but were bound to give it sllP})ort. 

The Provisional Government ruthlessly suppressed the demon

strators, and. with ·th,e open connivance of thenensheviks 

and the populist Socialist Revolutionaries,outlawed the 

Bolshevik Party ·and called for the arrest of Lenin on a 

charge of high treason.. During tl1C revolu tionary fenilc~nt 

the industry concentration policy definiteJ.y proved itself, 

and the 130lshevik rank.s swelled ""ith insurrectionary workers. 

In Petrograd, for exa~ple, in January, the Party had less 

than 2,000 members. by the opening of the April Party 
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Conference, membership had risen to 16,000, and by June it 

had reached 32,000, with an additional 2,000 soldiers enrolled 

in tIle Bolshevik r·ali tary Or<;Tanization and 4,000 soldiers 

enrolled in a Bolshevik Military support group. That was 

but ~he tip of the iceberg. Just prior to the July uprisings, 

the llensheviks and S.P...'s had tried to reassert their weaken-

lng hegemony by calling for mass demonstrations of workeri 

fidelity on June 18 in Petrograd. 400,000 workers turned 

out and marched carrying solely Bolshevik banners .. 

If it may b~ said that 1902 provided the theoretical 

hreak with ~lenshevis~; 1905 the organizational break - with 

its fornalization in 1911: April, 1917 was the strategic 

break, and ,July, 1917 the final tactical break hlith 

l'1en.shcvist opportunism.. The Party, at its 6th .. Congress 

turried decisively towards the forceful seizure of power by 

the proletariat. 

"The peacefgl _Re.rioQ Qf tile revoluti-Orl- hEl.-8 eBde-E1, 
~ nbn~0eaceful period has begun, a period of 
clashes and explosions~'" 76 

Stalin, in full cognizance of th~ fact that the 

revolutionary ~aelstrom was being given tangible form in 

the shape of the r~ussian proletariat, the advance guard of 

world revolution~, !Jade the following observation {which becal~18 

~ ~ • 4 • • 4 • ~ • ~ • ~ _ ~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ • • ~ _ ft • • • • • • ~ • ~ _ • n • • • • • ~ • ~ ~ • .4. • • ~ • • • • 

76 t 1 . . (1 ) 19 Quo -ec 1n "Illstorv of the CPSU )" 1 p. - '7 • 
• L' r t l' , --::---\----

] ... ::0 ,) a 1 n s. I 

{The quote 
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the key point in the "socialism in one country" debates of 

the fuid-Twenties): 

"The possibility is not excluded that P..ussia 
will be the country that will lay the road to 
soci;)lisn.... De must discard the a.ntiquated 
idea that only Europe can show us the waYq 
There is dognatic narxism and creative t'!arxism. 
I stand by the latter."77 

This represented the total discarding of the Social 

Democratic "productive forces" c1og1ila - 'politics \Vas no\'! in 

connand~ The productive forces (especially the proletariat) 

had 10n0 since ripened. (In a forthcoming section on Trotskyism 

and the Cornintern, I shall dilate on the "socialism in one 

country" arguments). 

The re~olutionary unity of the Party was concretized 

at the S:L;~th Congress I and marked by th9 formalization of the 

principle of democratic centralism in the Party's rules~ 

This signified: -that all directing bodies of the party, from 

top to'bottom, should be elect~d; that Party bodies should 

perioc'licarly give accounts of their activities to their 

respective Party organization; that strict discipline should 

prevail, whereby the minority would be subordinate to the 

l~ajority; and that the decisions of higher Party bodies \Vere 

binclin<] on all 10Her bodias and on Party members qenerally. 

77V• I .. Lenin, J. v.stalin, "The rZussian Revolution" .. 
(Mew York, International Publishers, 1930). p. 146. The 
quote is taken from a speech of Stalin's at the 6th. Congress. 
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Also at the Sixth.Congress, the Me~hrayontsi 

(Trotskyite) group were admitted, having pledged obeisance 

to the Party programme and having agreed to abandon their 

syncretic activities. This was, in all probability, a 

mistClke on the part· of the 1301sheviks, as. although some 

of the ~1ezhrayontsi became Bolsheviks (Voladarsky, and 

Uritsky, for example), Trotsky \'las never able to:,; and soon 

slipp~d back into centrism, Clnd finally Menshevism. 

In the following three months the Soviets and the 

workin9 class began to swing ~. masse a\'lay from lIenshevism 

and towards Bolshevism. On August 31, the Petrograd Soviet 

endorsed Bolshevism, and the Socialist Revolutionary and 

Henshevil( Presidium resigned. On September 5, the Hoseo", 

Soviet turned to Bolshevism. With the polshevization of 

the Soviets and the rClising of the demand "All Pm-ler to the 

Soviets" together ,,,1 th the demand "Land to the Peasants" 

(who w~re already making large numbers of land seizures) 

Ebe flen-sheviks and populists attempted to stem the revolution-

ary tide by convening a Pre-Parliament. The Bolsheviks, 

Clgainst ~,~ ~ishe~ of their parliamentary fraction (including 

1~;:l'menev and Teodorovich), boycotted the Pre--Parliament .. 

On October 10, the Bolsheviks agre~d that having 

secured a mCljority in the most important Russian Soviets, 

they should issue a cClll fo'r an armed uprising ''lithin the 

next few days. Kamenev ari~ Zinoviev were opposed to this 

.-i_ 
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move and· tiC tually "scabbed" by informing the .Hensheviks of 

tIle decision. Trotsky felt the uprising should be postponed. 

Nevertheless, on the night of october 24, the revolution 

began, and on October 25, the Dolsheviks issued a manifesto 

"To the Ci ti7.cns of~ Russia" announcing that state power had . -

passed into the hands of the Soviets. The Second All-Russian 

Congress of Soviets opened in the evening of October 25 and 

formed a Soviet Government, electing Lenin Chairman of the 

Council of People's commissars. The Mensheviks withdrew 

from the Congress. The world's first proletarian dictatorship 

on a national scale had been r~alized. 

It must be emphasized that the centralized striking 

force embodied in the Bolshevik Party proved to be the ideal 

weapon for the commission of revolution~ Its organizational 

forn enabled it to be highly manoeuver able - once the revolution 

had been pinpointed it was able to marshall its forces for a 

decisi0e blow. Given also that revolutionary monents 

cr~stallize and the dissipate, only a disciplined force which 

could accept central d.,irection could "seize the moment" .. 

Dolshevism thus proved to be a revolutionary force, and 

October began the process of the disintegration of Menshevism 

and populism as forces in the working class. 

Although the revolution represented. the condensation 

of revolutionary "moments" in the world struggle into a 

"super-r:toment" of insurrection: a point of overdetermination; 
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the process of clarifying Bolshevism did not cease~ 

The Constituent Assembly, slated to convene in 

January, 1918, and containing a majority of Mensheviks and 

S.R.'s presented abroblem: 

"Tie see j~n the rivalry of the constituent 
1\.sseubly unO. th.e Soviets the historical dispute 
between the two revolutions, the bourgeois 
revolution and the sociulist revolution. The 
elections to the constituent Assembly (based on 
elcctorallists made before the J'Jover!lber revolution) 
arc e111 echo of the first bourgeois revolution in 
Febru<1ry (1 tarch), but certainly not of the people's, 
the socialist revo1ution."78 

[Jence, when the Z\ssembly voted dO\"Jn a resolution 

calling for the recognition of the soviet Government as the 

legitimate state pO\"Jer, it was officially dissolved, on 

Januar~/ 2 G. This, predictably, caused an outcry from the 

social chauvinists of the Nest, who had~sudden1y rediscovered 

"democracy", and 'vere shocked at revolutionaries using state 

power coercively, i+e. in a revolutionary manner, especially 
I 

against t11eir confreres, the Irensheviks. 

In Decenber, 1917, Lenin, in the name of the Central 

Committee ordered Trobsky.and the Soviet delegation at Brest-

Li tovsk to conclude a peace treaty ",ith (~ermany ~ Trotsky 

saboi:u0Cd the neqot iations and refused to si<]n a trea ty on 

(.;er!:an\' I S terms ,whereupon Germany advanced, sei7.ing vast 

nretis of land and forcing the Soviet Government in February, 

• A _ • • _ • ~ _ • • ~ • • • • • $ • _ ~ * • • 8 • • ~ ~ • • 0 • ~ • • * e • ~ • • _ • • • • n • ~ • • ~ ft • • ~ 

78V• J. Len.i..n, liThe Pr()ietCl:r.:_~an Revolution and the Reneqade 
lZautskL.. (JTe\'! Y;)rk, International Pu]::>lisher s, 1934).. p.. 51 .. 
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1910, to si011 Q treaty on far more onerous terms than the 

ones 'l'rotsky hQd refused.. Promptly DuJ.~harin, Ossinslcy and 

others .in the Hosco\'! !?arty Regional '3ureau passed a resolution 

of no~conf.idence in the Central Commi.t-t:ee and declared that 

rather than conclucle peace with Gerrnany "vIe consider it 

79 
e~~pec1ient to consent ;':0 the loss of Soviet povler .. " 

In this tense atmosphere, the Seventh Party Congress 

convened in liarch, 1910.. 'This cOl1.qress endorsed the policy 

of the Central CO'::1rnfttee ai1d ·censurec1 the Trotskyi tes and 

Bukharinites who had ignored paity discipline. The Brest 

peace, although delivered at great cost, granted the party 

a brief respite in \·Jhich to consolidate the proletarian 

dictatorship. 1'0 abandon the revolution "for the sake of 

the revolution" uS 1:110 opposi tionisi:s demanded "luS sheer 

sophistry. The "ultra-revolutionury" slogans again concealed 

liquidationist opportunism~ 

The Congress also carried out an important demand 

voiced. in the April Theses -the nane of the Party was 

officially changed to Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) -
-- - l 

~CP (B). They thus dissociated themselves from Social 

Democracy which as a tor!" was scientifically inapposite, 

Llnd Lli3il. political forl.1<1tion had \fone over to l:1Io Bourqeois 

Ci1mp.. ,r'hey had "cast off the soiled shirt <1nd donned a clean 

79 (1uo·tec1 in "History of the ·CPSU. (b) II 1 p .. 218. 
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on9 .. " '~!leterm "ColYlmllnist l1 \\';].s the only correct one to 

describe the Party's aim: 

11 I n starting on socialist changes, ~ve must 
clearly set out before ourselves the goal to 
which t,lley are diree·ted in the final analysis, 
nar.lely ,th~< creation of a communist society .. 11 80 

By the time of the Seventh Congress, two of Lenin's 

maJor dSDands in the April Theses had been met--the Soviets 

wielded po\ver and the name of the Party had been changed. 

The deonand for the creation of a fully Cornr1\.mist International 

had no t yet been Inet I hOHever, this \'I'-1S soon to be accomplished 0 

The breaching of the imperialist front by the October 

Revolutidn had sparked revolutionary upheavals across Europe. 

In Novc~ber, 1910, sailors in Kiel mutinied and a revolution 

broke Ollt in Gernu.ny in which the Kaiser was overthrown. 

Germany nO\"1 had to sue for peace and the Soviet GoverDl;lent 

could annul the Grest-Litovsk treatY4 soviets sprang up in 

Germany, but the tide of. revolution there cauqht in interminable 

eddies, due to the absence of the subjective factor - a 

Bolshevik Party (1' s11 "1ll arilplify this point in the following 

chapters).. The revolutionary movement cont.inned to drive 

throuqh Europe. Hungary declared a Soviet qovernnent, and in 

most European nations Communist groupings rose on the crest 

of the wave of rebel~ion+ 

80Quoted in Dutt, _o-"p ... ___ c_i_t __ -I' p .. 159 .. 
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A material basis now existed for the creation o~ a 

'fhird International, for the formation of a \varld Bolshevik 

orqanization in v-rhich the .soviet Party could give .leadership 

to the \'!Orld socialist revolution. In narcl, , 1919, on the 

initiative of the J)'olshevik pC).rty, the Third, or Comrnmist 

International was founded and held its first congress~ 

"The conqress adopted a manifesto to the 
proletariut of all countries, calling upon 
thorn to \"0.00 a determined stru'J<Jle for the 
dictato~ship of the proletariat and for the 
tri,unph of ,Soviets allover the Horld .. " 81 

This provides a logical point at which to break off 

the narrative4 The creation of the Comintern fonoalized 

the contingency of the n.ussian Revolution and the Horld 

Revolution. From Parch, 1919, all internal PClrty questions 

became intertNined 1'Ii th the problems of the International 

ComJ,mnist IloveJ~ent.. The CO!11intern ,,,,as conceived as Bolshevi sm 

writ large, as the Horld Party of the Proletariat. 

Therefore I in the rema~ndGrof the t-}je5-is, the 

development of the Cornintern vJill be viewed as a direct 

continuation of 1.:he st'rugqle for revolutionary Leninlsm which 

had its first impulse in Russia~ The victory of Bolshevism 

.in 1917 did not siqnify the total rOlIt of l'lenshevism'~ the 

"theor'l of the proc'lucti ve forces", and rni scalcu Ja t.ions about 

j,r.lper ialisPl \'lcn~ qui te resilient tendencies (even wi thin the 

• • • • ~ • ~ • ~ • ft _ • • _ ~ • • • • 4 0 • • q n • ~ • • • n _ • .-. ~ • • • • • _ • • • • • • • ~ ~ ~ • • • p 

81"History of the CPSU {b}", p. 232. 
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Eussian Party) .. Given the uneven development of th'2 

revolution itself this was inevitable~ In subsequent 

chapters. I shal\therefore,exarnine the Conintern's attempt 

to generali ze t:he T~llssian experience (,·,hich \'las" necessari ly , 

the internCltioJ.1Cll e~}':perience of the proletariat centred in 

Russia) und lessen the birth pangs of the COFlmunis.t r,lOvemen-t 

in otJlcr countries. As will be seen, this attempt met with 

stubborn resistClnce. The· experience of "Dolshevization" 

provides an interesting object lesson, in a twofold fashion:-

(1) it de~onstrCltes the extreMe obstinacy and tenacity of 

social-de~ocratic survivals in the Communist Parties and 

(2) it demonstrates the difficulties fClced bv the Comintern 
~. ~ .. 

in its attempt to become Dolshevi.sr.1 Hri t: large, struqgling 

ar'jil.ins t the Ilensheviks in its OvlIl ral'lks .. 

This chapter has atteupted to elucidate a number 

of k~y i~~ties~ (1) that Leninism was a continuation and 

elahora tion of ;'larxisrl1 under the conditions of imperialism! 

(2) that Leninism did not nateriali~e out of thin air, but 

on the contrary, it vl<1S hammered out, and tempered in intense 

strug<Jle; (3) that this struggle focused its o:reatcst force 

against the fifth column in the workers movenent, Menshevisn; 
L 

(1) Ulat since the uneven clevelopnent of capitalism made the 

1\1.1 ssi an prolct'~n~ i iJ. t the ,'lOr ld revolution ari' v{lnquarr1, the 

Ru,ssian' e~cPQrience could be generalized on a \"lbrld scale; 

(5) folloHinq the previous point, that the struq0le with 



opportuni sn in r:.ussia was t;lerely an GSpcct of I and in 

actuali t:/ all advance condensation of the sc:tlne struqfJl(~ on 

a 'vorld scale -- thus llenshevism is equivalent to !(autskyitc 

~evisionism, Trotskyism, etc. 

Therefore, '~J1e preceding analysis of the development 

of revolutionary theory through Marx and Enqels to. Lenin 

was necessitated by the central thread which will run throllqh

opt rnv t.hesis: the character of the struq01e against revision

ism~ TIle exa 1ilination of the experience of 1301s11evizinq the 

(~oE1intern merely serves to' - (1) isolate one II mO!1lOnt II in thi s 

struggle, and (2) analyse the !lr~oment 11 usinq the Leninist 

investiqative apparatus~ the theory of the PGrty. 

t 
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I;~ \'!Jl\T l~'.~Lj\TII)i: DO TIm COJ·HH:1J]S'rS .':;TN·m '::.'0 TTl!:; 

P\;.OLET1\:Ul\HS As 1\ \'HIOLE? 

It is necessary for ,ne to append to this chapter 

<:1. bri8f conspectus of th8 organizational physiorynonv of 

":'11e Party is the van9uard of the Horking class 
and consists of ·the best, IJOSt class-conscious, 
iIlost active, and TJost cOUra(J80tLS members of that 
class. It incorporates the ~vhole body of experience 
of the proletar ian str11g(.1 Ie. Basing itself upon 
the revolutionilry theory of Iiarxism and r8presenting 
the general and lasting interest of the ",hole of the 
Horking class, t~lle P arty per sonif ies the uni ty of 
proletarian principles, of proletarian will and of 
proletarian revolutionary action~ It is a revolution
ary organization, bou~d by iron discipline and strict 
revolutionary rules of democratic centralism, which 
can be carried out thanl~s to the class-consciousness 
of the proletaritin vanguard, to its loyalty to the 
revolution, its abili ty to ~naintain inseparable ties 
with the proletarian masses and to its correct 
political leildership, which is ~onstantly verified 
by the masses themselves,,"82 

This statenent, from the 1928 £roqru.mme of the 

communist International, encapsulates the main features of 

the Leninist Party.. The vaflquard party bas to fulfill the 

folJ_O\."ing tasks::-;·( 1) Organize tho \vorking class as a 
. 

·revolutionary formation: (2) Disseminu.te proletarian theory 

throllc;hol.lt tho c).<lSS, i. e. contil1l..la.lly raise the theoretical 

level and tile consciollsness of the proletariat; (3) (lraIV 

\'1or],-ors to<]ether as a class formation, irrespective of 

nationu.lity, i.e~ it is internationalist and therefore the 

82; iTfhe Programme of the Communist International", in INPRECORR, 
Vol. 8, NO$ 92, December 31~ 1928, p. 1766 p 
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class experience of any national sector is international 

in ~ontent; (4) the Paity must be coherent enou~h·to represent 

this international experience to the proletariat in an 

orcrani 'Zed, relevant. fashion: (5.) the P arty must 111i Ii tar ily 

preparG i:~·,e class for action, e. cr .. by promulgating an aware-

ness of the tactics of the opposition, of proletarian tactics, 

of the art of insurrection, etc.; the'Party nust unify the 

working class, given that it is split across certain lines-

industry, ~ationalitYI sex, etc~ 

'1'he adurnbration of organizational ir:lperativesthus 

flows from such an understanding of the tasks of the vanguard. 

The question of organization is th~n indissolubly linked with 

the question of politics. 

"Political questions cannot be mechanically 
sGparated frOD organization questions, and 
anybody \v110 accepts or rejects the Dolshevik 
Party organization independently of whether 
or not we live in a time of revolution has 
completely misunderstood it .. "83 

The dufil ~ask of the Party as the homogeneous 

expression of class consciousness, and of the proletarian 

universalization of this consciousness calls forth a 

dialec·tical orqanizaU.onal structure, both democratic and 

•••••• 4 •• 0 ~ •• ~ ~ ~ ft •••• ~ • ~ •••• ~ • _ ~ •••••• ~.~ ~ $ •• * • ~ ~ ~ 9 •• ~ • A •• 

83. l' L CLte( J_11 Go. LlL~aC88 "Lenin", p .. 26.. Th.i.s explains the 
overarching importance given to questions of or<]anization 
in the 1924-1934 pcrlod. All communist Parties had their 
m'l!1 organi zational bulletins; BCCI, ·the CI and H!P!H~CORr.. 
regularly put out documents on organi~ation. 

[ 
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centralist .. 'Phis form combines the strictest unity of 

action and outlook, with the widest initiative and independent 

activity of the Party membership. Denbcratic centralism 

requires that· after a decision has been democratically 

reached, whether bv a Party committee or Convention, this 

decision is binding on all members of the Party, even the 

Ginority section in disagreenent with it. 

In order for the Party, ther~fore, to arrive at 

correct de~isions which can be rendered operative with the 

m2.xinll'n c1eqree of cohesion t the Party as a \'Thole must practice 

criticis~ - self criticism. This must take the form of 

complete freedom of discussion prior to the decisive majority 

vote. i\ Party tvhich spent its entire tine criticizinq a 

certain point, would of necessity be incapable of resolute 

practical ~·TorJc.$ Thereby majority decisions close the 

di~cussion of the particular issue. 

Contiguous wit11 the principle of democratic ~entralism, 

is the principle that the Party cannot tolerate factions" 1\ 

factional qroup in the Party.disrupts its unity of will and 
_... I - 4. -' 

action, turns the attentiort of the Party inward and transforms 

the Party into a debating qroup .. · 

II ~ ~ .f<:l.ctionalisnr i.nterferes with the traininq of 
the purty in the spirit of a policy of principles; 
it prevents the traininq oftha cadres in an 
honest, proletarian, incorruptible revolutioniJ.ry 
spirit, free from rotten dipJ.onacy and unprincipled 
intrigue. Leninism declares that a policy based 
on principles is the only correct policy.. Faction
alism, on the contrary, believes that the only 

[ 
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correct policy is one of factional diplomacy 
and unprincipled factional intrigue"." 84 

In order to put the above principles into effect, 

the Party rmst be highly disciplined .. This discipline 

~ust be based on a ~oluntary submibsion to Party decisions, 

itself based on a thorough understanding of the Party line, 

"0nly conscio'ls discipline can truly be iron d.iscipline.,,85 

The obvious danger inherent in this strictly unified, 

"lOnol1 thic structure, is thai: the structure rnav beco~ne ossif ied 

- a for1"1al shell instead of a living orqaniSl:l. The solution 

to this problen lies·in practicing self criticism which, 

paradoxically, may be best be practically realized through 

the centralized structure. The efficacy of self criticism 

is guaranteed only by the Party maintaining close and deep 

ties I'lith the worJdng class. It is only on this basis that 

the Party1s work ;-aay be checked, criticized and rectified .. 

Centralis~ insures that this process is as swift as possibleo 

"strugqle bel:Heen ·the old and the neH, between 
the Doribund and that Hhich is being horn - such 
is the basis of our development. without pointing 
out and e;~.po-sin~r openly an'ci honestly, as Bolsheviks 
should do, the si1ortco:nings and r~ista](es .in OLlr 
I'lork, ,'le block our road to progress.. But He do 
want to qo fon',ard, lole must r.1Clke one of Olll." foremost: 

• • ~ • ~ • • * ~ 8 _ ~ ft ~ • • • ~ + • ~ • • • • _ • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • ~ ~ • ~ & • • ~ • • ~ • • 

,]I!. J \7 r·t l' " S 1 tl i\ . '"' . t I) t" '. • 'J .] In I ' peec 1es on .1e 1- Iner l.can ,_OmH\Unl.S· ar -y .. 
(San .F'rancisco, 11 roletarian Publislwrs, 1975). p .. 7.f3 .. 

no; 
·J-·~2'_wtec1 in J. Peters, 

Orqanization".. (ne~'l 
p.·28~-----

"TJle CO:Tiffiunist .rarty - 1\ l1an11al on 
Yorkj Norkers Library Publishers, 1934). 



tasks nn honcst and revolutionary self-criticisM. 
'iii thout th.i.'3 there is no progress .. 11 0E 

' () J 

The Party edifice - dcnocratic centralism, etc .. -

is built on a base - the working class. The base does not 

l-:lorely sustain the .edifice, on the contrary, the Party 

structure e;~i.sts so that the Party rnav r:lOuld the proletariat 

into a revolutionary unity with maximum efficiency. flow is 

the Party rooted in the working class, and how does this 

process of rooting fulfill the Party's priMe political/ 

organizational tasks? The Party's proletarian base for 

revolution is consolidated by means of fractions; Party cells, 

primarily operating in basic industry. 

l\s "Tas allllc1ccl -to al)o'\le, tllC DolsJ1evil~ Par't\' 1..150c1 

the S\'stc;n of Party Frac1:ions j.n the factories fron its 

inception. In fact R naterial circumstances. in the shape of 

the illegal conditions forced on the rarty, prompted the 

Bolsheviks to concentrate their activity on tightly knit 

fact-ory. qroups recei-vinq central direction .. 

"'-rhe illegal condi tion of the lJol.sh.evik Party 
pr6npted it ta establish Party 0roups in the 
factories, where it was easier and ~ore con
venient to work~ The Party structure of the 
Dolsheviks thus began with the factories and 
thus yielded excellent results bOtll during Ule 
years of reaction, after the February revolution, 
and pilrticu larly dllr :i.nq the Oc tober r~evol\l t ion 

[16 . 
,J. \'4 StalJ.n, "[{eport to the 15th. Con9ress of the CP~iU (b) 
1927", in "collected i'Torks lOJ~, p .. 341. 
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of 1917, the civil \'li:lr und the qrcat construction 
of soc.i.alism .. "87 

The Fraction structure thus knit$ together diverse 

sector s of t1)(~ \1or1::1n9· class and provides the Purl'! 'Ili th 

a stable buse ft Thj,,g form also provides for the F1aXimU1:t 

amount of manoellverability, it can easily accommodate the 

'passaqe from illegal to legal forms of existence and vice-

88 versa .. 

The above can by no me~ns, be reqarded as an 

exhalis t i_ ve study of the purty structure. I have I hOillever, 

attempted to elaborate the pivotal points of Bolshevik 

or0anization~ These points 'viII reappear throughout the 

thesis as they provide the keys to the orqcll1izational/ 

political proble~s of the Comintern and its member sections~ 

Particularly, the questio~ of Party fractions will be given 

much greater attention in a subsequent chapter, as it formed 

87 0 " P iatni tsky , "'1'he Dol shevization of the COifl.mu~i st Parties 
of the Capitalist CO,untries by Bradicatiny Social-Democratic 
Traditions u • (London, JlIodern Books, 1933 .. p .. 11 .. 

80 Id J ':l 1 t t1 d . ] . d It ShOlL ,)e mentlone( t,la - 1e ernocratJ_c centra _1st an 
fract~on based structure cannot exist on national divisiollS 
l'1il:11in the Party.. }\[J we sllcill sec, the CI itself attempted 
to be an international workers party, tolerating no national 
factionalisn in its ranks. It is therefore not conceivable 
tlJilt the sections of the CI should have a federalist 
struc lure. Jlm'lover, t11i s structure did ar :Lse (in the U. [3 .. 
for exanplc) and a stl:-u<],;le wi th ECCI occurred. I t is 
tr ib.1 t e ,to the regressi veness of the r-16oites and Trotskyites 
of today, that they have resuscitated the f,aderal Party 
structure. At this point in history one can only label 
SUCll ignoran~e of one of the funda8ental strictures in the 
Communist ilanifesto (that Cori1munists prOL10te the II'cornmon 
interests of the entire proletariat, independently of all 
nationali ty".. - " Selected' ''i''Jorks 1 " I p.. l20J, racism .. 
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one of the crucial points of contention between the comintern 

E)~ecuti ve I and the ;nember sections. 

To conclude this ~ection, the Party demarids maximum 

unity and flexibility. Only this format can enable the 

Party to ~ake the transitions from legality to illegality, 

from incorrect to correct lines, from peaceful preparations 

for revolution to revolution itself and to socialist 

c;c:instructi'on, 1'11th the utmost celerj.ty~ The Party structure 

also,enables it tonct aS,a military formation and concen-

trate its forces with deliberation at decisive moments. 

Obviously the fract.ion structure is key, here, in rnobilizing 

workers speedily for revolutionary action. The Bolshevik 

Party implies ct revolutionary unity .. It is precisely this 

fact that was never grasped by the majority of Comintern 

sections around the world. I intend to provide SOPle hypo-

thetical explanations for the failure of the Communist 

"T'Je are '-:larching in a co'npact qrollp alonq a 
precipitous Clr~d difficult path, firmly' })Qlding 
each other by tlle hand. l1e arc surrounded on all 
~:d.dcs )Y./ enemies, and Cl,re undcr 'their al:nos't 
constant fire. Ue have combined voluntarily, 
preci.sely for the purpose of £ilJ11tin0 the eneny, 
and not to retreat into tbe adjacent narsh, the 
inhabitants of i'lhich, fr0!11 the very outset f have 
reproached us with having separated ourselves 
in [~O i1n e:.:clus.ive group ilnc1 Hi 1:11 11(lvin('f chosen 
(: he pa t11 of ~) tr uqq 1 e iru:; tead of the fl<1 th of 
concilid.l~ioll. 7\nd now 3cveri11 clTll0lHJ us begin t:o 
cr:! ont: let us 90 into 1:1,is marsh! i\nd uhen hie 
belJin to shame them, they retort: How conservative 
you <1re! Are you not ashamed to deny us 1:ho ri<jht: 

b 
L 
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-::0 invite yon to ta);:c a better road! Oh yes, 
gentlemen! You are free not only to invite us, 
bl.lt to go yourselves \'lherover you 1,1i 11, even 
into t~he l.larsh. In fact, ·Ne think lllat t.11e 
nar s11 is your proper place, and '\']e are propared 
to rei1der you every ussistance to !Jet there. 
Only let go of our hands., don I t clutch at us 
and don' t l.)eSiJircll the qrand ".'Oro. "freedom"; 
for "-70 too 'are "free" to go ""here T;1c. pleilse, 
free not only to fight ac:ru.inst tl18 parsh, but 
also ClCfC1i.nst those \'Tho are tuininq t.m'lards t110 
:nClr sh .. "89 

v. I. Lenin, ".selected ~'lorks 2", P ~ 33. 
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CHz\PTBP,. II 

I1HAT I S nOT TO DE DONE - GERi lANY AND HUnGARY 

The gravitational centre of the thesis will shift, 

lJenccfort1), to the Comintern and its struggles to constitute 

a \'lorld COI:lI~\lmist P""ttrtYn It J;lUst be 0Inphasi7.ed tlla't this 

is a pol i-tical, not a qeographic move - al tho1.HJh the arena 

is now 010balt the proscenium is still centred in the heart 

of the \vorld revol1ltion, Soviet Rnssia .. 

The remaining chapters will therefore trace the 

trajectory of revol~tionary Dolshevis~ as it emerqes from 

the Rllssia!1 Revolution and becomes inscribed in the ~"orld 

proletarian l~OVem(mt. The questions to \'lhich the :::;ovie't 

workers had already found answers were necessarily to be 

repeated outside Russia... The struggles"vdtJ) nenshevism 

which actuallv encorpified Lenin's Party I·rere to be ;,d.rrored 

throughout the International. The main antagonist, Menshevism, 

formed'a global cartel, and assumed positions in two 

locations'- firstly I in the state apparatus of Europe<l.n 

capitalism as the prime representatives and executors of . 
bourqeo'is pm'ler anongst the workers; and secondly, wi thin 

the revolutionary 'territory itself - t,he COI:1in-tern" 

['or the capitalist class. unexpected fa.ctors had 

})CCl01ldcd its POS-t-WClJ:- hori7.0I1s.. The HQX held not simply 

brouqht Clbollt a redistrihution of markets in preparation 

for the next turn of the trade Gycle~ It had not fulfilled 
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expectations as re<]arc1s the liquidation of the political 

and econo:nic crisis "'hich had necessitated the Har in the 

fir st instance.. The Revo lul:ion in Ru ssi a supervened our in<] 

the Har and when Europe ' s rulers turned their attention fro!:] 

the imperialist war fronts abroad, to the class war fronts 

at home they discovered th~ r~verberations of this event 

on all sides. Europe.';s "IOr-kers I returning home from the 

carnage discovered tbC1.t their efforts in tl1e "\-Jar to end - , 
\'lur s" had not inrrovec1 their lot. I n.stcud of returning to 

better jobs, they £ound no jobs, instead of finding 

"stabili~ation" in their respective countries, they found 

corruption and decay in all the st~te structures. In the 

'~idst of this, the blast from Russia's revolution sounded 

a clarion call. 

Revolutionary workers rose in Germany, Austria, 

Hungary, Italy and the Balkans, mass strikes and Soviet 

movements developed in England, France and the Continent~ 

Even the United States. which had emerged from the war 

relatively unscathed, yas hit by an unprecedented strike 

Hmvever, \Vhilst the example of the Russian Revolution 

could inspj_re the \Vorld'S proletariat tit could not provide 

for them, to'ut court ________ t they had sorely lacked during 

the years prior to the confla<]ration·- tested Leninist van-

I . 

guard organ i';--:ations ~ Here revolutionary elan, or opportune 

1_ 
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revolutionary circumstances, did not guarantee the success 

of an uprisin~. 

Before, and during, the foundation of the Comintern 

in 1919, two major upheavals occurred which were to leave 

indelible imprints in the communist movement, and were 

harbingers af the di~ficulties to come in evolving a 

general staff for tIle world revolution. The failure of 

these, the German and Hungarian Revolutions, made the need 

for the creation of an organization to disseminate'~he 

lesson of Russia all the more pressing. These lessons, 

accrUed by the Soviet proletariat, could facilitate the 

speedy constructi6n of Bolshevik movements worldwide. 

Therefore, the next section will deal briefly with 

the experiences of the German and Hungarian proletariat 

before cohsidering the birth and infancy of fhe new 

International. 
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GERI1i\NY HERE IS THE ROSE 

The story of the 1910-1919 German revolution must 

begin with tIle person of its most outstanding leader, Rosa 

Luxenburg .. Luxemburg's l1istory is chequered, her politics 

a curious ad'nixt1..u::-e of correct revolu tio'nary insi0hts and 

blind conservative opportunism. Whilst standing in the 

revolutiohary wing of European Social Democracy against 

Bernstein, sIw launched into a shrill polemic aCJainst 

Lenin's concept of party organi~ationt in 1904~ i.e. in the 

~idst of the Lenin-Nartov controversv. In an articl~ titled 

"Organizational Questions 6f the Russian Social Democracy" 

she attacks Lenin's plan for a centralized party organism, 

an~ his idea of the party as a conspiritoiial vanquard. 

ITer solution ~'las "unification" - the reconciliation of 

Leninists, Hartovists, and whoever else, in one organizati~n: 

"at the inception of the mass party - the 
co-ordination and unifidation of the moveDent 
and not its rigid submission to a set of 

1 t · . " reglJa lons.. 90 

Her dislil::.e of disciplined centralls'll co-existed 

?On .• LuXer,lbllrq, "The Russian Revolution" and "Leninism or 
~~(1,C~iSfl". U\Tlll- Arbor, University of l'U_chiqa~1972)-::-p. 95. 
The "Leninisl1 or Harxisrn ll ti tIe is not Luxcmhurq.s'. It is 
a r,lisleilcling i1tte rnpt by anti-coI:l1llunLst Socii'll Del!lOCrats to 
attrlck Bolshevism, using Lu;~e:nbllrC:f. On the German Revolution, 
see also: F. Borkenall,"The Communist International". (Ann 
Arbor, University of qichJ.qan, 19(2) .. pp. 134-161. P .. 
Frohlicl1, "Rosa L~n~e!i~E,~E,5I~, (London, O)cford University Press, 
1966). \'1 .. rr. Angress, "Still Born Revolution".. (Princeton, 
Princeton University Pre~s; 19G3j~ R~ Fischer~ "Stalin and 
German COlilmUnisrJII.. (Cal:lbrid<]G, Harvard University Press, 
19481.. pp .. 3-88 .. 

:. 
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·with her determinist interpretation of ~I~rxism, especially 

in regard to the Party proble'o. Luxer,lburg's version of 

the "productive forces theory" I 1:.Thich managed to be both 

"spontc1l1eist" and taU.ist at one und the same time ~"'as that 

the Party could nc)£' be "mechanically" embedded in the 

proletariat, steeled in an arduous struggle to constitute 

the vanquard. In j"'or theory the Party could COl:te into its mm 

not at the preparatory staqe.'3, but onl v in the midst of 

Cl revolution. 

"In ~ "!ord, historically, the Eloment ldhcn \",e 

\·,il1 h~ve to take tl1e lead is not at ·the beginning, 
but at the end of the revolution."9l 

This concelveS of the revolution in a most mechanis-

-:::ic \·1C1.',', not as ~process I an unfolclinq dialectic I but as 

an Lsolatecl !i;OLwnt .. One wonders how woikers are expected 

to folloll the leadership of a gro'.lp of revolntionaries \'rho 

only nateriali~e ~~en the barricades are up ~nd the battle 

is already joined! 

8i ven this fundaElental confusion, Lu:(el~lbur<J was still 

astute enough to condemn the I'aut.skyite centre ",hen Kau·tsky 

conjured up his "TJlt.:'a-I1nperj,alj.sm tl phanto'ns, and of course, 

\·;110n ~30cial Democracy r:api t1.l1ated before the bourqcoi.sic 

:i.n it.s 1I(~rC<1t Betrayal" of 1911. 

91 R• Luxem1.Jurg. Ci ted in IntcrnCltiona1 C::ol'1I'.1Unist, Current 
"International Revie","., H2. July, 1975. p .. 1. 



Nevertheless I Luxemburg ',S theoretical turgidity Has 

to ~ake the inexorable split with the revisionists (Hhi6h 

the Bol schviks had long since 17l(1de) all the more problematic ~ 

Luxer'lburg and her group (,Jogi E5ches, l-1eycr, etc A ) 

had not formed an i~dependent party at the time of the 

openiDfl of ,the Har. Even during the slaughter, whilst she 

espoused leftist postions, her group remained as a mere 

tendency Hi t1) in the (noH moribund) Second International .. 

J t "lade its appearance as il groupinq, called Int~rnational~, 

j.n l\pril, 1915, and d.eJ~)onstrated its Luxemburgist timidity 

at the ~imDerwald Conference (much to Lenin's dismay): 

"Under no circur:lstar1ces should the inpx'ession 
be given that this conference wants to split 
and forn a new Int'ernational."92 

As the bloodshed progressed and,r a spli t becilr~e more 

obligatory, the Internationale group further consolidated 

to form the .§partClkusbund in 1916 .. ,Its posiU.on still 

vacillated, and lleyer stated (1t Kienthal: 

"ile want to create the ideological buse ••• of the 
new International, 'but we don't want to commit 
ourselves on the organizational level because 
everything is still in a state of flux. 1l

93 

Thus the orcrani7.ational question is "inpenetrable" 

11I11:i 1 I.::ho spon tClncOllS moveillcn t, the product.iva forces f or 



\·.rhat:ever I ilre ripe.. This Has reflected on bot.h national. 

'and international levels. l'lhile German Left groups such 

as ArbeiterEolitik and Lichtsrahlen were publishinq Bolshevik 

articles. and callinq. for il split, the SEartil}:us])und still 

ildhered to the Socia.l Democratische Arbeiter Gemeinschaft 

(Socinl Democrrt f.: l.e Hork Collective) in the Reichstag.. The 

Spartacists were issuing opaque declarations such as: 

"A struggle for the party but not against the 
party .... a struggle for democracy in the party, 
for the rights of the rank arid file, for the com-
rades of tl1G party against the leaders \'Tho 
}lave forgotten theJr duties ..... Our i-latchword is 
neither split' nor ~nitYI new nor old party, but 
the reconquest of the party at tbe base hy the 

. rebellion of the rank and file ••• The decisive 
strug01e for the party has begun. 1I

94 

This, in tlarcl', 1916, was on a smooth continuum 

with r.u;·~e'nbllr<J' s "neither split nor unit:v" confus10n in the 

Junius brochl.lre95 of the previous year, the programmatic 

document of. the Spartacists~ Lenin I s prescient corument "on 

the qunius Pa~lphlet" (July, 1916) 'vas: 

"Hhy the International group took this step 
backward, we do not know. A very great defect 
in .tevolutionn..ry Ilarxisr:l in Germany as a whole 
is its lack of a compact illegal,organisation 
that would systematically pursue its lihe and 
edu,cate the masses 'in the spirit of the neiv 
tasks; such an organisation "lould also have to 
l:ake a def ini te stand tm·rarcls opportunism and 
Kallt,d:yism. This i:3 oIl the l:lOre neccssary nOH, 
s:i.nf:c the Gen~li:ln revol\1tionary Social-DcJ:locruts 
hi1ve been deprived of their last tHO daily 
paners: the one 1n D):er;ten (BrcJ;wn Durgerzeitung), 
und the one in Brul1m"ick (Volksfreund), both of 
I'lhich l1a'Jc (lone over to the Kautskyists.. That 

94 J . d I)l ., p. 4. 
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the "International Socialists of Germany" (I.S.D.) 
group §clone remains at its post, is definitely 
clear to everybody. "96 

The I.S.D. in Arbeiterpolitik had stated in March, 

1916, that: 

"We consider that a split, both on the national 
and international level, is not only inevitable 
but an indispensable precondition for the real 
reconstitution of the International, for the 
reawakening of the proletarian movement. We 
consider that it is inadmissible and dangerous 
to hold back from expressing this profound 
conviction in front of the labouring masses. "97 

The Spartak~sbund still continued to adhere to the 

USPD (Independent German Social Democracy), a party which 

had slightly differentiated itself from the crude 

imperialism of the Scheidmann leadership, but which still 

gave support to the partisans of war. The revisionists 

Kautsky, Haase, Lebedov, Hilferding and Bernstein led the 

USPD. 

. The fact that the Luxemburg group still harboured 

dangeroLls-illlusions about "unity'; with the opportunists 

struck the German Internationalist left a grave blow. In 

August, 1917, they went as far as to convene a meeting with 

the purpose of forming a new party, without the Spatakusbund . 

• I ••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• , • , ••••••••• 

95R. Luxemburg, "The Junius Pamphlet". (London, The Merlin 
Press, 1970). 

96 I L . V. . enln, "Collected Works 19", JP. 201. (My emphasis). 

97 "International Review"! p. 2. 
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)\rbcitcr;roli tik even urote tlw followinq obituary for the 

Luxemburgists: 

"The Internatio'nale <}roup is dead ••• a group of 
c0r:lrade.s have formed themselves into an action 
cO;'1!li ttee for the construction of a n(M party .. " 

The urgency of the situation and the perilous 

98 

nature of the policy of uni tins Hi th the l(au·tskyi te "Centre" 

prompted the same organ to fU.rther state that: 

"The idea of building a party ~\Ti th the centrists 
is a dangerous utopia~ The left radicals, 
~'lbetherthe circumstances have prepared them for 
it or not, must, if they want to fulfill their 
historic tasJ;:, build their 0l'1I1 partY""9<J 

The intervention of the Russian Revolution a mere 

tHO months after ~chis meeting, intensified the contradictions 

in the cOTImrorni se stand of the [:;partakusbund.. Their 

Eautt;kyi te "allies" opposed the overt}u'cM of the Kcren3}~y 

regime and thus entrenched themselves more firmly in the 

imperialist camp* 

neceSS<lry jolt ~'!hiCh could galvanize the ~artaku,sb~_T'!:c! out 

of its torpor. Arbei·te-se0li til~, in December, 1917 , 

bitterly pointed to the autonomous existence of Bolshevism 

in p,u.'J.'Ji<l uS the dcci 8i ve factor in the Sllccess of the 

revollltion(in clear opposition to the irresolution of the 

98 b" 1 I lC., - ......... 
p .. 3,. 

99 Ibid .. . 
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"Uniquely a11d ,solely because in Eussia there is 
an autonomous party of left radicalE '~1ich from 
the beginning has raised the flag of socialism 
and fOU0ht under the banner of socLal revolution. 
If at Gotha one could out of good will still find 
reasons for the attitude of the ,Internationale 
qroup, to,day all semblance of juStification for 
associatio~ ~ith the !ndeRendents has vanished~ 
Today the i'nternationaI s~tuai:ion makes the 
foundation of a radical left party an even more 
urgent necessity. 
For our part ~e are firmly committed to dedicating 
all our strength to creating in Germany the 
conditions for a Linksradikalen Partei~ He there
fore' invite our friends of the Internationale 
group, in viei'l of the weakness of the Indep..£.nden~ 
over the last nine months and in view of the 
corrosive repercussions of the Gotha compromise 
(l"l:d.ch can only pr.ejudice the future of the r(ldical 
movement in Germany) to break unambiguously and 
oeenlx with the Eseudo-socialist IndsEendents and 
to found a~ autonomous radical left Earty'!"" 100 

Despite everything, it took one further year, until 

December 30 r 1918, befC?re the consti·tution of the German 

Communist Party (ICPD).. In this year the objective conditions 

and' the spontaneous crystallizations of mass revolutionary 

discontent cried out for 'an independent organization, even 

if gauged according to Rosa Luxemburg's historic timetable~ 

The year 1918 began, ~n a Germany embroiled in the midst 

of a World ~'7ar, "7i th a massive strike "lave involving upwards 

of 1,000,000 Horkers, a shop stewards' movement in Berlin 

a.nd other indl.l[3trirJ.l centrcr:;, COllntry Nide protest movement,s 

against the predatory Drest-Litovsk agreement, bread riots 

100Ibid., p.4~ At Gotha the Spartakists joined with the 
USPD: (Hyemphasis). 
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~"!hich 11ild b(~en. rccl1 .. 1.C8c1 by tl1J:! \'lilY to 2. r:lcnbcr,'Jhip of 2, 000 I 000, 

were now e~pandin~ and prolcferatinq rapidly, to ambrace 

8,OOO,r)oo hy tbe and of 19194 

~ 

011 :TovC'::1bc~r 'j, 1918, in an a.tno~phcr8 of. ']t3ncral 

Cl~)horrcnc.c of tho ,·iar, and of ·the plUJ;1r.1ot1:inc[ fortunes of 

the Kai.s'2r I G ':7C1.r 11Cl.chinery, ~i1:U.ors of i:he Gra.nd Float at 

Hj.rtua11:/ . n.:i..rrorinq the f2nerJ. 190~) fotcn1::i.Tl 

incident in Odessa, thi3 rioting ignited a nati.onal conflti-

qration .. Soviets <.trosothrouqhO'.Jt i:l~e land, and on november 

flecl.. :. 

bn Fovonbe.r 10, the Horkers and E;olc1iers CO'lIlCils 

'?orJ:er.s, anc1, Soldiers (;ounci.l:; (Sovip.ts) arc 1101'7 the bearers 

Although tho Gerr.1an soviets 

still had a COl1.n·tcr rcvolub.onary majority (the SPD) (}t the 

1'1011''.1, tho prolo·tariaf.: Dad obviously oul:si:rippod its erstHhile 

101 . , '1 . I' . II.. Line, or, 11 oS OCJ. a l.sIll J.11 
v C> ~ 1 ~ T ,~ '1· '" 1-\" J. i'; n, l' 1 B " - 1 •. 'C' - -.!.. ~ - , ~._.~ ... ,_ ,~. -'_ I. - _ ~I~ '.1 j C .. -'_ U U ~, .J t 

and ]\.ct:i on II " 
x.............-.~ 

].J_ L()1~ 



to form a vanguard. 

The revisionists, by no means Hilling to relinquish 

their death-grip over the masses, performed an intricate 

bolO-step arol1ndthe revolution. As bullets ricocheted on 

the walls outside, ~he leading SPD trade-union leadnr Karl 

Legien, and billionaire Hugo Stinnes held a meeting on how 

best to resuscitate capitalism by providing cosmetic reformsh 

Thus, the f~ocial Democrats issued statements "in favour" of 

Soviet Power - they could not do otherwise - and at the same 

time proposed to set up a counter-revolutionary National 

Assembly (a parallel to Russia's Constituent Assembly), to 

counteract the pm'ler of the Soviets~ 

KautsJ:::y explained Nhy the srD had to 'pay lip service 

to the recognition of Soviet Power: 

11 In November, 1918, the Revolution was the \vorJc 
of the proletariat alone. The proletariat won 
so all-powerful a position that the bourgeois 
e1ement~ at first did not dare to attempt any 

. t " reSlS ance~ 102 

In the National Assembly subterfuge, Ebert, Noske, 

Sche.i.demann and Landsberq represented the SPD and Haase, 

Dittman and Barth, the USPD~ Liebb1echt had be8n <.lsJ:ed to 

join the Ass8mbly, to provide it with a fig leaf of revolu-

tioni1ry lccrality.. Liebkn8cht re,fused. 

At a later date, the Social D8mocrat.i.c leaders were 

10? ., 
"1\ .. J:~allt,sky, "The Dictatorship of the Prolet~r.i.C':,t."_." 

(LoI1.(!.un, RI<P r 1972,).. p., 31 .. 



quite open Clbout their enmity for the Revolution .. 

Scheidc8ann de61nred, in a 1922 libel suit: 

"Tlle imputation that Social Democracy HLlntec1 
or prepClred the Hovember revolution is Cl 
ridiculous, stupid lie of our opponents""103 

The revisionism of the SPD fron the 1870ls onward 

had turned them firstly into open imperialists, in 1914, 

and nOH into cOl1nteJ~~revol1Ji.:ionary stormtroops r in 1918-1919. 

'This directly ensued fron their mechanical opposi tio11 of 

the concepts "dictatorship" and "der.~ocracy" (r~lOst clearly 

104 evinced in ~(.autskyl.s "The Dictatorship of ·the Proletariat"). 

'1'hi s, in turn, ~'las consequ.ent to their ignorance of the llarxist 

theory of the state, Clnd the concept of proletarian dictator-' 

ship .. 

Therefo:re, ,·,hile proclaiming its fidelity to the 

proletarian revcilution, tIle Social Democratic junta maintained 

the bureaucracy and the institutions (including the Ministries 

of Nar~ the Navy, Forei011 ~ffairs, Finance and the Interior) 
1 

of the ~cien !~_~~, and disarmed tIle proletariat - forcibly. 

The founding songress of the KPD found two tendencies, 

a left and a right, r0presented in it.. The left included 

Liebknecllt, and the right, Luxemburg and Levi.. The split 

centred on the issue of immediate armed insurrection, the 

left in favour ~[:he ri0ht opposed. HO\'lc~ver, the ranl~ and 

103 
E. P. Dutt, 
Int:G]~na.·tional 

"Fascism and Social Revolution'! .. 
Pi..lblishcrs, 1935} 0 p.-129. 

(new York, 

101 
OPe cit .. __ o..::--~._ .. ___ _ 



file were in no mood to temporize, and events precipitated 

the newborn KPD into making a bid for power~ 

The national li.ssemb1y removed Eichhorn, a popular 

Leftist, from his position as military commander of B~r1in, 

and the I(PD and the Left USPDists rallied to his support. 

!I.>general strike spread throughout the country .. The Social 

Democrats nOH shmved their hand, and demonstrated the true 

meaning behind >their dislike of the concepts of armed' 

revolution and proletarian dictatorship, and their taste 

for ,,'peaceful transition to socialism".. Uoske, Social 

Demociatic Minister of pefence, mobilized the most reaction-

ary forces irt Germany, the former officers of the I(aiser, 

to quash the popular movement& His aim Has to "save 

Germany from ~olshevism" and that therefore he Rtated, 
,/ 

"someone has to be the bloodhol.1l1d.. I shall not shirk the 

">- '"k ,,105 1 ... a0 "-4!J 

At that point Ro~a Luxemburg's anti-Leninist theories 

bcH'C their bitter fruit. The convention of the !CPD could 

not solve its organizational maiady at one 'stroke~ The 

Party did'not have even an, elementary industrial con centra-

tion, policy.. r·t Has dominated by adherent.s bf the "glorious 

isolation", theory, i .. e.. keep aloof of ma.ss orqanizations 

Sllch rl.S trade unions, and attempt t:o win people by mere 

105 
Foster, p .. 280 .. 

,-> , 
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propoqanda alone.. Thi s simply left the KPD 110pelessly 

isolated from the mass of workers - with revisionist or 

compromising elements in control.. Again the lessons of 

Russia had not percolated dOHn in Germany.. The result of 

Luxemberg's dista~f~ for organization and centrali~ation, 

was that, at the c~ucial moment, the KPD was in total 

confusion~ It could no less seize the h6ur than seize 

anything.. In Derlin, no one };:nm·; '''hat "las going oi1 in the 

Ruhr," and vice versa. The KPD's orqan Rote Fahne (Red Flag) 
" ~ 

as much as admitted this: 

"the non-exi stences of a" centre charqed y,ri th 
organizing the working class cannot last~~~~. 
It is vital that the revolution6ry workers set 
up directing organisms capable of quiding and 
utilizing the combative energy of the masses."106 

The Party could not even formul~te a cohe~ent plan 

for marshalling their workers to ~apture strategic points. 

FollovTing the f liqht of the Government in to the suburbs, 

their main target appears to have been the hated Social 

Democratic paper y':'on..,ae~., hardly the fulcrum of pm"ler" 
" . 

Rosa Luxemburg had also fault~d the Bolsheviks for their 

use of revolutionary tSrror against counter revolution~ 

This timidity also produced its disastrous results as 

factions of the KPD balked at revolutionary violence. The 

re"suli: of Luxemburg's p(1cif ism and "an ti-(1uthori tari.ani S1I1" 

lOG . 
"Internatlonal Revie~v"; p .. 7" 

t _ 
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H<1S her r~tjrder, the l~urdcn." of: Liobbl'~cht, Jorri.schos, and 

other:::;, tho ont1a.'d:Lng of the KFD, iJ110103alo <1rre;;ts and 

e:~ecut:i_on::; of ';~or1;::ers, and the first in a Geri03 of dofeats 

""'or ·t"1·1P "r-.1"-~-'11 nn··ol 'lJ"J' on .J_ _ ~ ::. \..l\...,;; Jlle.... • " ... -\' __ \ L. ,_ culr,linv.tinq in t.lle Hi tIer regine 

of 1933. Despite Lenin' s "7arnin~J.s, {lnrl the e;~{lr.l.ple of 

victoriol1.:J )~o1Ghevi.sn, Germ<1n revoll.ltionl1ric3 con1d not bo 

prevented frot:t lookin?, on ·tllolrue face, the :"edtl~3{l fClce 

of ~oci~l DODocracy. 

J. 919 rcvolu tion hud not completely driven hono to the 

complct.e and clean breal: "lith the "blooc1~1ounds" of the Second 

Intornal:iol1Cll, but norc on 'chiG later. 

.r 

.-



HUNGARY: THE SOVIET REPUBLIC 

Although the Hungarian Soviet Republic took place 

following the founding of the comintern, it will be consid~ 

ered first, becCluse it both corrobor,ates q,lld deepens the 

lessons of the Gerrrian experience, with regard to the 

·necessity for a relentless Har on International i!enshevism~ 

The Hungarian Revolution also coloured the organizational 

and tactical strictures of the Cornintern, which were to be 

effected at the Second World Comintern Conqress in 1920, 

i.e& following the Hungarian defeat~ 

The l\ustro~IIungarian Ehlpire had been blown apart 

~y· the vicissitudes of the world war. The many national 

minorities of the re0ion, Poles, Czechs, Slovcfies, Serbians,' 

Montenegrins, Croatians and Hungarians,/rose and set up 

separate bourgeois republics. at the close of the war~ In 

December, 1917, Soviets sprang up in Hungary and on January 

19,1910, railworkers struck and 150,000 deDonstrated 

against theNar snouting "long live the workers councils!" 

a.nd "greetin(""]sto Soviet Russia .. " In. the summer of 1918, 

soviets arose in Budapest, sai~ors mutinied, and mass 

demon~tration8 were held uflder anti-war, and pro-national 

,self dc~te.nnJna tion banners. Tn tlH! h!~("a k up of the Empire, 

the arisi.:ocracy lost its .lllnd::;. In i:his ferrnrmt the old 

reqime toppled under mass pressure, without much resistance .. 

Count :~arolyi I ~ bourgeoj.s pacifist-democrat, assumed power 
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on October 31, 191H~ His Government was a coalition of 

bourgeois forc~s, not in the least of which was the 

Eunqarian social Democratic Party~ 

The Karolyi regime was faced with a numher of 

problems; making art effecti va peace, democrati ;;;ation. 

agrarian reform, and a dual power situation with the 

soviets. A mere four days after Karolyi's accession to 

power, on November 3, the Entente signed an armistice tvi th 

a representative of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, in Padua o 

The Hungarian regime "las scandalized -', and insisted on 

negotiations for a separate pe~cep On November 7, 

officials met with a Hungarian delegation in Budapest, and 

signed an armistice whose t~rms were far more predatory 

than those of the November 3 agreement., This was the 

Government's first public humiliation 0 Others were to 

follow in Tapid suc~ession as the Government's and the 

bourgeOisies' star waned. 

The l·lini ster of Def ence f Linder, resiC:-Jned on 

november 8 r and Bartha I ~vho took his position, immediate~y 

tried to overturn the pot'ler of the soldiers' Sovie'ts p 'On 

november 13, he declared: "I will not tolerate Soldiers 

Councils".. By December t1, mass indignation had fo]~ccd him 

not only to tolerate the Soviets, but to recogni;;;e the 

the Soldiers Councils as the sole legitimate power in the 

army? Bartha resigned on December lID 
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At this time the landed aristocracy revolted 

against incipient attempts to bring about land reform. 

Th~ GoVernment's falteri~g steps towards bourgeois democracy 

came to a halt - it lacked the power to even convoke ~ 

National Assembly. ~The infant Communist Party in December 

began to take robts in the masses (via Bolshevik style 

factory cells), with its opposition to the Social Democratic 

opportunist, and demands for Soviet powe~. In the months 

following, it grew rapidly. 

On March 20, 1919, Entente Lieutenant Colonel Vix, 

chief of ·the Budapest armistice commission, presented the 

demoralized and unpopular Karolyi regime with a further 

territorial ultimatum. As the bedrock of the regime was its 

professions of faith in theEntente's good will, the Govern-

ment was placed in an insoluble dilemma. It could not 

accept· the terms, which would lead to a rising of the 

populace against it, and it could not reject the terms, as 

the Government did no~ have the prestige to, or the 

capability of organizing resistance. This caused the 

Karolyi government's dissolution. No one remained strong 

. enough to fill the vacuum but the proletariat, which formed 

a Government on March 22. 

Before detailing this struggle, I intend to retrace 

my steps somewhat, to cover the pre-revolutionary history 

of the Hungarian Communist movement. The Hungarian social 
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Democrat~c party (HSDP) pres~nted much the same visage as 
I 

its confreres throughout Europe in the first two decades 

of this century. It was a party dedicated to gradualism" 

revisionism and opportunism. The highest pinnacle to which 

it could raise its sights ,,,as II universal suffrage ll 
.. , Socialism 

was simply not on the agenda. The party's spinal column 

and sole organizational framework was the trade unions, and 

their spineless leadership. As in most European co~ntries 

dissident Internationalist elements did exist in the party, 

but also as in Europe, these elements did not have the 

audacity of the Bolsheviks in actually creating a schism, 

or the penetration of the Bolsheviks, in discovering new 

party forms. The dissidents, however, were to form the 

nucleus of the future Communist Party, ~nd included such 

figures as Szabo, who excoriated the leadership for its 

"parliamentary cretinism"; his followers Lukacs and Revai, 

and Alpari who entered into a full blown struggle with the 

leadership which ended with his expulsion and his call for 

a new party to "engage in a merciless struggle with the ruling 

107 classes." 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Q • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ ." • • • • a _ • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 e 

107R• L. Tok~s, "Bela ISun and the HunTarian soviet Republic ll
• 

(New York, Praeger Bublishers, 1967. p. 15. On the 
Hungarian Revolution, see also: D. caitell, liThe Hungarian 
Revolution of 19l9'and the Reorganization of the Comintern 

Central Euro ean Affairs XI. (Jan
, - 8; A. C. Janos and W. B. S ottman, 

(eds.). Revolution in Pers ective (Berkeley, University 
of California Press, 1971 ; I. Volgyes (ed.). Hungar¥ In 
Revolution 1918-1919, (Lincoln, University of Nebraska 
Press, 1971). 
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As the German Social Democracy was the guiding light 

for all other sections of the Second International, so did 

the HSDP follow"the SPD in its mobilization of workers for 

the war. Only one faction in Hungary managed to promulgate 

a revolutionary manIfesto, and this \Vas the "Zimmerwald -
, 

affiliated Hungarian Socialist Groupll led by Hosolyc;r6 and 

Szabo. In November, 1917, they proclaimed "war on War" which 

1I~..,as the slogan of the Petrograd and Moscow proletariat who 

now call on us ••• 11
108 This group was instrumental in 

organizing the workers councils of December, and the rail 

strike of January, 1918 0 In F~bruary, they proposed to 

depose the leaders of the HSDP, again not thinking in terms 

of a split, or perceiving the gravity of the situation, 

~though" they had~ at least verbally, recognized the disease: 

"Hungarian socialist leaders are socialists in 
name only; in fact, they are merely bourgeois 
democrats·"109 

By the time of the Karolyi government, revolutionary 

socialist elements were in notable discomposure, being 

undecided about tactical orientations towards the HSDP and 

Karolyi. This s{tuation was not to be alleviated until the 

return of the Hungarian Bolshevik group from Russia, to split 

the HSDP and form a new party • 

••••• !II •••••• · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• O •• O.GO •••••••• fP 

l08Ibido, p. 34. 

l09Ibid., p. 43~ 
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The founders of Hungarian Communism, Bela Kun and 

Tibor Szamuely, found their way to Bolshevism via a Russian 

prisoner-of-war camp. Following the February Revolution, 

Kun had applied to join the Tomsk Bolshevik organization 

and had been accept-ed, together with other Hungarian POW's.;. 

Thousands of POHs, Hungarians in particular, 

actually took part in the October Revolution, in a stirring 

display of proletarian internationalism. 

Under the (dubious) tutelage of Bukharin, Kun and 

others formed a study circle . to prepare themselves for 

~eturn to Hungary and for the formation of a Leninist vanguard o 

On March 24, 1918, Kun and his comrades formed the aungarian 

Group of the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks), the first 

such group to be f.ormed in Russia. In qctober, before 

leaving for Hungary, Kun stated to the Hungarian groupe: 

liNe communist Bolsheviks who for decades have 
been fighting for the liberation of the proletariat, 
and also those who as young men here in Russia 
learned the \"ray of emancipating the ,,,orking class, 
most decisively forever broke with the social
democracy, for today it is the party ••• of the 
counter-revolution • 
... it is our duty to form the Communist Party of 
Hungary ••• 
•• o(the party's) organizational principles must be 
the same as those of the Russian Communist PartY.eo 
because the Russian dictatorship of the proletariat 
is the cornerstone of the new revolutionary 
International. The Russian Communist Party today 
is a unified, strictly di~ciplined party - the type 
we need ourselves_" lI0 

••• ~ ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••• e _. e· ••••••••• 
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History was to demonstrate the veracity of Kun's 

proclamation. Kun arrived in Budapest at the end of·October 

into the middle of a mA~lstrome He sought to conflate all 

revolutionary leftists under the Bolshevik flag, and largely 

succeeded in so doing~ On November 24, Kun completed the 

secession of the disaffected from the HSDP and convened a 

foundation conference for the HCP. 

During the next four months, the HCP carried on 

energetic propaganda against the Karolyi regime, against 

the sycophancy of the HSDP, and for a proletarian dictatorship. 
I 

The voro~ ~jsaq (Red Gazette) accused the HSDP of making 

.lIits peace with the aristocracy, with the bourgeoisie, and 

wi th the ban}~ers.1I It also pointed to the fact that for the 

HSDP the bourgeois and the proletarian ~e~olutions were 

synonymous, therefore, that according to them, "the revolution 
. III 

has ~ ~.II Once more, the revisionists \'lere aping 

their German counterparts. by supporting the bourgeois regime 

as against tHe soviet power, and bymisrepres8nting the 

situation as "socialism". 

The HC~ .did, however, evidence one grave confusion, 

in their attempt to pressure the HSDP so that it would "move 

to the left" •. This certainly underestimated the extent to 

which the party, and especially its leadership, was committed 

• • • • • • • • • • • ft • • • • •• ' • • • • • • • • • • • e * • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • 0 ~ • • 0 
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to the bourgeoisie. 

In spite of this, the Party did not hesitate to launch 

a vigorous campaign for recruitment, and for control of the 

soviets. Even bourgeois historians have been compelled to 

admit the resounding success of this campaign. The Party 

showed that it had indeed learned something from the Bolsheviks 

- industrial concentration t.,ork. From the instant that the 

. party was created i·t sedulously carried out a campaign to ,.,in 

the industrial proletariat, particularly the proletarians in 

heavy industry. This corresponded, of course, to the strategy 

of the Bolsheviks in their industrial fraction work. 

Thus the membership and propaganda drive concentrated 

on the trade unions of metal workers, construction 1t1Orkers 

and railroad workers, on workers in arm~ments, munitions and 

heavy industry in Budapest, on miners and steelworkers through

out Hungary I on the Soldiers Soviej:p ,former POW's, veterans 

organizations and the unemployed. In recruiting, the Party 

gave top priority to the three major trade unions, and even 

assigried five Central committee members to organize a 

systematic campaign i~ the Metal Workers union. This was 

especially fruitful, given that this union had a long and 

militant history of strikes - with no support from the HSDP. 

The recruitment of munitions workers was successful, 

as was the recruitmerit of miners. In Hungary's economy the 

mining ind~stry was key, as all industry depended on coal to 
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function. In one incident, in Dccemb~r, Rudas "lent on a 

speaking tour ~mongst Salgotarjan miners. Following his 

oiatory the miners organized an armed insurrection, taking 

over the town before being crushed by police (backed by the 

W3DP). The Solo.ior"'8' Soviets HGTe conquered, and, as 

mentioned above, gained the power to oust two defence ministers. 

Propaganda methods of the Hep included leafletting, 

speakinrr, and even gucrilla theatre fl szanto recalls: 

"!mother method of agi tation i'la_s to send t\·.,o 
well-instructed comrades to busy streetcorners 
and have them argue about the intcrnal situation, 
the Russian Izevolution, trickery of the counter
revolution, and any other issues bearing relcvance 
to the dictatorship of thc proletariate One 
conrade represented the communists, the other, the 
Social Democratic Party.~~ Soon there was a public 
meetinq .... and the "communis·t" debater invariably 
II \10 nil •• _ It ~;ometimes the listeners \-lere close to 
beating the comrade impersonatiryg the Social 
Democrat4"112 

By January 7, 1919, barely six weeks after its first 

appearCl.nce I tho HCP 11ad 4, 000 rnernbers I a majority of ,",hom 

Here industri111 proleta.rians" This HaSP.lOre thnn -the HSDP 

could tal~e.. The suffering party .\vas already rent by the 
. 

fact of tryinqto loo1~ sociali.st \\lhi1e acting capitalist I 

and the nerciless aCJi tation of the HCP e~~posod their overy 

manoeuvre.. 1\ left grollp within the party c,-:ppoi1red and the 

Hep called for Cl further split. The DSDP c:~eCl1tiv0 r0.<1cted 

112. l' 'd C1tec 1n Ibl _, p_ 112 .. 
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by banning the Communist fraction from participation in the 

Workers' Councils~ (The' HCP, unfortunately, left the Council 

without trying to "illegally" infiltrate it). The HSDP 

supported all police actio~s against Communist workers, 

revitalized fascis~military formationsi and fought ag~inst 

attempts to build a socialist movement amongst the peasantry. 

The'HSDP empowered Bohm to send munitions to White Ukrainians 

fighting Soviet Russia. At this point the HCP began propa-

gandizing for armed insurrection: 

"To hell with bourgeois democracy! To hell \'lith 
a parliamentary republic which makes it impossible 
for the masses of the proletariat to act •••• Long 
live the republic of the councils of the workers, 
soldiers, and village poor which' will assure the 
rule of the exploited • ••• To arms, proletariatt lf

113 

On Fepruary 20, a demonstration attacked the editorial 
-' 

office of Nepszava, th~ HSDB paper. In the ensuing struggle 

six policemen were killed. The HSDP used this as their 

necessary excuse, and jailed 42 Communist leaders, including 
, 

Bela Kun. However, this action did nothing to elevate the 

prestige of the revisionists amongst the workers. The command 

of the HCP was left in the hands of a Second Central Committee, 

under Szamuely, who were to prepare an uprising. Despite the 

imprisonment of the leadership, the Party continued to grow 

by leaps and bounds. Reports of the beating of Kun in jail 

......... " .... ,. . .. #_ ........................................ 0 

l13cited in Ibid., p •. 113. 
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outraged the masses and on March 18, a demonstration of 

several thousand ironworkers resolved to fight for the 

release of the Communists \~ith arms, if necessary_ These 

thousands then joined the HCP e The following day a printers I 

t 'k 1 d th~e s r1~e para yze press. 

This was the day of the Vix vote, and the dissolution 

of Karolyi's "Peoples ' Government". The vacuum remained to 

be' filled. At this point the twist in the story occurs, and 

the Communists, after valourously leaping from summit to 

summit, ever upward, lose their footing. 

The armed proletarian masses were waiting in the 

wings and were not about to tolerate any revanchist plot; the 

seizure of power was within their grasp. The Social Demo-

crats could not simply bow and leave the/stage, they wanted 

to retain'at least a certain degree of currency as bourgeois 

servitors in the workers camp. They also could not form a 

government alone, as this would, in short order, be "recalled ll 

by the armed masses. The only realistic path open to the 

Social Democrats was a ~evious one, but one which they were 

to travel. They performed a drastic volte ~ and proclaimed 

their interests and those of the Communists to be harmonious, 

and called for the dictatorship of the proletariat o What 

was the reaction of Communists, who, for four months prior 

to the collapse, had vilified the IIbourgeois socialists", had 

won their base away from them, and had prepared armed action? 

f 
! 
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[(qn,. froD j2il, on hearing of th9 HSDP' S '_mity talk, proposed 

that they accept his maximum programme - adherence to the 

Comintcrn, dictatorship of the proletariat, nationalization 

of all private property, etc~ No doubt he was surprised to 

discover ihat the r~visionist leadership acceded to all his 

proposals .. 

Therefore, under the aegis of the communist programme, 

not only did the Social Democra.ts and the Communists lmi te, 

tllCY solidified into one body, one party, despite the clamour 

of the Communist left (Szamuely, etc .. )~ On I·larch 22,1919, 

the IIun~rarlan Soviet Republic \>las declarec.1. 

rTot a drop of blood was shed, and yesterday's violent 

antaqonists became today's "coP.lrades".. It is no ,"onder that 

the left in Hun0ary, and the Russian Cen~ral Committee 

approached the "revolution" with some trepidation" Szamuely 

stated that not only Has unification "immoral", hut it 

"spelled the doom of the Soviet Republic. 1I114 

Lenin exercised extreme caution following the 

declaration of the Soviet Republic and wired the folldwing 

message to Kun on !'larch 23: 

"Please inform us Hhat real guarantees you have 
thi:1t the ne',", Hungarian Government \"il1 actually 
be a communist, and not simply a socialist, govern
ment, i.e~, one of traitor-socialists. 

JIave the Communists a majority in· the ~overnment? 
!Then will the Congress of Soviets take place? What 
docs the socialists' recognition of the ~ictat9r
ship of trIG p.roletariat really Clmount to?" 1.15 

114 . t l' b' d CJ. ee ll1 1-2-_: , p. 149 .. 

115 . I' 11 'dl TIT" .... l .... ')0 227 ~J.I • . ,enll1, "Co ecte. ~S ",;<11, p. _. D 



A couple of days later Lenin hesitantly reco<]nized 

soviet fOHer in fIungary, again Hith reservations: 

liThe fiJ:st communication we received about it 
gave us some grounds for fearing that, perhaps 
the so-call~d socialists, traitor-socialists, had 
resorted to so~e deception, had got round 
the Communi"t3ts I the more so that the latter 
were in prison~ And so, the day after the first 
communication about the Hungarian revolution was 
received, I sent a wireless message to Budapest, 
askincr Bela Kun to come to the apparatus, and I 
put a number o£ questions to him of such a 
nature as to enable me to make sure that it was 
rea lly he who was spoaJ~in0. I asked him ,'lhat 
real quarantees there Here for the character of 
the g~vernment and for"itsactual policy. 
Comrade De] a KLln' s reply \'laS qui to satisfactory .. " 116" 

IIowever, the Bolsheviks did not abstain from 

criticizing this disastrous conciliation with the opportunists, 

even as the uni ted party \.;as in pm-ler.. Articles in the 
I 

C()ml.lunist InternationaJ. repeatedly calle'd for a split" Bela 

I(un lvas 0.011 vious to "1:he \"arnings and strove for uni ty at 

"all costs. His blindness appears to derive from some remnants 

of Lu}{cm1)u.t"r.r:i.sm in his outlook. Despi te the fact that Kun 

and his group had learned enouc::rh from th8 recent German 
I 

debacle to build a strmng organization concentrated in the 

industrial proletariat, they partially retained Luxemburg's 

distaste for organi~ation {especially Lukacs), not under-

standin0 its necessity following the sei~ure of power. 

1\1:>0, in ~~pi to of accounts of the "terrori s t Kun" qi ven 

11611 "d )l .. , p. 242 .. 



in bourgeois histories,117 he rotClined I.uxe;nburq's antipathy 

for revolutionary torr6r - this seemed to be justified in 

tho liqh t of: the fact thnt;: the b01.lrgeoi s ie had, quite peace-

fully, dumped pO'.'ler j~n the lap. of the proletariat... 'rhe 

circnm[3pection of the Szar.nwly leftists did nothinq to a1 tor 

l(un' s ouJclool~~ Szamuely, in fact, had personally ar<Jued for 

arncd insurrection in Berlin in December, against Rosa 

I.ll~;:emburq ,and ~'li1S quite jm:.py about ",j.nninq power at: a prison 

conference table' comedy rather than in the drama of the 

barricades. 

While the revolution carried out sweeping social-

ization neasures, Kun was forced into deeper and deeper 

compromises in or~er to mollify the Social Democrats. Leftists 

(includin<:r Szar:lUely) VIere removed from cPn1nandinq positions 

in ~he Soldiers' Soviets, and in the police, to be replaced 

by Social Democrats. (In fact, Kun asked Bohm to replace 

SZ<lmuel"y!·) 

In adc1ition 6 Szamuely and Korvin had authority over 

Funqary's Chel~, thc "Lenin-Boys", and those He'!re disbanded 

by 1\un. The political po lice Here pI aced in the "larD ha.nds 

117 . f . I Ott 7\ ° i\' ° • J See, ·or o;:amp e, CommJ.· e on Un-nl'lerlCqll L ctJ.Vl·tlos, "TIe 
~.~mist ConsEiracy Part I section D", p .. 80; II .. Ebon-,--'
"i\Torld Communism Today~.. {UeH York, 1'7l.ittesley IIolJse, 1948) .. 
pp .. 78~81; F. 13orkenau, "Horld Communism" .. (l\nn Arbor, 
Uni versi ty of ! liclligan Press, 1962 L pp .. 108-134.. These 
are .sone of the'! more hysterical eXunlples of the genre .. 

r 
i 
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of forner bourgeois police detectives. Given the crucial 

role of the CheJ;:(l in the Soviet Union, as guarantors of 

the revolution against bourgeois conspirators, this was a 

c1ea th-blm·,r .. 

I ... t' . ft 1 t .n June, cer.alB rl: s ,)eqan 0 open. in a debate 

over the Conintern's demand that the united party change 

its' neme to lithe Hungarian Comrnuni.st Party." The Social 

Derrlocrats !lOU r~a.intained that they \Elnted to remain aloof 

fran hoi-nC] associated with the Russian "dictatorship"" 

They further maintained that those who ,",ould secure the 

revolution by rneansof revolutionary violence \'lere "mentally 

d J, 118 cra-ngecl' • 

The debate over the Party name became a str1..lQqle 

over aims and tactics of the revolntion/ The Social 

Democrats preached "freedom" for the capitalists to continue 

their exploitation, f6r capitalist propaganda to continue 

unabated ... The Communists correctly countered that the 

suppression of the capitalists, rather than capitulation 

to them, \\7as the only way to prevent further bloodshed .. 

The 'revisionists went further and brOlH)ht racist notes into 

the I=,roceec1ings, arc:r1..linq aq<.\inst the nume "Col'1r:nmi st:" uS it 

\'lClS <l.c:.sociatccl \'l1tl1 "Galician aews".. After the revlsionists 

ruled out t118 possibili ty of a purqe, the Communists Cjc:\ve 
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up (and gave in). 

The Communists had abandoned their earlier 

reliance on the proletarian masses which had been so 

spectacularly successful, for attempts to consummate the 

revolution through ~arlour debates with anti-Semites and 

-bourgeois apoloqists. In this respect, the Comnunists 

themselves had sunk to th~ level of the revisionists~ The 

only excuse they TIm1 had for maintaining the coalition was 

opportnni sm, and lacl~ of faith in the capacities and 

potential of the masses. Tho Party adopted the compromise 

name "Socialist-Communist Party of Hungary".. The Social 
, 

Democrats also refused to stop publishing NeEszava,their 

reformist newspaper. 

The revisionists, not content wLth having dis-

organized the party, no\>1 tried their hand at open counter-

revolution, and at their instigation an uprising of 

demobilized soldiers occuired in late June in Budapest, 

under anti-Communist and anti-Semitic banners. Though this 

rising proved to be ab~rtive, the Social Democrats now began 

to rothi nl~ their tactics, and \'londer if the time Has 

right to stop the charade and openly campaiqn for the 

r0stor0tion of capitallsln. ~omo left the coalition, and 

th(~ communists reacted by. revivin~J the "Lenin-Boy.c;1I to 

deal \-li th the coun tcr-revolution ~ The remaining revision-

ists cO'.lld not tolerate this and, ·with the knm'11edqe of 
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• 
Bela 1<:\U1, disptltchcd a counter-revolut.ionary section ofth~ 

army to disarm the Chekists at gun point. This left the 

prol~tariah dictatorship naked, and impotent to deal with 

the counter-rev61ution. 

Social Dcmo'crats concluded a secret agreement Vlith 

the Entente powers and domestic counter-revolutionaries, 

and, with the, support of'the Second International, troops 

from Austria andnumania dismembered the fledqling Soviet 

i~epublic on AuquGt 1, 1919 .. ,' 

During its 133 days of existence, despite the shrill 

cries of the craven Social Democrats, only 234 counter-

revolutionaries were executed. In the months to follow, 

a fascist dictatorship was installed under Peidl a Social 

DCQocrat. This gave rise to the Horthy reqime ~'lhich 

carried the revanche through to \vorld ~\Tar 2~ 1\.s against 

tlw "bloodshed" caused by the Communists, in the follml'ing 

years h~ndreds of thousands (including Szamucly, Korvin, 

IJasZlo, etc .. ) 1'Jere to lose their lives, throuqh the ~'Jhi te 

terior, anti-Semitic P9groms and witch hunts. (In 1919-

1921 alone, 1, GOO Communi sts, 1'1ilitant,s and JeHs Here 

executed, and 100,000 sent to Concentration camps.) 

/\o01in, the ncvolution' s timidi ty abollt th(~ usc. of revolution-

iJ.ry terror bore bitter fruit .. 

For those who u01.l1d sec, the lessons of the 

llun<rLlria.n nevolution '.vere crystal clear 0 The COl.1muni st 
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International, through the Dolshevi]~s, appropriated these 

lessons quickly. 

"The lessons, of our Hungarian comr:1lJnist brothers 
should not go unheeded. Their party opened the 
door to yester~ayls Social Democratic conpromisers 
•••• We trusted the solemn vows of the Hunqarian 
Social Der:1ocrats to support the Soviet government.~. 

Communists of all countries must nO\\1 take'this 
severe lesson into account. In this difficult 1)ut 
great period of acute struggle, which is every
Hhere chanqlhq into civil war, the least diqression, 
the smallest error, the r.lOst minute comproll1ise \'lit,h 
tbe opportunists may lead to fateful consequences. 
The Third International should once and for all do 
away with the weaknesses peculiar to the Secdnd 
International. Not the slightest concession to 
opportunisn! Not the least trust in the old 
qenera tion of prostitute leader s! 1i7e must under
stand that the old official social democracy is 
our mortal foe. This is the lesson to JJe derived 
from the IIunqarian events .. 1I

1l9 

These lessons were to be enshrined in one of the 

seminal documents in Comintern history: "the Tl'lenty-One 

Conditions of Admittance to the Communist International, 

which I shall be concerned with in the next'chapter. 

This account of ,the history of German and Hungarian 

experiences has the intention of elucidating some key lessons .. 

Firstly, by Hay of neqative example, the correct:ness of 

Bolshevik tactics.. In the instances ",hare the Part:ies 

concerned follm'v'cd the Dolshevik prescription, th(~y Here 

remarkably successful; as in the industrial concentration 

l19"TI.'l0 Dates" in The Communist Ir:ternationa~, Vol .. l, #5 t 

hugust, 1919, p. 13~ 

[ 
I 



policy of the HCP frot'l December 1918 to llarch 1919~ 

Secondly, that an autonomous, centrali~ed Lenistvanquard 

should exist, without any Luxemburqist-Kunist confusions 

abou t "unity" l;ri th the bOlJrc::reoi sie ~ Thirdly, t.1!e absolute 

need for centraliztition and discipline in these Parties. 

Fourthly, it is axiomatic that the Party must be oriented r 
tOHards,. and place its trust in, the (primarily industrial) 

proletariat~ This connects ,·lith the policy of industrial 

concentration c'.nd fraction building;' and ,·,i th an outlook 

opposed to compromi ses \·,i th the enemy" Fifthly, the 

necessity for clear revolution~ry strateqy, prior to the 

outbreal~ of revoJut·ionary uprisings. This H<1S noticeably 

absent from the programme of the I~D~ Fin<111y, it is apodictic 

that there must he mass based revolutionary terror~ The 

KPD organized none, and the IIeF gave up on i,t after arguing 

Hith the revisionists.. The HCP should have taken their 

case to" the lTIctsses. and organized them for the cotnl'1ission 

of Red Terror, as did the Russian CheJdsts, under Dzerzhinsky. 

TT • 1 . . . 
~hl_e opportun~sn and non-vlolence gave the 

revolution a "soft" and "broad democratic" visage, it is 

precisely this that emboldened the counter-revolution and 

Milde its attack all the more sanguinary. The Gernans and 

]1unqariill1S not only forqot/ignored the lessons of Russia 

reqarding the heed for ~ complete rupture with lIenshevism, 

they forgot one of the cardinal lessons of the Paris Commune -
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"Hould the Paris ,CommuiJe have lasted a single 
day if it had not made use of this authority 
of the armed people against the bourgeois? 
Should we not, QD the contrary, reproach it 
for not having used it freely enough?"l20 

1201r '1 d I' E ] '" ) arx an ' .. 'nge _s, "Selected \\forJ~.s 2", p .. 379 .. 
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CHl\PTE!~ III 

"LET EACH STAND IN IllS PLACE" 

Aft~r the Second International had been shattered 

in 1911, 1t appeared impossible for its constituent 

organizations to b~ reunitedft The sections had actually 

organized worJ~ers of their respective countries for mutual 

slaughter - German Social Democrats versus French, British, 

etc. However, they had consistently responded to a 

"hiqller" calling than that of service to the Horking 

people -in 1911, they became the (unexpected) buhlarJ~s 

of imperialism. In 1918, and afterwards, they Here to be 

needed again, to bring the rebellious masses back_ into the 

fold, aHay from Bolshevism; and to bols-terthe oxisting 

order.. Thereby, a-t the close of 1918, plans \'Jere afoot 

t . t t t' , 1 ~. - 121 f 1 d o resuscl a-e - 0e 'mou acrlng corpse" 0_ tDe Secon 

International, to unify the former combatants on the only 

available common platform~ counter-revolution. This body 

met at Berne, in February,_ 1919. 

In the midst Of this act:Lvity, the Bolsheviks 

qrasped the need to give shape and direction to the storm 

qat:herinq si:renqth in the internatioI1?.l Harker,s' rnovement~ 

1\.[; armed clashes _ be1:h18en bourgeois and proletarian I '-/Cre 

121 1 .. b - . T 1e expresslon .l_S Rosa Lllxem urg' S I and J_S quoted with 
approval by Lenin, on a few occasions. 
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occurring all across the European continent, on January 24, 

1919, under the auspices Df the Russian Communist Party, 

eight Marxist parties (0£ Poland, Hungary, Germany, Austria, 

Lettland, Finland, the Balkans, and the U. S.) sent out a 

call to 39 Left org1mizations world\'lide I for a world congress 

- bl' h h' d 't t t' 1 122 h' to esta 1S a T lr , Commun1S In ern a lOna • T lS 

call clearly outlined the divergence of the "bankruptll 

Second, and the -"new revolutionary" Third International. 

Two years befor~ the eclipse of the First International, 

Engels wrote this prophetic note to Sorge: 

"I believe that the next International, after 
1·!arx's writings have exercised their influence 
for some years, will be directly Communist, 
and vlill proclaim precisely our principles." 123 

Engels was off by one International, but, nearly 
./ 

forty-five years after he made this statement, the Communist 

International was born. On March 2-6, 1919, the founding 

congres~ of the Comintern was held, with the "representatives 

of nineteen parties and groups. This figure may seem small 

until one considers the circumstances of armed intervention 

and international blockade of the Soviet union, which made 

••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• • eo_ ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• G •• 0 ••• 

122 -
J.. DeGras (ed.), "The Communist International Vol.. l" .. 
(London, Cass and Co., Ehlf. pp .. 1-5". ,~" ... ~-"~ 

123 ' K. l1arx and F. Engels, II Selected CorresEondence", p. 289 
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the convocation of the congress itself problematic. The 

following organizations took part _,- - the Communist Party 

(C.p.) of Russia, C.P. of Germany, C.P. of Germany-Austria, 

C.p. of Hungary, the left Social Democratic Party (S.D.P.) 

of Sweden, the S.D.~. of Norway, the opposition swiss SoD.P., 

the U. S. Socialist Labour Party, the Bulgarian n'resniaki ll
, 

the C.P.'s of Poland, Finland, Ukraine, Latvia; Lithuania, 

lfuite Russia, Estonia, Lettland, Armenia, and German colonies 

. . 124 
1n RUSS1a. 

The agenda of the Congress included the Programme 

of the Communist International, a report on bourgeois 

democracy and the dictatorship of the Proletariat (from 

Lenin) and a report on the Communist attitude towards the 

Socialist Parties and the forthcoming convention at Berne 

to revivify the Second International e From the _ 

outset, the Bolshevik leaders of the Comintern sought to 

constit~te the new International as an autonomous ~roletarian 

body, completely dissociated from the bourgeois IIsocialists" 

of the social Democracy. 

liThe foundation of the Communist International 
is the more imperative since now at Berne, and 
possibly later elsewhere also, an attempt ~s 
being made to restore the old opportunist Inter
national and to rally to it all the confused and 
undecided elements of the proletariat. It is 
therefOre essential to make a sharp break between 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

124 . . J - h -. . 
0.. P 1atn1 ts <y , ~I~ e T,.,enty One P01nts o~!=he _ CS?mmun1st 
International il

• (LOndon, Modern Books, 1934). p. 4. 

i ,-
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the revolutionary proletariat and the social
traitor elementso"125 

Lenin opened the proceedings by honoring the 

memories of Karl Li.ebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, who had 

recently been murdered. 

The Programme of the Communist International, First 

Congress, concerned itself w~th the conquest of political 

power by the proletariat, the establishment of the pro-

letarian dictatorship through Soviets, the expropriation 

of the bourgeoisie, the socialization of production, and 

the march tm'lards a II communist commom'leal th" • 

Lenin elaborated a series of theses on IIBourgeois 

Democracy and The Dictatorship ~f the proletariat .. lIl26 

This was necessitated by the anti-Soviet propaganda being 

disseminated by the ~regs of the Second International. 

Kautsky in particular, had penned a vicious attack on 

Bolshevism, and'even on the concept of the dictatorship of 

the proletariat, in his book of the previous year liThe 

Dictatorship of the proletariat .. 1I127 In this volume, an 

attempt to mask the profligacy of Social Democracy, Kautsky 

• • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * 0 • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • e _ • 

125cited in J. DeGras, "Vol .. 1", p .. 17. 

126V .. I. Lenin, "Collected ~'lorks 28". pp. 457-475. 

127 
Kautsky, OPe cit. 

i-
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argued that Marx's advocacy of proletarian dictatorship was 

no more than a slip of the pen. Thus Bolshevism based it-

self wholly on a slight error mad~ by Marx, in Kautsky's 

terms "das Wortchens" - II a Ii ttle ~<lord". From this monstrosity, 

Kautsky could go on" to censure Lenin for his use of ruthless 

methods against the bourgeoisie and land owners, and to 

trumpet the eternal glories of parliamentarism. This; at 

a time \<lhen Kautsky's beloved German Parliament was affixing 

bayonets against the popular upSurge of the workers. 

Lenin's theses attacked the platform of "abstract 

democracy" from which the renegade socialists assailed the 

Bolsh~viks. Lenin demonstrated that this line me~ely upheld 

bourgeois dictatorship, while denying proletarian democracy, 

i_e. the workers' dictatorship. 

"Firstly, this argument "employs the concepts of 
"democracy in general" and "dictatorship in general", 
without posing th€ question of the class concerned. 
This non-class or above-class presentation, which 
supposedly is popular, is an outright travesty of 
the basic tenet of socialism, namely, its theory 
of class struggle, which socialists who have 
sided with the bourgeoisie recognize in words but 
disregard in prac~iceo For in no civilised 
capitalist couhtry does "democracy in general ll 

exist; all that exists is bourgeois democracy, 
and it is not a question of "dictatorship in 
general", but of" the dictator ship of the oppressed 
class, i.e., the proletariat over its oppressors 
and exploiters, i.e., the bourgeoisie, in order to 
overcome the resistance offered by the exploiters 
in their fight to maintain their domination. lI

l28 

•••••••••• 0 •••••• 0· •••• 0 ••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• 0 ••• 0 

128 . 
V. I. Lenln, "Collected "Horks 28 11• 1 p. 457 .. 
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At the Congress Lenin also discussed why it was 

that a relatively backward country like Russia could lay 

the fOundation for world revolution, and lead the new 

International. 

The report 6n the Berne conference condemned the 

Second International for renegacy and, no less trenchantly, 

castigated the "Centre" (Kautsky, Adler,'Turabi, NacDonald) 

for promoting urii ty bettveen the revolutionary le'ft, and the 

counter-revolutionary old guard. 

"After the murder of Liebknecht and Luxemburg the 
"centre" again preached the Bame 'unity', that is; 
the unity of communist workers with the murderers 
of the communist, leaders, Liebknecht and Rosa 
Luxemburg ...... 

The congress of the Communist International 
considers the 'International' which the Berne 
conference is trying to establish a yellow strike
breaking international which is ~nd will remain 
nothing but ~ tool of the bourgeoisieo"129 

Thus the Communist International was constituted, 

at its First Congress, as a direct descendant of the 

International of Marx and Engels~ Interestingly enough, 

only one delegate had voted against th~ formation of a new 

International, Hugo Eberlein from Germany, apparently act-

ing under instructions from Rosa Luxemburg. H~r death had 
, 

seemingly done nothing to shake the Gerfuans of Luxemburgism. 

The Congress set up a standing Committee, the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • • 9 • • • • • • • • • ~ 

l29J • DeGras,"Vol. 1", p .. 25. 
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Executive committee of the Communist International, E.C.CoI., 

to act as a Central Committee, for a ~'Jorld Party, directing 

affairs between congresses. Thus the 1919 World Congress 

succeeded in laying the foundations for a World Proletarian 

Party. However, it~organizational foundations were yet 

to be laid, and the coalescence of the radical left into 

a monolithic world ~trcicture was to occur over a period 

extending into the early 1930's. 

In the interval between the First and Second Congress, 

the C.I. was joined "by the Italian Socialist Party, the 

Swedish League of Youth, the C~P. of East Galicia, the 

Socialist Party of Alsace-Lorraine, the Ukraimian Federation 

of Sotialist Parties, the British Socialist Party, the 

Bavarian Ind!?pendent Party," Communist organizations in 

Bohemia, Lorraine, and Mexico, The International Congress of 

Wor~ing Youth, and others. 

Other organizations were split between the Second 

and Third International, with large membership sections 

leavLng for the Third. This category includes the French 

Socialist Party, the Danish Social Democrats, and the 

Spahish Socialist Party. Even in the staid British Labour 

Party the issue of affiliation with the Comintern was raised, 

but it merely remained, so to speaJ~, "raised", i.eo up in 

tl 
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Also, in this period, between March, 1919, and 

July, 1920, the world revolution still fitfully surged 

ahead, unable to consolidate itself anyw'here outside Russia. 

In· addition to the Hungarian Soviet Republic, Soviet 

nepublics were formed in Bavaria (April 13 to May 1, 1919) 

and Slovakia (June 16 to July 5, 1919). The course of the 

131 
Revolution in Bavaria was a tortur~d and circuitous one. 

As elsewhere during the revolutionary ferment in 

Germany in January, 1919, in Bavaria power oscillated 

precariously between Workers' Soviets, and Parliament (in 

which the S.P.D. andU.S.P.D. held a considerable number 

of seats). Eisner, the Prime Minister, was shot on the 

21st. of February by an aristocrat. This event sparked 

revolutionary aspirations in the proletariat, who began'to 

demand a Soviet Government. Two events occurred, analagous 

to the March ev~ntsin-Hungary. Parliament, lacking popular 

support, dissolved, .and the Soci~l Democrats made a 180 

degree pirouette and proclaimed th~mselves in favour of a 

So~iet Republic. The ~.P.D., the U.S.P.D. and the Pe~santsl 

Alliance formed a Government. 

Within one 0eek, this Government decided to convene 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • ~ • • • • ~ • • e • 0 • • 0 • e • ~ 

l31 0n the Revolution in Bavaria, see: Institute of Marxism
Leninism," Outline Hi star of ·the Communi st International"" 
(Moscow, Progress Pub lshers, 97 • p. 62; Borkenau, 
Ope cit.,· pp .. 148-151: R. Levine-Meyer, I1Levine". 
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the defunct Parliament. The Bavarian proletariat accepted 

this as a tossed gauntlet, and the social tiemocratic 

executive, executing dizzying turns, followed workers' 

dem~nds for the immediate proclamation of ~ Soviet Republic. 

Again, as i~ ~ungarYj the C6mmunists were being 

offered the position of 'fig leaf' in the IISoviet Republic ll 
.. 

, 
D~ring deliberations in the Government, on April 4, Levine, 

a communist leader, took the floor to demonstrate that he 

was more astute than his Hungarian counterparts. 

III have just learned of your plans" Vie 
Communists harbour profound suspicion of a Soviet 
Republic initiated by the Social Democrat Minister 
Schneppenhorst and men like Durr, who up "to now 
have combated the Soviet system with all their 
power. At best we can interpret their attitude 
as the attempt of bankrupt leaders to ingratiate 
themselves with the masses by a seemingly revo
lutionary action or, woise, as a,deliberate 
provocation. ~ve knoH from our experience in 
North Germany that the Social Democrats often 
attempted to provoke premature actions which are 
the easiest to crush ••• 
••• A Soviet Republic cannot be proclaimed at a 
conference table, it is founded after a struggle 
by a victorious proletariat. The proletariat of 
Munich has not yet entered the struggle for 
power ••• 

After the first intoxication the Social Democrats 
will seize upo~ the £irst pretext to withdraw and 
thus deliberately betray the workers.. The 
Independents will collaborate, then falter, begin 
to waver, to negotiate with the enemy and turn 
unwittingly into traitors. And we Communists 
will have to pay for your undertaking with the 
bldod of our best ••• 

We don't sit at the same table with Schneppenhorst, 
the Nuremberg Noske, nor with Durr, who demanded 
the use of gas-bombs against striking workers!"132 

•••••••••• 0 ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• '0 ••• Q •• 0. 
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The "socialist internationalist" Schneppenhorst 

wittily polemicized: "Punch the Jevl on the jaw. ,,133 

The principled stand taken by the Communists, howe~er, 

did delay the proclamation of the bogus republic, by a 

few days, to April Ie 

Durihg the brief existence of this mockery of 

sovietism: the' Communists maintained their implacable 

opposition g The workers were not armed, the bourgeoisie 

were not disarmed. The factories remained wholly in 

capitalist hands whilst the "Soviet" Government attempted 

cosmetic changes, such as the building of a "revolutionary" 

university. In the meantime, the U.S.P.D. attempted to go 

over, ~ ~ to the Commlini st Party, including the U 0 S .. p .. D~ 

leadership, i.e. a replay of the Hungarian blunder .. 

Luckily for the Communists, theU.S.P .. D. leadership reversed 

itself almost immediately, and decided, against fusiono 

Outside Bavaria, Noske, and the main body of the 

S.P.D., was preparing to biing down the curtain on this 

comedy, and restore "l/ormal" S.P.D .. parliamentarism.. In 

the 'face of the activity, and agitation of the Communists, 

the impotence of the "Sovi et" masquerade,' and the impending 

military intervention, the'working class_rallied to the 

communist party. 

Only six days after the proclamation of the sham 
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"Soviet Republic", on April 13, the Communist Party called 

a General Strike and seized power. The Social Democrats 

seized the raihJay station and the :Hunich garrison, in 

an abortive counter-revolutionary putsch. This had the 

effect of further consolidating the base of the genuine 

soviet regime, in the proletariat. 

Nevertheless: the regime had been tardy in suppressing 

the counter-revolution, and even enlisted th~ support of 

the old leaders of the U.S.P.D. These characters began 

sOHing dissent and panic among less stable elements, hut 

were not subjected to government repression (despite the 

looming threat of war). The U.S.PeD. leadership resorted 

now to unabashed demagoguery, making anti-Semitic, anti-

Communist speeches, and even negotiating with the German 

SPD centre for a transfer of power. Lenin penned a letter 

'to Bavaria, on April 22, which is worth repeating .i!.!. ~~ 

If~'le thank you for your message of greetings, and 
on our part whole-heartedly greet the Soviet 
Republic of Bavaria. We ask you insistently to 
give us more frequent, definite information on 
the following. What. measures have you taken to 
fight the bour~eois executioners, the Scheidemanns 
and Co.; have councils of workers and servants 
been formed in the different sections of the city; 
have the work6rs been armed: have the boureoisie 
been disarmed~ has use been made of the stocks 
of clothing and other items for immediate and 
extensive aid to the workers, and especially to 
the farm labourers and small peasants; have the 
capitalist factories and wealth in Munich and the 
capitalist farms in its environs been confiscated; 
have mortgage and rent payments by small peasants 
been cancelled; have the wages of farm labourers 
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and unskilled workers been doubled or trebled: 
have all paper stocks and all printi~g-presses 
been confiscated so as to enable popular leaflets 
and newspapers to be printed for the masses: has 
the six-hour'workingday with two or three-hour 
instr~cti6n in state administration been introduced: 
have the bourgeoisie in Munich been.made to give 
up surplus housing so th~t workers may be immediately 
moved in~o bomfortable flats; have you taken over 
all the banks; have you taken hostages from the 
ranks Of the bourgeoisie; have you introduced 
higher r~tions for the workers than for the 
bourgeoisie; have all the workers been mobilised 
for defence and for ideological propaganda in the 
neighbouring villages? The most u~qent and most 
extensive .implementation of these and similar 
measures, coupled with the initiative of workers', 
farm labourers' and - acting apart from them -
small peasants' councils, should strengthen your 
position. An emergency tax must be levied on the 
bourgeoisie, and an actual improvement effected in 
the condition of the workers, farm labourers and 
small peasants at once and at all costs o 

With sincere greetings and wishes of success& 

Lenin"134 
/' 

Needless to say, none of these measures had been 

taken by the irresolute Bavarian communists, and not even 

three weeks after its proclamation. on May I, the Soviet 

Government was overwhelmed by outside intervention and 

internal subversion. A Bocial Democratic government was 
I 

set up, which murdered Levine and instituted a White Terror, 

whilst proclaiming: 

WThe political struggle will be decided not by 
brute force of arms but by honest spiritual 
wrestling. To restore peace and order everyone 
must see to it that arms are surrendered immediately. 
The whole population of Munich is called upon to 
collaborate honestly, corifidently and actively. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 ~ • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 ~ • G • • 
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For right and justice! For freedom and Socialism! 
Vollhals,Bolice commissioner 
Schilling, Military GQvernor."135 

Once more, the proletarian movement paid a high 

price for its' misconception about the Social Democrats, 

and for its revolutionary timidity. 

In the face of all setbacks, and reversals, however, 

the German proletariat appeared to be ineluctably propelled 

towards revolution. On March 13, 1920, the social Demdcratic 

Berlin Government fled ignominiouslybefore a Rightist couE 
, 

detat, a dress rehearsal for 1933& Generals installed an 

ultra-rationalist regime under a Prussian official named 

Kapp. This was the infamous Kapp Putsch, in which the 

German bourgeciiisie learned their first lessons about fascist 

. t' 136 In rlgue .. The German bourgeois head, / and both of its 

limbs - the Kappists and the Social Democrats, were quite 

unprepared for the ·consequent events. Having banked on the 

utter demoralization of the proletariat following its defeats 

of the previous two years, the ruling class was stunned by 

a massive general strite and a workers' uprising in reaction 

to the Putsch" 
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136There are a number of accounts of the Kapp Putsch, among 
the most useful being: E. If.carr, "The Bolshevik Revolution 
pp. 176-181; R. Fischer, "Stalin and German communism'i. 
(cambridge, Harvard univ.ersity Press, 1948). pp .. 117-148 .. 
(this is a very personalized account, from a "lapsed
Communist"/Trotskyist position); and International Communist 
Current, "International R,.eview", pp. 11-12. 
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In the Ruhr, ihe striking workers armed themselves 

and formed a "Red ArmylJ consisting of between 80,000 and 

120,000-workers, with an-artillery unit and a small air_force. 

137 For the first couple of days of the uprising the KPD Zentrale 

floundered whilst in Chemnitz and the Ruhr, Communists were 

in the thick of the b~ttle. In th~ Ruhr, Communists were 

calling for a proletarian dictatorship and in Chemnitz 

under Brandler, on March 15, Communists and Social Democrats 

entered into an anti-Kapp coalition Government. The Red 

Army had gathered strength by forming units in each town to 

fight against the Reichswehr. The insurgent towns then 

combined their proletarian brigades against towns still-held 

by the bourgeoisie. until the 21st. of Harch, the proletariat 

had the ottensi ve - the strike 'l'laS succe;ssful and the 

Reichswehr had been ptished back along the Rhine from Remsdheid 

to ~'i1essell. 

On March 20, the machinery of Social Democratic 

·betrayal and Communist gullibility began to-creak its gears 

into action. With the demise of the Putsch, the central 

Social Democratic trade union executive (the ADGB) called 

off the strike, and two d~ys later, the U.S.P.D. and the 

B.P.D. followed suit. Obviously the situation was getting 

out of hand, thousands upon thousands of armed workers were 

• • • G • • • • • • • .8. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 0 • • • e 
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clearly going for more thana rerun of the Social Democratic 

form of bourgeois rule. 

On March 24, the Social Democratic Government, after 

having cautiously peered out of its hiding "place, came to an 

agreement at Bielef~ld with the S.D.P., the U.S.P.D. ~nd 

even a section of the KPD. In return for some concessions r 
~ cease fire was proclaimed; workers were disarmed; there 

\vas to be f.teedom for workers who had committed "illegal" 

acts. The larger part of "the "Red Army" ignored this 

treachery. On March 30, the Social Democratic Government 

issued an ultimatum to the working masses. - either accept 

the Bielefeld agreement, or the full fury of the Reichswehr 

(recently quadrupled with the addition of the Freikor~) would 

be unleashed. 

The KPD, throughout this, was plagued by the clear 

absence of centralis~~ It simply could not weld tbgether 

the ranks of fhe proletariat against the counter-revolution. 

This lac}~ of Bolshevik firmness and direction is evinced by 

the capitulation of a section at Bielefeld, and by the fact 

that Brandler, at Chemnitz, saw his role as being a buffer 

between the insurrectionary Communists, and counter-revolutionary 

social Democrats. The Zentralefurther muddled matters on 

Harch 26, by issuing the slogan of "loyal opposition", i.e. 
!. 

in ~he case of a Social Democrat - U.S.P.D. coalition govern-

ment, the KPD wou,ld remain in "loyal opposition": 
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"Ne understand loyal opposition in the following 
way: no preparation for the armed seizure of power, 
full free~om for the Party's agitation for its 
goal and its solutions. 1I

138 

This was decid~din the very midst of an armed 

Thus the offensive dissipated, and, even at its 

h~ight, the KPD had given no thought to its co-ordination. 

As soon as the Social Democrats were firmly back in the 

saddle, they tore up the Bielefeld agreement and loosed a 

White Terror campaig~ against the masses. 

·In 1927, the Comintern \vas to have adduced the 

following lesson from the events: 

"There is not one single instance where a mis
carried attempt to revolt h~s not resulted in the 
most gruesome White Terror against the workers~ 
Germany alone offers many evidences of this, to 
say nothing of Bulgaria, Hungary and Rumania •. 
One need only to remember the White Terror after 
the Harch fighting in the Ruhr district of: 1920. 
In spite of the understanding of Bielefeld, in 
which the representatives of the Government gave 
their sacred promise that.the participants in the 
fighting would be "pardoned", hundreds of vlOrkers 
were simply murdered by the bloodthirsty bourgeoisie,,"139 

In Moscow, immediately after the Social Democratic 

recuperation Bela I<un ciiagnosed the situation as the first 

occasion on \vhich "the democratic counter-revolution found 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • G • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 

13eThis statement was printed in Rote Fahne under the direction 
of Paul Levi. (" Intern.ational Re'VIew", E.. 12). 

139A ... Lange, "The Road to Victor¥" ·in "The communist Conspirac~, 
p. 306. Thls 'vas one of the flrst "InstructIon manuals II 
issued by the Comintern on the "Art of Armed uprising". 
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140 in Germany an anti-democratic competitor." He, and other 

Bolsheviks, denounced theICPD's IIloyal opposition" formula .. 

The fluctuations of the European Revolution must be 

seen as the backdrop for the operation of the hi~toric Second 

World comintern Congresse This Congress was the one to 

produce sUbstantial documents on the organizational unity 

of the World Communist Movement, and'which truly;began the 

struggle to solidify the disparate tendencies into a powerful 

world organization. 

In preparation for this congress, Lenin had penned 

a work designed to penetrate the fog surrounding the European 

communists, to confront their inability, or refusal, to learn 

from the events in Russia~ so as not to drag the Revolution 

from one catastrophe to the next. Lenin} s II "Left':'Wirtg:" 

141 Communism: An Infantile Disor~ , too}( the form of an 

attack on those who held to a narrow "national revolutionary" 

standpoint, and those comrades (lik~ the spartacists) who 

had refused to attempt to win the leadership of· the masses 

in industrial concentration, through unions, etc.. Via this 

attack, Lenin was able to give some cardinal less6ns on 

tactics to the worlds' Communists. The first four sections 

• • • • • • • ~ • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • $ 0 • • • • • 9 • • • • fi ~ • • _ 0 0 ~ 
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of this work consist of object lessons in Russian Bolshevism, 

under the headings: "In Hhat Sense Can We Speak of the 

International Significance of the Russian Revolution?"; "One 

of the Fundamental Conditions for Success of the Bolsheviks"; 

"The Principal stages in the History of'Bolshevism ll
; and 

"In' the Struggle Against What Enemies Ni thin the ''lorking 

Class Movement did Bolshevism Grow Up and Become Strong and 

Steeled?". 

Lenin wrote that, in vivid contrast to the 

organizational indetermination of the European Communists,: 

IICertainly, almost everyone now realizes that 
the Bolsheviks could not have maintained themselves 
in power £or two and a half months, let alone two 
and a half years, unless the strictest, truly iron 
discipline had prevaile<1 in our Party, and unless 
,the latter had been rendered the'fulle~t and un-' 
reserved support of the whole mass of the working 
class, that is, of all its thin~ing, honest, self
s~crificing and influential elements who are 
capable of leading or of carrying with them the 
backlvard strata. lI

l42 

Lenin further pointed to the unequivocal need to 

assimilate the lessons of· Bolshevik history, in order to 

grasp the organization~l question: 

"As a trend of political thought and as a 
political party, Bolshe~ism exists since 1903 0 

Only the history of Bolshevism during the whole 
period of its existence can satisfactorily 
explain why it was able to build up and to main
tain under the most difficult conditions the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • & • • • • • .0. 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 
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iron discipline that is needed for the victory 
of the proletariat .. /l143 

Lenin further underscored the fact that Russian 

Bolshevism was the world vanguard of the workers' movement 

because: 

"Bolshevism passed through fifteen years (1903-17) 
of practical history in which wealth of experience 
has had no equal anyvrhere else in the Horld. For 
no othe~ countries during these fifteen years has 
had anything even approximating to this revolution
ary experien~e, this rapid and varied succession 
of different forms of the movement - legal and 
illegal, peaceful and stormy, underground and 
open, ciicles and mass movements, parliamentary 
and terrorist."144 

Lenin went on to say that, generally speaking, 

on the most important questions of the revolution, ".~ 

countri~s will inevitably have to go through what Russia 

145 has gone through." Lenin further stated that the 

principal enemy against which Bolshevism fought, and thus 

became tempered, was opportunism, i.e. social Democratism. 

This, of course, is one of the foremost themes of this thesis. 

The study finished by proposing that in all countries, 

prior to t~e ~evolution, the working class would expe~ience 

a struggle between Communism and Menshevism. 

By the time of the opening of the Second comintern 
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Congress (July 19 to August 23, 1920), Lenin's booklet 

had been widely circulated, and the 1essofis of the recent 

disasters in Europe were beginning to pierce the Social 

Democratic cloud enshrouding the leadership of European 

Bolshevism. These lesstins, however, had their greatest 

impact on the CPSU leadership, who understood them as 

confirmations of the veracity of Leninism by way of 

negative example. 

The First Comintern Congress had laid the ground-

work for the new International, the Second was to set the 

machinery in motion - with maximum speed. Zinoviev stated 

at the opening: 

"What \Vas the Third International at its 
foundation in Barch, 1919? Nothing more than 
a propaganda association; and this it remained 
throughout i ts ~vho1e first year .0'." NOH \Ve want 
it to be not a propaganda association, but a 
fighting organ of the international pro1etariat."146 

He £urther stated that this change implied 

organizational transformati6n; instead of a series of 

national parties, the International must become "a single 

. t P t I . . b 10 

• d' ff . 14 7 CommunlS ar y 1aV1.ng ranC1es 1.n 1. erent countr1.es." 

Lenin opened the Congress by introducing "Theses 

on the Basic Tasks of the Communist Internationa1.tt148 

............. It ............ It 0 ••••••• ., ••• ,. •• 0. " q • ,. ••• • 8;11 ••• e • 

146cited in E. fl. Carr,"The Bolshevik Revolution 311
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These theses directly addressed the problems confronting 

European Communism to which its leaders were blind, even 

after the fall bf Hungarian Sovietism: 

"One mistake·which is very grave and constitutes 
an immense and immediate danger to the success of 
the cause 01 prole'tarian emancipation, is that a 
section of the old leaders and of the old parties 
of the Second International - some yielding half
unconsciously t6 the wishes and pressure of the 
masses, and some deliberately deceiving the masses 
in order to retain their function of agents and 
assistants of the bourgeoisie within the working 
clais movement - declare their qualified or even 
unqualified adherence to the Third International, 
'~hile actually remaining in all their practical 
party and political work/on the level of the 
Second International. Such a state of affairs 
is absolutely intol~rable, because it leads to 
downright corruption ~f the masses, detracts 'from 
the Third International's prestige, and threatens 
a repetition of the same acts of treachery as 
were perpetrated by the Hungarian social Democrats, 
who so hastily assumed the title of communists."149 

The theses went on to explain the necessity for a 

conscious Communist vanguard to interject in the working 

class, and raise communist consciousness. Lenin also 

indicat.ed that the Bolshevik leadership had begun to realize 

that th~ European situation was worse than they had 

anticipated in 1919, i~e. th~t the floundering of the 

world revolution was solely explicable in terms of the lack 

of Bolshevik organizations, anY'~here outside Russia., 

"The present staqe in the development of the 
international communist movement is marked by 
the fact that in the vast majority of capitalist 
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countries, the proletariat's preparations to effect 
its dictatorship have not been completed, and in 
many cases, have not even been systematically begun ••• 

Hence, from the ~oint of view of the internationaL 
proletarian movement, it is the Communist parties' 
pricipal tas):: at the present moment to uni te the 
scattered Comrrn.mi st forces, to form a single 
Com~unist Party in every country (or to reinforce 
or renovate~the already existing Party)... . 

The ordinary social:Lst\'lor)~ conducted by groups 
and partie.s· ~'lhich recognise the dictatorship of 
the proletariat has by no means tindergone that 
fundamental reorqanisatiori. that fundamental reno
vation, ~~lich is-essential'before this wor)~ can 
be considered communist Hork and adequate to the 
tasl~s to be accomplished on the eve of proletarian 
dictaton:;hip." iso . 

Lenin further stated that' Communists must expose. 

ruthlessly, the Centrists, with whom there were more than 

"theoretical" differences.. There could be no inconsistencies 

in exposing the counter-revolutionary II Centre" even in the 

Conmunist Parties thenselves. 

The next set of theses, "On the Role of the Communist 

Party in the Proletarian Revolution ll ,
151 provolced heated 

debate, during which European Communist leaders (especially 

from Holland and Dritain) reacted violently against proposed 

world centralization, ~nd Soviet Russian leadership. Lenin 

was called a dogmatist, to which he replied that if each 

Party "uS <111m·,ocl to do as i t plea~:;ed, the International 

Id J 
152 

WOll ~e unnecessary. The Second International had 
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operated without rigorous centralization, and had collapsed 

"'hen faced with decisive problems. This set of theses 

iterated and reiterated the lessons of Bolshevik history; 

the need for an independent party, for struggle against 

1'lenshevism, for incfustrial concentration, and so forth .. 

The Bolsheviks had begun to work assiduously, literally 

untiringly, to shake the Communist leaders of their 

recalci tr'ance. 

The Second Congress was therefore faced with a 

two-pronged problem; firstly, the attempts of social 

Democratic parties, under rank and file pressure,to don 

the garb of respectability by adherence to the Comintern, 

and secondly, the refractory nature of Social Democratic 

survivals (belittling the need f6r a vanguard party, 
f 

collaboration with Social Democracy, lack of industrial 

Goncentration work, etc.) in the fledgling communist parties. 

Lenin decided to tackle the two dilemmas by a frontal 

assaul t, by dra\·ling up a list of admission <::ondi tions, a 

set of rules and obligations, for parties wishing to join 

the Third International ;" the famous II 21 Condi tions". 

The two most dubious organizations ~lich had entered 

into negotiations \·li th the Comintern ,wi th a vie\v to joining, 

were the Independent Social-Democratic Party of Germany 

(the DSDP) and the ~rench Socialist Party. In the case of 

the former party, large membership sections had entered 
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into conjoint struggles with the Communists during the 

revolutionary events in Germany. These mass sectors 

exercised great pressure on the centrist leadershjP 

(crispien, Dittman, Hilferding, Kautsky, Breitscheid), 

compelling <them to 11e'iJotiate entry into the C.I. Frossard, 

secretary of the French ~ocialist Party, was quite candid 

about the fact that the Party's attempt to affiliate was 

merely a ruse intended to brake the militancy of the 

• membership. He even openly stated, in L'Humanite, that 

affiliation meant no more than superficial change to the 

F.S.P., that its reformism would continue, unrestrained: 

liAs for the policy <;:>f our Party, it is obvious 
that it remains the same as before ••• Elections 
tak~ place. If circumstances arise, the Third 
International does not in any way hinder the 
for.mation of a bloc, sometimes even during the 
first round of the elections."1;3 

Even the resolution on the tasks of the Comintern 

had recognized the insincerity of these parties and had 

stated that'; 

" .... they are not Communists as yet and frequently 
even are in direct opposition to the fUndamental 
principles of ~he Third International, namely, 
the recognition of the dictatorship of the 
proletariat and the Soviet power instead of 
bourgeois democracy.1I 154 

For the union of these parties with the Comintern, 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • u • • • • • • 0 • • • e _ • $ • • • • • • 

l53 in Piatni tsky, "The T\'lenty One Conditions ... ~, p.. 7. 

l54in Ibid., p. 8. 
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the theses elaborated six stringent membership conditions, 

over and above the flTwenty One Conditions": 

"(I) the publication of all the resolutions passed 
by all congresses of the Communist International 
and by the Executive Committee i~ all the p~riodical 
publications of the Party; (2) their discussion at 
the specia~meetings of all sections and local 
organisations of the Party~ (3) the convocation 
after such discussion of a special congress of the 
Party for the weeding out of all elements which 
continue to act in the spirit of the Second Inter
national~ Such a congress to be called together 
as soon as possible within a period of four months 
at most following the Second Congress; (4) expUlsion 
"from the Party of " all members who persist in their 
adherence to the Second International; (5) the 
transfer of all periodical papers of the Party into 
the hands of exclusively Communist editors: (6) 
the parties wishing to"join the Third International 
but which have not yet radically changed their old 
tactics must, above all, take care that two-thirds 
of their central committee and the chief central 
institutions consist of such comrades who have 
declared their adherence to a party of tlie Third" 
International even before the Se,cond Congress. "155 

Point (5) must have stung the reformists. p~rticularly. 
, 

In the F.S.P.,for example, the editorial policy of ~'Humanite 

gave the highest proportion of space in leading articles 

to the "Centre" (Frossar-d and Cachin) and an equal, thou.gh 

lesser amount of space,to the Left (toriot) and Right 
I 

(Renaudel). Thus L'Humanite was far from a vanguard 

organ for mass mobilization; it merely disseminated three 

conflicting viewpoints, giving predominance to the vacilla-

tions of tho centre • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 •••••••••••••••. ~ •••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 
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THE Tt-lENTY ONE P.oINTS. 

The preamble to the "T\'lenty One Condi tions" l56 

demonstrated that these conditions we~e drafted specifically 

in view of the advances of the "centre" ('U.S.D.P., F.S .. P., 

etc.) and in vie",' o"":E the failures of the revolution in 

Europe. The conditions direct especial attention to the 

Hungarian Revo~ution, and most of the points made refer in 

tl 
. . 157 some way or another to llS experlence. 

"1'70 communist should forget the lessons of the 
Hungarian Revolution. The Hungarian Proletariat 
paid a high price for the fusion of the Hungarian 
communists with the so~called 'left' social
democrats. " 158 

The preamble repeated the necessity for the Communist 

lnte~national to make an irremediable break with Social 

Democracy, and openly proclaimed that the paramount aim of 

~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • 

l56These were penned by Lenin, with the exception df the 
T\'lenty-First Condition, which "TaS proposed by Bordiga 
to scare off the Rightists. Ibid., pp. 27-32, and also 
see E .. H. Carr, liThe Bolshevik Revolution 3", pp. 198-199. 

157AcCording to T~k~s ~in I'Bel~ Kun and the Hunqarian Soviet 
Republic'-') at least eleven of the hle'nty-one' stipulations 
"bore direct or indirect_relevance to the mistakes in 
Hungary", including: the need to centralize the newspaper 
editorial board (the dichotomy of ~zava and Voros usjag).~ 
the removal of reformists from responsi~ posts; agitprop 
in the countryside (this was neglected); renunciation of 
social pacifism: creation and maintenance of communist 
cells in workers organizations, and factories (the HCP 
did not attempt to illegally work in the Budapest Workers 
Council after being kicked out): periodic purges of the 
party; the drafting of a communist programme (Kun failed 
to secure this a£te~ a fight with the Social Democrats); 
the binding character o~ C.l •. decisions on the sections 
(the refusal to accept the Party name suggested by the Col.): 
etc., see Tokes, pp. 221-222. 
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of the Conditions \'las to prevent Social Democratic 

elements from worming their way into the International 

"The Communist International is threatened by 
the danger o~ dilution by unstable and irresolute 
elements which have not yet completely discarded 
the ideolb~'y of the Second International."159 

The firstcondi~ion gave primacy to the existence 

of a ?artypress, run by reliable Communists, publishing 

genuinely' Communist agitational and propaganda material. 

"The dictatorship'of the proletariat .... should be advocated 

in such a way that its necessity should be apparent· to 

every ranlc and file working man and woman ...... 11
160 Given 

the fact that in the Social Democratic parties, and in 

(most of) the sectors of the Comintern with Social Democratic 

survivals a sort of federalism existed, and the Party 

periodicals were not subject to central discipline, the C.I. 

demanded that Party publications be subordinated to the 

control of the central Committee.. The first condition 

closed by emphasizin~ that the sections of the com intern 

must "systematically and mercilessly denounce in the press, 

at meetings, in trade unions and co-operatives, not only 

the bourgeoisie, but its ~ssistants, the reformists of every 

. 161 
colour and shade." 

• • ~ • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • G • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • G • F • • 

158in Piatni tsky, "The Twenty Ope Conditions. __ .11, p .. 27 .. 

159in Ibid .. 
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In t-he second point of the conditions it was made 

obligatory for all parties to "systematically and regularly 

remove from all responsible posts in the Labour Movement 

(the Party organization, editorial board, trade unions, 

parliamentary fractlon~ co-operative societies, municipalities, 

etc.) all reformists and followers of the ~Centre' and to 

have them replaced by Communists, even at the cost of 

replacing, at the beginning, 'experienced' men by rank and 

f 'l J • 162 1 e \'lor \:lng men." 

Given that the Social Democratic parties valued their 

legal existences, thei~ abilities to confront workers at 

the polls, more highly than the very lives of their members 

(and even entered into counter-revolutionary compromises to 

protect their legality) the third pOint ~as clear~ rt made 

it a duty for legal parties to form parallel illegal 

organizations and for illegal parties to combine legal and 

illegal- forms of work. The fourth point was that Communists 

163 must carryon "energetic propagahda in the army,," All 

revolutions have included the mass desertion of soldiers 

to the ranks of the revolutio~ists. This process was 

necessarily facilitated by propagandizing for the workers' 

cause amongst their class brothers, the soldiers.. liTho 

abandonment of such work would be equivalent to a betrayal 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Q • • • • • • e _ • • • • • • • .0. 
l62Ibid• 
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of revolutionary duty and would be incompatible with member

ship in the Third International."1~4 Needless to say, for 

the Social Democrats, the army was bour~eois sacred ground, 

and agitation amongst the soldiers would be tantamotint to 

attacking the bourgeoisie, something no "self respecting" 

Social Democrat could imagine! 

The sixth condition obliged all parties to expose 

not only social patriotism, but also "hypocritical social 

pacifism II to "systematically demonstrate to the masses that 

without the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism no 

international arbitration courts; no talk of disarmament, 

no 'democratic' reorganization of the League of Nations will 

165 save manJdnd from new i1!lperialist wars." 

Against the DSDP, and the FSP, arnd in mind of the 

KPD and the Hungarian party, the seventh condition called 

"unconditionally and peremptorily" for a "complete and absolute 

break with re10rmism "and with the policy of the 'centre' ••• 

with .!:12.£ least E,os,sibledelay. 11
166 

contrasting with the Second International (llfor whom 

j.n fact only white skinned people existed") lV'hich supported 

the imperialist policy of its respective nations, the eighth 

point required parties to carry out anti-imperialist~ anti~ 

colonialist policies, and to cultivate fraternal attitudes 

• ••.•••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• n ••••••• ~ •••••• & e $ •••••• $ 
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towards oppressed nationalities in the colonies. 

An error which had cropped up in many European 

parties, following the sorry lead of the Spartacists, was 

a revolt against doing any work in trade unions. This was 

only the reverse of the medal from open reformism. Without 

sedulous work amongst the masses, espec~ally in industry, 

no matter in what unions, the working class is left in the 

warm clutches of the bourgeoisie - through the reformists~ 

Abandoning work in the unions is in effect abandoning the 

proletariat to the union leadership, i.e. the capitalist 

class. Again the lessons of victorious Bolshevism had to 

be drawn, and the constituent sections of the Comintern were 

to be ordered to organize their parties on the basis of 

factory cells (see chapters 1, 4)9 the ~lementary form of 

Bolshevik organization. The ninth point stated that: 

"9. Every party that desires to belong to the 
Communist Interna~ional must carryon systematic 
and persistent Communist work in the trade u~ions, 
in workers and indus~rial councils, in the co-op
erative societies, and in other mass organisations. 
Within these organisations it is necessary to 
ere a te communi st gr"oups, which by means of practical 
and stubborn wbrk mu~t win over the trade unions, 
etc., for the cause of Communism. These cells 
should constantly denounce the treachery of the 
social-patriots and the vacillations of the IICentre" 
at every step. "These Communist groups should b~ 
completely suboridinate to the Party as a whole. 1I

167 

The eleventh condition required the parliamentary 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e * • • • • • 8 • 0 • • • • • • • • • & • 0 0 0 • • • • • • .0. • • • • • • $ 
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groups in each party to be subordinated to the Central 

Committee, and for Parliament to he used solely as a 

platform for revolutionary agitation and propaganda. 

The twelfth condition required all sections to 

organize on a hasis of democratic centralism; 

"12. Parties belonging to the Communist Inter
national must be built up on the principle of 
democratic "centralism". At the present time 
of acute civil war, the Communist Party will 
only be able fully to do its duty when it is 
organised in the most centralised manner, if 
it has iron dicipline, bordering on military 
discipline, and if the Party centre is ~ power
ful, authoritative organ with wide powers, 
possessing the "general trust of the party 
membership. II 168 

The thirteenth condition required a regular 

cleansing ("purging") of petty bourgeois elements from 

the Party apparatus.. The fourteenth condition required 

Parties to unconditionally support any Soviet Repuhlic in 

its struggles against counter-revolutio~ary forces. The 

fifteenth condition required that Partie"s joining the 

Comintern must revise their old programmes and present 

them for approval to a,comintern Congress, or to E.C.C.l. 

The sixteenth condition obliged sections to submit 

to the decisions of the Congress of the Communist International, 

and of E.C.C~I. This formally made the C.I. into a WorLd 

Part~, united and centralized, in contradistinction to the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • ~ • ~ • • • • 0 • • 
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Second International. Many parties wished to retain their 

autonomy, howev~r, and thi~ was a contentious point until 

the end of the decade. The seventeenth condition required 

sections to take the name'IJCommunist Party.", as the 

Bolsheviks had done~ to dissociate themselves from the old 

"'Social Democratic' or 'Socialist' Parties which have 

betrayed the cause of the \vorJdng class. ,,169 

The twentieth condition required that the Central 

Committee ~nd leading bodies of the Parties should consist, 

to the extent of at least two-thirds, of members who, even 

prior to the Second Congress had "openly and definitely" 

declared for joining the Third International. 

The final condition stated that: "members of the 

party who reiect ~ conditions and theses £i ~ Communist 

International ~ Erinciple ~ be eXE~lled ~ !h£ PartY$ 

This applies also to the delegates of the special Party 

170 
congress .. " 

Following the presentation of the theses, Zinoviev 

stated that: 

"Just as it is not easy for a camel to push through 
the eye of a needle, sO,I hope, it will not be 
easy for the adherents bf the centre to slip 
through the 21 conditions. They were put forward 
to make clear to the workers in the USDP and in 
the Italian and French Socialist parties, and to 
all 6rganized workers, what the international 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .0. • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 • G • 0 0 • ~ • • • • • • 

l69Ibid _, pp. 31-32. 
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general staff of the proletarian revolution' 
demands of them. 1I

171 

The most Qutspoken critics of the 21 points were, 

pred~ctably, the leaders of the DSDP, Crispien and Dittman. 

In an effort to div--ert the discussion from consideration 

of the overhaul of the DSDP, they launched into an attack 

on the Bol.shevik use of "terror and dictaJcorshipJl. The 

conditions, nevertheless, were carried wit~ only two 

. 172 
opposlng votes. 

The E.C.C.I. drew up statutes which were to be 

173 
ratified by the Second Congress. These statutes were 

an attelJpt to concreti ze the unity of the C. I., as a 

Leninist \7orld'Partyo The principles of democratic 

centralism, of the leading role of the Congress and of 
.-' 

B.C.C.l. were formalized in the statutes, as was the 

predominance of the Dolshevik Party in the world movement. 

'1'\'10 delegCl tes, Hi jnkoop from Holland, and Paul Levi, from 

Germany, objected to' the systematization bf Russian leade~-' 

ship of the comintern, however, the vote for this particular 

statute ~vaG . 17'1 
Ul1ClnJ.f:10Us. 

~t this congress, also, for the first time Cln objec-

tion HClsraised \-Jhich was to be repeated aeI nauseum from 

~ • • 4 • • ~ • • • • • ~ • • • • • • b • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • ~ • * ~ e _ • • • • • • • ~ • • • 

171' . 1~7 J. DeGras, op'. clt., p.. o. 
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this point ofiwards, by anyone from blundering leaders of 

Comintern sections, to the Do S. House UnAmerican Activities 

c'ommi ttee. Angelica Balabanova argued that the primacy of 

E.e.C.I. and specifically the primacy of the Bolshevik 

party within E.C.C.~. was intended to destroy the indepen~ 

denee of the national parties and to make them subservient 

t - 175 o HoscO\v. However, it is the spirit, rather than the 

content of the charg~, Ylhich made it objectionable - ingrained 

Social Bemocratic habits had made the concepts of centralism, 

discipline, chains of 60mmand and suchlike, anathema. In 

effect, the Bolshevik leadership was under strict compUlsion 

to assume the leadership of the Comintern. After all, they 

were the most authoritative Party, for the reasons outlined 

by Lenin in "Left Wing Communism ll
• One _,can only recoil at 

the idea of the hapless European communists leading the body. 

The Second Congress, therefore, made the first 

corporate attempts to mine the bridges between Bolshevism 

and reformism. Despite thi~ determination, the schism was 

not to be actualized for some years to come. The period 

between the Second and Third Comintern Congresses was to 

demonstrate further that the hold of European Menshevism 

• • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • 80. • ~ • • • • • • 

175 
E. H. Carr, "The Bolshevik Revolution 3", p. 203. The 
bogey of "subservience to Hoscow" Has raised by every 
renegade from Marxism,.from Trotsky to Bertram Wolfe, to 
-Claudin, etc. Somehow, after these people were expelled 
from the Movement, they discovered the glories of "indepen
dence". Ho\vever, the flock of ex-Communists into "I<remlin
ologyi. and bourgeois propaganda acti vi ties, shmvs -that 
their II independence 'i I was independence from the \vorking 
class and deEendence on the bourgeoisie. (See also Ao 
Balabanova IIHy Life As A Rebel" - Nmv York, Harper Bro?, 1938) .. 
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was vise-like, and that the lessons of Bolshevism, end-

lessly repeated at the Second Congress, were making slow 

headway outside Russia. 

; , -

r 
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THE REVOLUTION CONTINUES. __ • 

In Italy, directly after the Congress, on August 

27, workers independently seized factories throughout the 

176 
country. The sequence of events was depressingly 

reminiscent of those in Germany and Hungary. The Italian 

Socialist Party (rsp) had not split either before or after 

the' War, precisely because it had not followed the Second 

International Parties' stampede to prove their loyalties 

to the bourgeoisie. The ISP had taken a principled pacifist 

stand against th~ War, and this had boosted its prestige 

immensely, doubling its' membership from 24,000 to 48,000 

between 1910 and 1914. The Party emerged from the War with 

a membership· of 70,000, and after deciding to affiliate with 

the comintern, in March, 1919, during a~ enormous strike 

waver the membership rocketed to a high of 200,000 (in 

November, 1919).177 

. During this period, with the gathering of the 
-

revolutiohary storm, no coherent Communist organization 

existed. The ISP can in no way be considered a Bolshevik 

formation, as it united within itself centrists (Serrati), 

revolutionaries (Gramsci) and open right wingers (Turati, 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • G • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 Q • • • • • e _ 6 • • • Q • • 

1 7 G tl t l' 1 t' . t . . On 10 I alan revo U-lonary Sl"Uatlon, sec: Foster, OPe Clt., 
pp. 309-311; R. p. Dutt, Fascism and Social Revolution, pp. 
113-127; TV. Hilton-Young, liThe Italian Left u .. (NeVl York, 
Longmans, 1949); A. Gramsci, II Poi son No·tebooks", pp. xxv-xlvi,. 

177 . 
R. P. Dutt,' "~_a_~cisma •• II, p. 114. 
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D'Arragona)v The exhortations of E.C.C.,I. were to no 

immediate avail. The ISP , ,in the ~idst of the rising tide 

of revolution, acted under the Menshevist, Luxemburgist 

slogan, lithe Revolution is not made, the Revolution comes ll 
.. 

This liquidationism thus abdicated the leadership of the 

movement'. 

The wave of revolution crested with a lock out of 

engineering workers in Milan in August. Workers responded 

by occupying the factories. By September 3, most of Italy's 

industry was held by workers, who had established their own 

leading committees and armed groups. All the classic pre-

conditions for revolution were present; the Government of 

Giolitti temporised, the armed forces went over to the side 

of the workers, th~ bourgeoisie was in djsarray. The key 

condition was absent ~ a Leninist vanguard to organize the 

seizure of state power. By this time E.C&C.lo had literally 

ordered'the ISP tO'adhere to the 21 conditions and to expel 

Turati and company without delay. 

"In Italy there are at hand all the most important 
conditions for'a genuinel~ EOEular, great 2role~ 
tarian revolution. ' 
••• th~ Italian Socialist Party has acted and is 
~cting too irresolutely •• ~.The basic reason for 
this is the contamination of the party by reformist 
and liberal bourgeois elemen'ts ''''ho at the moment 
of civil war become outright agents of the counter
revolution, class enemies of the proletariat ••• 
Such a state of affairs is absolutely intolerable. 

The Executive Committee thinks it necessary to 
state that it must put the question of cleansing 
the party and all the other conditions of admissioq 

L 
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as an ultimatum, as it cannot otherwise take 
responsibility before the world proletariat for 
its Italian section. - We shall not allow 
reformists into our ranks. 1I

178 

Some· weeks later,E.C~C.I.was to write: 

"The ISP acts with too much hesitation. It is 
not the. Party which leads the masses, but the 
masses which push the Party ••• In Italy there 
exists all th~ necessary conditions for a 
victorious revolution except one - a good work
ing class organization. 1I

179 

The ISP continued to maintail1 its lIuni ty" above all 

else - above the revolution. Thus the rightists and reform-

ists of the ISP could act as the bourgeoisie's 6th. cavalry, 

and avert revolution in the nick of timeG The reformists~ 

aping the Economists, insisted on treating the nationHide 

upsurge as a purely economic movement, and decided to 

abdicate leadership to the heads of the avowedly reformist 

Confederation of Labour .. 

The Confederation of Labour immediately launched 

factories in return for the usual facelift for the system. 

The muscles of the bour¢eois face were, however, in spasm, 

and the facelift was to be totally ineffective.. The 

"concessions", especially the utopian call for "workers' 

control" of industry (under prior capitalist control, 

• • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • G • • • • 0 

178I1E.C.C.I. ·Letter to the Central Committee and All The Hembers 
of the Italian Socialist Party, To the Revolutionary P~ole
tariat of Italy,. August, 1920 11 , in J. DeGras, Vol" .. 1, p~ 190. 

179I1E.C.C.I. Statement - .october, 1920 11
, in R. p. Dutt, "Fascism ••• " 

p •. 115 .. 
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naturally), .failed to materialize. 

"1>7hat neither the employers, nor the Government i 
nor the Police, nor the armed forces could effect, 
this was ~ffected by the reformist leadership -
to get the workers back to the factories and hand 
them back to capitalism."180 

E~en the bourgeoisie was rather bewildered at their 

unexpected recapturing of power. Bonomi, the Italian 

Prime Minister, made this wide-eyed comment: 

"Finally, in September, 1920, it seemed that 
the time had come for the Italian Socialists to 
be bold (he is speaking of the seizu~e of the 
factories). This,was the culminating point in 
the development of revolutionary Socialism, the 
only great revolutionary experiment tested 
simultaneously throughout all Italy. But it was 
defeated owing to causes which will astonish 
future historians, namely: the movement was 
victorious and unresisted. It did not meet with 
any difficulties in its path. This movement had 
not the boldness to take on itself the initiative 
of attacking and winning politic~l power, and 
limited itself merely to occupying the factories, 
expecting that capitalist economy would capitulate 
to the Red Flag waving along i~s front~ A few 
days later the movement exhausted itself in its 
own impotence. 1I

18l 
-

The liberal journal Carriere della Serra echoed 

Bonomi's sentiments, on september 29, 1920: . 
"Italy has been in peril of collapse. 'rlhere 
has been no revolution, not because there was 
anyone to bar its way, but because the General 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • e e • • • • • 0 • • 9 • • eo. • ~ • • • 0 • 

180cited in Ibid., p. 118. 

18lcited in o. Piatnitsky, liThe Tvlentx: One Conditions .... ", p. 19. 



Confederation of Labour has not wished it. l1

l82 

The consequences of·the abortion of the revolution 

were to be momentous. The defeat of the proletariat did 

not mollify the bourgeois canaille which had been waiting 

hungrily offstage, it had merely been emboldened. The 

Itali~n bourgeoisie was about to make an innovation in 

infamy. In the face of a continuing crisis, a defeated 

proletariat, an absent revolutionary centre, and a confused 

petty bourgeoisie, the ruling class produced its naked 

dictatorship - Fascism. The reformists were quite incred-

ulous about the rank ingratitude of the bourgeoisie after 

they had so graciously sa~ed it: 

IIBut after He had the honour of preventing a 
revolutionary catastrophe - Fascism arrived .. "183a 

f 

It should come as no surprise that D'Arragona and 

other reformists made the b~ief trip over to the side o~ 

Fascism after the latter's victory. It should also be 

noted ~hat they were far £rom the only Social Democrats 

to become open Fascists. The def~at of the r~volution 

coincided exactly Hith the time (No~ember, 1920) when the 

Fascists, with the backing of the Bonomi Government and the 

Army, unleashed their terror campaign against the \"orkers .. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. • • G • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • a * • • • • 
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The ever more strident demands of E.C.C~I.caused 

the ISP to make a final decision about affiliation on the 

basis of the 21 points. In J~nuary, 1921, the Party held 

its congress, at Hhich Serratti argued for "unity", and 

against the expulsion of the- Turati group. He also stated 

that the 21 conditions were unsuitable for Italy, given 

the warmth of feeling between Mleft" and "right" in the 

Party. Despite Seratti's fears about a split, the reform-

ists commanded the smallest proportion of votes out of the 

three groups; 14,000. The Seratti conciliator/liquidation

ist group received 96,000 and fhe unreservedly pro-Comintern 

183b group received 58,000 votes. The latter group split 

to form the Communist Party of Italy. As the reformists 

backed further and futther do0n to the Right in the face 

of the Fascist onslaught, Seratti began to regret his stand. 

The reformists entered into a IIPeace Treaty" I;vith the 

Fascists, Hhich effectively disarmed workers whilst leaving 

the Fascist thugs armed; an~ even entered into a coalition 

government under Mussolini, as long as he allowed it. In 

october, 1922, Seratti and his group reapplied to join the 

comintern, admitting: 

"Our fault is that we never sufficiently prepared 
ourselves for the events that have overtaken us~.~ 
Today we believe it essential to abandon the 
democratic illusi6n, and to create a combative, 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ • • • 0 • • • 0 • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 

183b P' t 't k . o. la nl s,y, liThe T~'lenty: One Condi tionso ... " I p .. 18. 
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active and audacious Party. "lS"4 " 

This was a mere four weeks before Mussolini's 

assumption of power. The Comintern replied: 

"He cannot be called a leader of the proletarian 
masses who with great effort and after the lapse 
of several years comes to a correct conclusion, 
but rather he who can detect a tendency at its 
birth and can warn the workers in time of the 
peril 'that menaces them'."IS5 

The Serrati group returned to the Comintern in 

August, 1924, after joining the CPl. 

One of the other events of import to occur between 

the Second and Third congresse~ was the ill fated March 

Action in Germany. This defeat in all probability marks 

the beginning cif the end of the post \var revolutionary 

lS6 wave. Prior to this action, the ranks of the KPD were 

enlarged by the entrance of the majority of the U.S. D.P. 

The minority reformists, Crispien and Dittmann included, 

went ba~k into the arms of the SPD. 

With the influx of new me~bers"into the KPD, a 

section of the Comintern ~eadership felt that the Party 
t 

should be propelled into a precipitous adventure.. Bela Kun, 

possibly wishing to exculpate himself for his role in the 

• • • • • • • • • • .• • • $ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • eo. • • • • • • • • 0 • • • G • • • • • • • • 

lS4c1't":d l'n R. P. Dutt II Fascl' "'m II p 
<~ " "" .... , .. 

lS5Ibid., p. 116, Full text in J. DeGras, vol. 1, pp. 371-312 

1860n the Barch Actions, see: p,. .. Fischer, "Stalin .... II , pp. 174-
179; Eo H~ carr, "The Bolshevik Revolution" 3", .I:J.I:J. 336-338 
passim; o. Piatnitsky, "Bolshevism and Insurrection ll in 
A. Neuberg, "Armed Insurrection'~, pp." 48~50. 
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Hungarian debacle and Zinoviev, concocted the IItheory of 

the offensive ll • This "theoryll held that if Comintern 

sections independently started revolutionary offensives 

against the bourg~oisie~ the masses of workers would 

inevitably follow. ~ This was mere caricature of Lenin1s 

vanguardism, and ignored the crucial questions of concrete 

ties with the masses through painstaking industrial concen-

tration work; seizing the most propitious moment~ and form

ing the vanguard and the masses into an indissoluble ,vhole&187 

At the urgings of K1.:111 and Zinoviev, the KPD planned 

to launch a general strike combined with an armed rising 

in Germany, at an arbitrarily fixed date, giving no account 

to the relationship of class forces D The KPD called the 

action for llarch, . but _ predictably, the ,.expected response 

did not mechanically materialize. The strike was successful 

in certain areas, and the worters in Mansfield escalated 

the act'ion into an armed conflict. Nonetheless, the time 

\vas not ripe, and the preparations were sloppy.' The KPD 

never managed to congeal the workers I ranks into an effectiv~ . 
striking force, and, despite the much heralded lIoffensive" 

nature of the action, it became in practice defensive& 

The best organized and armed section of the workers, in Leuna, 

locked themselves in their factories to await the Reichswehr, 

•••••••••••••••••• • 0._ $ ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 o •••• G ••••••• 

187 .. t k See o. Platnl s y, "Boishevism ••• ", p. 49. 
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Whilst other workers waited for their lead to fuse into a 

Red Army. In the midst of this, dissident members of the 

KPD Central Committe, including Levi, took fright and 

actually began to organize against the action, whi~h, given 

that workers were already under arms, was treacherous 

. behaviour. 

The SPD Government was easily able to rout the 

scattered workers,' forces o The operation thus had two 

aspects: positive" inasmuch as thousands of workers were 

moved to armed ~truggle with the bourgeois~e, especially 

in view of the crushing defeat~ recently suffered by the 

German proletariat, and negative, inasmuch as the action 

was putschist,and .. despite its ultra-vanguardist theoretical 

formulas, the Party could not form a coh,erent vanguard. 

Paul Levi immediately and publicly attacked the 

central Committee for putschism, whith, in itself was correct, 
, 

but used this as an en~ree into Social Democratic.polemics 

with Leninism. He argued that the bourgeoisie should not 

be provoked, that the KPD could peacefully drift into power, 

and that th~ formulas of Leninism \.,rere "Asiatic" and inappli-

cable to "civilizedl'7estern nationsl! such as Germany.. Levi 

11 d f th IPD ' f h h" d th 188 \vas expe e-rom e <. , .rom '-II ence e JOlne e SPD. 

Intertwined with the s~ries of crippling defeats 

•••••••••••• •••••••••• 0 ••••••.•• e $ ••••• ~ ••• ~ ••••••• e _.0 ••. 

188 'h R. FlSC er, "Stalin ...... If , pp. 177-179. 
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in Europe came the successful close of the civil War in 

the USSR, and the transition to the New Economic Policy. 

l\fter the devastation left by seven years of war, revolution 

and civil war, Lenin called for a temporary and partial 

retreat in the marcn tmqards socialism. capitalist elements 

were to be 'allowed a new, if limited, lease on life in 

certain areas of the economy, specifically in agriculture, 

but the IIcommanding heights" of the economy, i .. e. banking p 

heavy industry, foreign trade, etc., were to remain in 

. 189 
state hands. 

The Third Congress com~~nced on June 22, 1921, in 

~ somewhat le~s jubilant atmosphere than that of the previous 

congresses. The "Theses on the Horld Situation and the Tasks 

of the Comintern ll opened by stating that,: 

Ill. The revolutionary movement at the end of the 
imperialist war and after it was marked by an 
amplitude unprecedented in history •••• It did not, 
howe~er, end with the overthrow of world capitalism, 
or even of European capitalism. 

_:z~ ])jJ..r:i.pg_tllg _~Jll"_ J'll1icJLhas- -pas-sed-be-twe@B- -i;:.I'l-e- - --_. 

second and third congresses of the Com~unist Inter
national, ~ series of working class risings and 
struggles have ended in partial defeat (the advance 
of the Red l\rmy on ~'TarsaVl in August, 1920, the 
movement .of the Italian proletariat in September, 
1920, the rising of the German. workers in March, 
1921). 

The first period of the post-war revolutionary 
movement, distinguished by the spontaneous character 
of its assault, by the marked imprecision of its 
aims and methods, and by the extreme panic which 
it aroused among the ruling classes, seems in 
essentials to be over. 1I

190 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 • • • e .• • • • • e ~ • • • • • • • • 4 eo • • • 0 0 0 • • • • • • • 3 

189 . t-. "H1S~ory of tho CPSU (b) II , pp. f')~r ,,"\"-"i 
L.JU-L.OL.. 

190cited in J. DeGras, Vol. 1, p. 230. 
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Lenin summarized the situation thus: 

"The development of the revolution which we 
predicted makes progress. But the progrBss 
is not the straight line we expected ••• What 
is essential now is a fundamental preparation 
of the revolution and a profound study of its 
concrete development in the principal capitalist 
countries. 11

191 

Thus the task of this Congress was to set the ball 

rolling, to reorien.t and reorganize the "tvor Id' s Bolshevik 

Parties in accordance with their historic role o From this 

point on, and espe6ially following the 1924 Fifth World 

Congress, the comintern devoted all its time to organizational 

and practical questions of the World Revolution, in numerous 

E.C.C.I. instructions, newspapers, pamphlets, dire~tives, 

etc.. The Third Congress elaborated on the organizational 

and. political imperatives of Bolshevism~ outlined and actuated 

at the·previous Congresses. 

In the first section of the "Theses on Tactics", 

titled liThe Definition of the Question", the comintern 

openly stated: 

"The third congress of the Communist ;International 
takes up anew ihe examination of tactical questions 
at a time when,. in a number of countries, the 
objective situation has become acutely revolutionary 
and a number of mass communist parties have been 
formed, which, however, nowhere yet possess the 
actual leadership of the majority of the ~orking 
class in. real revolutionary struggle .. " 192· 

• • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

19lcited in E. H. Carr, liThe Bolshevik Revolution 3", p. 383. 

192cited ll1 J. DeGras, Vol. It p. 242. 
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The IIquestion", therefore, \vas to win the leader-

ship of the masses through Leninist organizations. "From 

the very f~rst day of its establishment, the Communist 

International distinctly and clearly devoted itself to the 

purpose of partici~ating in the struggle of the labouring 

masses, of conducting this struggle on a Communist basis, 

and of erecting, during the stru~gle, great, revolutionary, 

, t t' 193 Commun~s mass par ~eS611 

The Theses went on to urge real Communist, as 

opposed to reformist, participation and leadership in all 

the partial struggles of the proletariat. This corresponded 

with ·Bolshevik strategy of becoming firmly entrenched as 

vanguards.in the proletariat. "Communist parties can 

develop only in struggle. Even the smallest communist 

parties should not restrict themselves to mere propaganda 

d 
' ., 11 194 an ag~tat~on • 

. On the same day, and as response to the questions of 

prac-tice raised by t-he "Theses on Tactics", Koenen presented 

"Theses on the Structure of Communist Parties and on the . 
. +95 

Hethods and Content of Their Nork,," These Theses stressed 

the achievement of organic unity in the Communist Parties, 

•••• ~ ••••••••••••• 8 •••••••••••• 0· ••••• 0 •••• 0 • _ ~ ••• e •• e •• -•• 

193cited in Ibid., p. 243. , 

194cited in Ibid., p. 248. 

195pull text in: committe on UnAmerican Activities, "The 
Communi st Conspiracy Part 1 section C". (Hash1ngton, u. s. 
Government Printing Office, 1956) .. pp. 108-132 .. 
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based on democratic centralism, in contradistinction to the 

old Social Democratic dualisms, i.e. separation of "active 

., . . d' . "l96 
functlonarles an passlve masses. The tested form of 

organization for effecting such unity was the system of 

nuclei and fractions, \1hich both. formed a live link with 

the proletariat in strategic areas, but also vitalized the 

Barty's cadres. 

"communist nuclei must be formed for the daily 
work in the different branches' of the party 
activities: for home agitation, for Party study, 
for newspaper work, for the distribution of 
literary matter, for information service, for 
constant service, etc. 

These Communist units are the nuclei for the 
daily Communist work in the factories and work
shops, in the trade unions, in the proletarian 
associations I in military' ·uni t.s, etc .. , vlherever 
there are at least several members or candidates 
for membership in ,the C6mmunist Party. If there 
are a greater number of Party members in the 
same factory or in the same union~ et~., then the 
nuclei is enlarged into a faction, and its work 
is directed by the nuc~.eus""197 

The Theses emphasized the crucial nature of the 

-stf-u-g-gle to build communist Parties on the basis of factory 

nuclei: 

• • • • • • • • • e • • ~ • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • ~ 0 • • Q ~ • • e _ ~ ~ • 0 • • • w ~ • ~ 

196cited in Ibid.,p. 109. This "dualism" corresponds to 
Nartov's line which Has attacked by Lenin in 11\'Jhat I s To 
Be Done?" l·lartov's scheme divided the party into "politicians" 
and "£01loHers", whereas Lenin's plan engaged all party 
cadres in political activity and decisions making. Lenin's 
partyfornat is also clearly conditioned by the socialist 
tasks of the movement: it trains all members as leaders -
to prepare for the day.when "everYc0ok ll governs. 

197, d' b'd III Clte ln I 1 P, p. '. 
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"until a widespread network of Communist nuclei, 
factions and groups of workers will be at work at 
all the central points of the proletarian class 
struggle, until every member of the party will be 
doing his share of the daily revolutionary work and 
this Hill have become natural and habitual for the 
members, the Party can allow itself no rest in its 
strenuous l~bors for the carrying out of this task."198 

The activity of the fraction was to include constant 

and merciless exposure of social Democratic misleaders, 

careful prparations prior to trade union meetings and 

elections., etc. 

The section headed '"rhe Organization of Political 

struggles", closed with these words: 

"~'li thout the closest ties betvJeen the Party 
organizations and the proletarian masses employed 
in the big and middle industries, the Communist 
Party cannot carry out any big mass-actions and 
really revolutionary movements. The untimely 
collapse of the undoubtedly revolutionary upheaval 
in Italy last year, which found its strongest 
expression in the seizing of factories, was 
certainly due to a great extent to the treachery 
of the trade-unionist bureaucracy and the un
reliability of the political party lead~rs, but 
part~y also to the total lack of intimacies of 

--or-(ju-ni-z-a-t±-orrb-etwBen--tneFar-e-yanathe -lnatls1:ries 
through politically informed shop deleg·ates 
interested in the welfare of the party .. 11

199 

One of the strongest remnants of Social Democratic 

influence remaining in the new Communist Parties was a 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • ~ 

198cited in Ibid. , , p. 112. 

199cited in Ibid.~ p. 1~3. 
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territorialist, federalist structure. Needless to say, this 

structure was based on the structures of all bourgeois 

political parties, because it was not devised in response 

to the needs of a revolutionary period. The Party can in 

no way marshall th~forces of the workers for decisive 

struggles at strategic pOints, without organizing with this 

aim in mind. The territorialism of the Second International 

was thus. both a precursor and a result of its refusal to 

conf~ont revolutionary questions. Reinforcing the commands 

of the 21 points, Koenen stated: 

"43. The party organization spreading out and 
fortifyirig itself must not be 'organized upon a 
scheme of mere geographical divisions, but in 
accordance with the real economic, political 
and transport conditions of the given district. 
The centre of gravity is to be placed in the 
main cities, and the centres of.large industries. \I 200 

Whereas territorialism is ideal for parliamentary 

electioneering, organization on the basis of fractions in 

heavy industry corresponds to the essential Narxist 

prescription for revolution - organization of the industrial 

proletariat. 

The Third Congress also adopted a resoluti~n on 

• • ~ • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • e _ • • • ~ • • ~ • ~ • • 

200cited in Ibid.~ p. 127. As will be shown, virtually every 
C. I. sectIone'i ther ignored or misunderstood 1\:oenen IS 

point. Every Party was organized on a territorialist 
basis.' The worst mu¢dle~ were probably in the u. S. and 
canada, wh~re not only were the Parties territorialist, 
'they were also loose conglomerations of different Parties 
based on 'national differences. (See Chapter 4). 



organizatiori, which found it necessary to reemphasize that 

"The affiliated Parties must learn to regard themselves as 

se6tions of one Universal International pa~tY",201 and that 

"The seat of the Executive Committee' is Russia, the first 

proletarian state. ,r<202a 

The Congress concluded on July 12, and its main 

conciusions \'lere summarized in a Manifesto dra\·m up by 

B.C.C.I. The line of the Third Congress had been that the 

European ruling classes had to some extent recuperated after 

their setbacks following the war. This recuperation had 

been effected by the Social Democrats Hho "would let the 

proletaria·t die of hunger rather than fight .. 1I202b 'rhis 

called for tightening the ranks of the vanguard, and for 

pursuing a Bolshevist policy which wou14 win th~ working 

class masses. 203 The slogan issued \'las "To the masses!" 

Communists throughout the ~orld, however, were 

extremely leery of the prospect of reorganization on a 

Leninist basis. No party ever attempted this during the 

following three years. Lenin was to ponder whether the 

theses on the implementation of organization on the basis 

of factory cells had been couched in phraseology "too 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 00. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • ~ 0 • e 0 ~ • • • • • • 8 • 8 • • • 0 

201 "t d' b'd Cl e 111 I 1 ", 

202aCited in Ibid. 

p. 133. 

in J .. DeGras, ",...1 
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204 
to -be readily comprehended by the reluctant Europeans. 

The period behleen the Third and Fourth C. I. Congresses 

demonstrated that indeed the defeat of the European proletariat 

and the emergence of Fascism, had resulted in the ebbing of 

the revolution. Uncertainty about _the future, and pessimism, 

permeated-the Co~munist Movement~ At this point, the -Bolsheviks 

were becoming more and more cognizant of the state of 

disarray of the Horld Movement. Host parties were communist 

in name and desire only, none were so in practice. Compounding 

these problems was the fact that the Col. leadership itself 

contained wavering alements in -important positions; Zinoviev 

and Radek, to name buh t'VlO. 

In light of the setbacks suffered in Europe, Zinoviev 

elaborated a nev.! strategy fDr the communJst parties,; The 

205 United Front. This formulation was ambiguous, to say the 

least, and was based on a picture of~n exhausted working 

204This is from Lenin's speech to the Fourth C.I. Congress, 
parts of which are quoted further on in this Chapter .. 
"Five Years of the Russian Revolution and the Prospects of 
the World Revolution", (November, 1922) in Selected Works 2, 
pp. 811-821. 

205see "outline History of the Communist International", pp. 
140-159. This work interprets history in Drezhnevist hind
sight. Thus the United Front is given the most rightist 
possible interpretation - i.e., as a transitional form 
towards socialism; in concert with Social Democracy. In 
fact, _this work is more interesting in itself, for the 
light it throws -on the modern Soviet techniques of rewriting 
history; than for the history it considers. For example, 
the policy of building shop nuclei is not even mentioned j 

and Stalin gets almost no references! (See also Foster, ppo 
327-335). 
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class, unable to make any bids for power in the immediate 

future. Thus the task of the day was to build united partial 

actions of workers, together with the Social Democrats. 

Zinoviev feli that this did no~ contradict the policy of 

implacable hostility towards .the Social Democrat leadership. 

However, the phrasing of the united front tactic was such 

that it bore three possible interpretations. Firstly, that 

uni ted front proposals 'vere intended to expose the Social 

Democratic leadershiPl who in reality would refuse or 

sabotage them. Secondly, that the united front should go 

into operation from below, i.e. between Communists and rank 

and file Social Democrats, thus splitting them from their 

leaders. Thirdly, that it 'vas tolerable for Leninists and 

Social Democrats to co-operate, and repeat the old disasters 

of the past years. Somehow, the lessons were not sinking 

in far enough. 

These theses were proposed on December 18,1921, and 
- - -- -----

piovolced -a furor i-n the movement, \vith the French, Italian 

and Spanish Parties re~ecting them outright. Lenin remained 

somewhat circumspect, allowing tactical agreements as long 

as Communists maintained their absolute independence, and 

continued criticism of the Social Democrats. 

Lenin v·s actual presence was starting to fade in 

International affairs, though his ideology loomed large. 

Following an attempt on his life by a Socialist-

~ 
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Revolutionary terrorist, Lenin suffered a severe stroke in 

May, 1922, an~ the Fourth World C.I. Congress, November 5 

tb December 5~ 1922 was to be the last he attended. 

The Fourth World Congress acknowledged, through the 

report of Lozofsky, that the capitalists were now on the 

206 offensive on all fronts. The defeat suffered by the 

~orking class, and the capitulation of the Social Democra±s, 

had seriously depleted the ranks of the labour movement, 

Communist Parties and trade unions. 

IIO\'ling to the fact that the Proletariat of all 
countri~s, with the exception of Russia, did not 
take advantage of the weakened state of capitalism 
to deal it the final crushing blows, the bourgeoisie 
- thanks to the aid of the social-reformists -
managed to suppress the militant revolutionary 
workers, to reinforce its political and economic 
power, and to start a new offensive against the 
proletariat .. " 207 .r 

The Congress also began to take note of the grave 

danger of Fascism, reared as a new form' of the counter-

revolution, responsive to conditions in de~ayinq m()J:lop_oly 

capitalist countries. 

liThe menace of ,fascism lurks today in many countries; 
in Czechoslovakia, in Hungary, in nearly all the 
Balkan countries, in Poland, in Germany (Bavaria), 
in Austria and America, and even in countries like 
Norway. Fascism in one form or another is not alto
gether impossible 'even in countries like France and 
England. 1I

208 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • 

206 
In Poster, po 331. 

207cited in Ibid., p. 332. 

208cited in J. DeGras, Vol. I, p. 421. 
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The d~bate over united front tactics came into the 

open at th~ Congress, with Radek, ~nd the German leadership 

(Brandler, Thalheimer et. al.) calling for united front 

action solely "from above" i.e. between Communist and Social 

Democratic leadership~ Zinoviev managed to jump the whole 

discussion to the Right, by merging the united front question 

into the question of the slogan of a "workers' government"o 

According to Zinoviev, Communists could not support social 

Democratic or Liberal Governments, but could support social 

Democratic Goverriments in which Communists participate.-
209 

Although this latter form is aU\vorkers' government", 

Communists should emphasize that a ureal \'lOrkers' government" 

is only established by Communists ~fter a revolutionary 

struggle Hi th the bourgeoisie. This ent,anglement ("I'lhen is 

a VlorJ~ers' government not a Horkers' government 7" hvas to 

give impetus to Social Democratism within Communist parties, 

Vlhich in turn was to cause further. setbacks .. Obviously the 
--

"workers ,- -go-vernment" formula was mechanical and schematic .-

it ignore~ the teachings of Marxism - Leninism on the class . 
• • • • • • • • • e _ ••••• $ ••••••••• 0 0 •••• • 0 e .• $ ~ •••• eo ••• 0 ••••• 0 ••• 

209Text of Zinoviev's s~eech in Ibid~, pp. 425-427. Zinoviev's 
corifused scheme allowed Rightist elements in many sections 
to steer their Parties on a reformist course. In Canada, 
for example, the operating slogan at this time was for a 
"Liberal Farmer-Labour Government" - not really a revolution
ary rallying cry_ It took Canada until 1931 to call for 
the dictatorship of the Proletariatl 



nature of the state and p~oposed chimerical transitional 

forms between bourgeois and proletarian dictatorships. 

The rest of the Congress reemphasized the need to 

build Party cells in industrial concentrations, and 

exhorted the Communist leaders to study Bolshevik tactics. 

"No Communist Party can be considered a seriously and solidly 

organized communis·t mass party unless it has strorog communist 

cells in the factories I \wrkshops, mines, railVlays I etc." 210 

Lenin, in his last speech to a comintern Congress, 

on november 13', gave a report ti tIed "Pi ve Years of the 
.. 211 

Russian Revolution and the Prospects of the Norld Revolution. II· 

In this report he lamented the fact that the Bolsheviks had 

been unable, thus far, to convince other Communists of the 

crucial importance of approximating the~essons of Bolshevik 

history .. 

" .... 1'Te have not learnt to present our Russian 
experience to' foreigners. o.~Ithink that after 
five years of the Russian Revolution the most 
il1lportan t-thi-ng-- ieor -a-l 1- --e.>-£ - u-s, Ru-s-sraTT· crna:-- - - -
foreign comrades alike, is to sit down and study • 
••• Th~ foreign comrades.a.first of all •• omust 
learn ~'lhat He have \vri tten about the organiza
tional structute of the Communist Parties, and 
which they have signed without reading and under
standing. Thii must be their first task. That 
resolutioh must be carried out ••• and they cannot 
be content 0ith hanging it in a corner like an 
icon and praying to it. Nothing will be achieved 

••••••••• 0 ••••• •• 0 ••••••.•••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• D ••••• 

210 't d' bOI 427 c~ e ~n.1 ~c., p. .. 

2llsee Foot~ote 204. 
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that way_ They must digest a good slice of 
Russian experience. Perhaps the fascists in 
Italy, for example, will iender us a great 
service by explaining to the Italians that 
they are not-yet sufficiently enlightened and 
that their country is not yet ensured against 
the Black Hundreds. Perhaps this will be 
very benefi~ial.1J2l2 

Before his sarcasm, Lenin had noted that the Third 

Congress oiganizational Resolution by Koenen, had remained 

Ita dead letter". 

• • • ~ • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • & • • • G ~ • • • • • 

-2l2V• I~ Lenin, Selected Works 2, pp. 820-821. 
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THE GERMAN "OCTOBER" 

The key international event between the Fourth and 

Fifth C.l. Congress was the German insurrec'tion of 1923. 213 

This event served to seal the fate of Social Democratic 

survivals, at leas~in theory, throughout the International. 

In January, 1923, in order to take reparations out 

o'f Germany I France sent its troops into "I::he Ruhr and the 

Rhineland. This deprived Germany of the essential bases of 

its economy, eighty per' cent of its iron and steel production, 

t t f 1 ·· 214 seven y-one per cen o· coa mlnlng. This served to 

deepen the already grave crisis of German capitalism.. The 

numbers of unemployed doubled monthly, the Mark was depre-

eiated, and catastrophic inflation set in. By October 18, 

1923, the dollar (tI. S.) fetched six billion Marks, and 

five days later it fetched an unbelievable seventy-five 

b 'll' ,~ 215 1 lon Harr...s • 

. By nugust, 1923, the position of the nationalist 

cuno Government Has clearly untenable, 'and, a general 

strike brought it dOi.,n~ The KPD had played a decisive role 

• • • • • G • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • 0 e 0 Q • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 G • ~ • * • • • • ~ 0 • • 0 0 • 0 0 • • 

213 0n the German October, see especially: A. Neuberg, "Armed 
Insurrection", pp. 81-105: A. Lange, "The 1\rt of uprisinrr"; 
also R. Fischer I "stalin .... ", pp. 291-381; E. I-I,. Carr, 

214 

"The Interregnum 1923-1924". (Harmondm-lorth, Pelican Books, 
1969'. pp., 209-251 •. In' addition see relevant C.l. and 
B.C.C.l. materials. 

A. Neuberg, "Armed Insurrection", p. 81. 

, 
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in initiating the strike, after E.C.C.l. had pronounced that 

the situation was revolutionary. Under orders from Ebert, 

stresemann and social Democrats Hilferding, Sollman and 

Radbuch formed a ·Government to stitch together the rapidly 

fraying fabric of bourgeois rule. This Government soon 

found itself plagued by Nazi provocations and working class 

unrest. Stresemann soon called in Von S~eckt and the 

ReichsHehr to Ilrestore order". 

"The threat to order came as much from the 
·nationalists as from the Left. But, in accord
ance with piecedent, it was against the Left 
that the main measures of r~pression were 
directed·"2l6 

In Saxony, the Social Democratic regime of Zeigner 

was unable to hold out against a rising ~ide of demonstrations 

and street rebellions. The fact that th~ Social Democrats 

were in the majority on the police forc~ of the region 

hastened the radicalization of workers, each time they were 

assaulted by "socialists" in police uniform~! _~Th§_~eign~x 

cabinet resigned and made ready for a replay of events in 

Hungary; Zeigner offered the I(PD the chance to participate 

in the Government. The reformist Drandler - ThalheimGr KPD 

leadership (tied to Radek in thG C.I.) 1ungGd aftGr the 

opportunity and entered into this Government on october 10. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 ~ • • • 

·2J.6 
E. H. Carr, "ThG, Interregnum", p. 228. 
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Some days later the scene was repeated in Thuringia, where 

even some IItrenchant Leftists", 217 such as Karl Korsch, 

entered the Government. Whilst workers expected radical 

measures· to f 10\'1 naturally from this IIworkers government" ~ 

.such as seizure of large industry, price control, confista-

tion of large estate~, and, most importantly, arming of the 

masses~ none of this Has forthcoming. Brandler was more 

concerned to placate the Social Democrats and prove the 

bourgeois "respectability" of Communist ministers, than to 

prepare for the capture of pmver. 2l8 

The potentates of the Berlin SPD had no time for 

such niceties, and on octobe~ 14, Ebert assigned General 

Huller to install a IIReich Executive" in Saxony and Thurmngia: 

i.e. a Reichs\vehr dictatorship" 219 . In t)1eface of the impend

ing invasion, .the l~D set about preparing an armed insurrection. 

This was to begin with a general strike. On the initiative 

of the ·KPD, a congress of factory committees took place in 
_. 

Chejm1i tz on October 21. By this time there \'lere 250,000 

\-TOrl~ers· under arms in trained Communist detachments, 

"Proletarian Hundreds ll
G Street fighting had already broken 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 8 • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • .0. • • • • • • • • 

217 . . 
Korsch \'las one of those \'Tho "in principle" oppos.ed ''larking 
in reformist trade unions. 

218S R ee • Fischer, "Stalin .... ", pp. 331-334. 

219
rb

, ~ 
. lC.l e., p. 334 .. 
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t . 1 220 ou ln severa centres. The KPD, howev~r, bungled the 

organization of the Chemnitz conference, and because of the 

. opposition of the (divided) Social Democrats, decided to 

forget about.the ge..peral strike. and the revolution. 

Events had, however, progressed too far. Hamburg, 

which was to have been the flashpoint for a nationwide. 

insurrection, had already risen. Under the expert leader-

ship of Ernst Th~lmann, and with a coherent plan, Hamburg 

revolutionaries assumed the offensive on october 22. On 

that night~ seventeen police stations were captured and 

disarmed, a totally successful general strike was started 

and barricades flew up throughout the city.221 The 

insurrection was stunningly successful, but this failed to 

impress the I'\PD central leadership, Hho called it off and 

ordered the disarmin9 of the combatants. 

This order arrived in the thick of the fight, at 
~~2- - - - - . - - - -

-5--P-.H. -on- 8et-ober-z3-, vlaHug-b Urbahns.. The J.nsurgents 

gradually abandoned their positions~ and sections Of the 
. 

military sent in to "mop up" deserted to the revolutionary 

camp. During the operation the police lost sixty dead, and 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • ~ • • • • • • • 0 U • • eo. • • • • * • • ~ • ~ ~ • • • • 

220A b .• Neu erg, IIArmed Insurrection", p. 83 • 

22~Ibid., p. 94. 

222Later to head the KPD, along. vTi th Ruth Fischer, and Arkady 
Maslow, until all ·were expell~d for Trotskyism~ Fischer 
ended up as an informant for the House Uni\rnerican Acti vi ties 
Committee, where she.infprmed on her own brother. (See E. 
Bentley, . IIThirty Years ··of Treasqn ll

.. Nevi York, HacHillan, 
1974.). . 
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many wounded. The revolutionaries suffered four to six 

d tl 
223 

ea lS .. The relativel~ low number of casualties of the 

insurgents must be attributed to careful organization of 

the action. N.onetheless, the action did not end through 

failure, through the superiority of the bourgeois forces, 

. 224 
it ended through a KPD ukase. As this went on, the 

Governments of sa~ony and Thuringia stood idly by, refusing 

to arm their workers, until they were dismembered by the 

Reichswehr (who had arms)~ Military dictatorships were 

installed, which proceeded to ruthlessly crush the workers 

organizations. 

This disaster, caused by the unpardonable opportunism 

of the Cent~al committe~, sent shock waves throughout the 

International. The successful rising i~ Hamburg could easily 

have set off a revolutionary explosion - workers across 

225 Germany were merely awaiting the word o The action was 

called bff so that Brandler and his cohorts should not 

inflicted defeat was the depletion of the ranks of the 

Communists, and the strengthening of the fascist organizations 

\-1110 stood a.B "bulwarks of law, order and national honour" 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 Q • • • G 

223A N 1 
o . eu Jerg, "l\.rmed Insurrection", p. 101. 

224 . f d' t' RUSSlan 'or " 1.rec· lve" or "command". 

225 T1 . tl .. f did 1 . l1.S was -1e oplnl9n 0 E.C.C.I. an s so state tlrough-
out Neuberq's book. 
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against the "Red Nenace"o 

The failure of the "German October" \vas the final 

straw to the C.I. leadership. From now on the order to 

the ~.,orlds I Communists Vias "shape up ••• or else" 1 Energetic 

measures had to be laken in the struggle with Social 

Democratism, inside and outside the Comintern. 

The b:ourgeols historian, E. HQ Carr, recognized that 

the Comintern's call for Bolshevization stemmed from a 

concrete need in the movement. He does not repeat the ~outine 

bourgeois line, to the effect that Bolshevization was the 

1 f . h' II' 1 t b I' 226 tl resu t 0- some Mac lave lan p 0 y Sta lno He correc y, 

albeit sardonically, states: 

"The victory of the Bolsheviks was matched by the 
stigma of defeat resting since October 1923 on the 
KPD, the strongest. of the foreign parties: no 
other party had even made the attempt. The Russian 
party must take the lead in questions of organiza
tion, as in all other questionse It must not only 
occupy the central place in Comintern, but its 
forms of organization must provide the model for 
those of other parties •••• The emphasis on questions 

_ .of organiza.ti-GH -vias par-t: or thebroao.er' camp-aign - -
for "the Bolshevization of the sections of the 
Communist International" proclaimed at the Fifth 
congress·"227 

• • • • • ~ ~ • • 8 • • • e • .' • 0 0 • • e ~ • • • • • • e • • • • • • • -. • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • * • ~ v 

226The list of authors of this persuasion probably starts 
with Trotsky (liThe Third International After Lenin" - Nmv 
York, Pathfinder Press, 1974), and includes R. Fischer 

("stalin ••• "); who feels that the policy of building factory 
cells is some nefarious scheme of stalin's to gain control of 
all non-Russian Parties (she never explains how this co~nects): 
F. Claudin (liThe Communist I'Iovemen1.:" - Harmondsworth, Penguin 
Books, 1976); et. ale - The list is quite long although the 
general theme has few variations. 

227. "1"' E. H. Carr I "SOClalsm ln One country 
19601). p. 897.; 

3". (London, MacMillan, 
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The history of events from the 1918-1919 German 

Revolution ori, has demonstrated a number of points which 

indelibly left their mark on the Comintern leadership, 

especially the Bolsheviks. 

Nhereas Bolshev'ism had grO\V'n and become tempered 

in a struggle with Menshevist opp6rtunism in over fourteen 

years prior to the Revolution, no other party had had this 

experience. Every party outside Russia suffered from 

crucial misconceptions about the nature of Social Democracy, 

and the Bolsheviks were forced to reenact all of their old 

struggles with the flensheviks, for party organization, for 

a revolutionary line, for party independence, etc., within 

their own organization, the Comintern. Worldwide Menshevism 

all' but discarded its revolutionary garb, and in the 

"classic" case of Germany, played host ibm the counter-

revolution so often, that the militarist'brigades of fascism 

\<1ere ha~dly needed.228 (until later - \<1hen Social De_moc,racy_ 

began to fail as an effective instrument of the counter-

revolution). 

The Communist Parties' accommodation with social 

Democracy expressed itself at a deeper level within the 

• • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • e _ • • e e 000 0 ~ • • • ~ • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Q • ~ • • • • 

228 . 
Imyway, the Social Democrats ahlays tolerated the fascists 
far more readily than the Communists. The SPD's slogan 
in the late 'tvlenties/early 'thirties \<1as "Better Hi tIer 
than Stalin" - see R. p. Dutt, "Fascism ••• ". 



Comintern - in the question of organization. Not a single 

Comintern section outside Russia could grasp the seminal 

point that for a proletarian revolution, the revolutionary 

party must base itself in tbe key centres of proletarian 

activity~ the factories, railroads, etc. Industrial 

concentration remained a IIdead letter ll throughout. Europe 

du.e to "historic reasons" as 'Lenin said. These included 

such factors as •. the burden of social democratic/bourgeois 

parliamentary traditions surviving in the Communist movement, 

as a result of the relatively peaceful development of the 

European proletariat prior to the war. 

The Bolsheviks wer~ not, however, fatalists or 

determinists, and could not simply \'lait for the march of 

history, or the "ripening.of productive .forces" to take 

effect8 Their role was to facilitate the transition to 

revolution throughout the world. The waves of defeats 

made it crystal clear to the Bolsheviks that this was not 

to be either a quick or an easy task~ witness Lenin's 

Fourth Congress speech~ The Bolsheviks .had originally 

decided to found the Comintern on a crest of a revolutionary 

wave crashing across Europe. Their isolation soon dawned on 

them; the Dolsheviks formed the sole proletarian organiza-

tion of its type - the wor.ld.·· only Leninist revolutionary 

party. 

The Bolsheviks set about redressing the situation 

I 
I 
F 
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by: (1) founding the comintern and giving it an ideological 

bedrock, (2) formulating the 21 points as a formal injunction 

to other parties on the organizational imperatives of 

Bolshevism, (3) providing practical guidance in revolutions 

in other lands, (4)~summarizin9the lessons of these 

revolutions and incorporating them in the corpus of Marxism-

Leninism, (5) deepening the analysis of proletarian 

. revolutions and developing a body of organizational material. 

Despite the assiduous work of the E.C.C.I81 this 

seemed to be making irritatingly slow inroads into the 

Co~mOnist Movement, which, meanwhile, was being periodically 

bathed in blood. The despairing tone is apparent in Lenin's-

statement that maybe the Italian 'fas~i~ts cbuld teach.the 

"foreign comrades" a lesson. This is not to say that no 

t1enshevik elements existed in the Russian Party itself -

these were sobn to be dealt with. Having said this, it is 

difficult to imagine that the "foreign comra<Ies" could 
- --

rapidly be rid of r-le-n-shevist deviations, if even the 

victorious Bolsheviks ~ere>to some extent, infected with 

them. 

The remainder of the thesis will concern the 

Comintern's move to the Left in order to isolate and destroy 

Social Democratic remnants, and build a solid world vanguard 

proletarian party. 

; 
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CHAPTER IV 

"'TIS THE FINAL CONFLICT" 

Before consideration of the Fifth C.I. Congress, 

and the Bolshevization campaign, the discourse will take 

a brief diversion to consider the struggle of the Bolsheviks 

with the Mensheviks in their own ranks. This diversion 

will therefore complete the background to th~ Bolshevization 

programme. The previous chapters have ~ealt with the Social 

Democratic distortions in P,arty work throughout the Comintern, 

the following section will deal with the vexed question of 

Trots):;:yism, the Social Democratic distortion within the 

229 
Russian Party. 

Trotsky 'vas a schismatic figure, one who never felt 

at ease in any movement which was not o~ his own making. 

In the years before 1917 he had skipped from faction to 

faction, dissolving groups almost as he formed them. All 

of the Trotskyist grouplets had one common element: 

antagonism towards Lenin and Bolshevism. Lenin considered 

Trotsky to be more dangerous than the avo\ved "social 

patriots", because of his , 230 ",,,averlng ll .. Af'ter Trotsky 

• • • • • • • • • • • e • 0 0 • • • a _ • • • 8 ~ • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • ~ Q • 

229The best Horks, from a Communist pGrspGcti vo, on Trotsl~y and 
Trotskylsm arG: H. J. Olgin, "Trotskyism(_countGr-Revoluti.op' 
In Di squi so". (I'TGH York, International Publishers, 1935); L-

J. r~. Campbell, IIsoviet Policy and its Cd_tics ll
• (London, 

Gollancz, 1939); J. V. Stalin, "On The OPEosition". Peking, 
FLPH, 1974), "Trotsky, Just l\.nother Right-Hinger" in Prosrres-
sive Labor Vol. 9, #4, March-April, 1974, pp. 25-45; HIlis,tory, 
of the CPSU (b) II; also CPGB, . "The Errors of Trotskyism" .. 
(London, Modern DookS, 1926). The Trotskyist perspecfive 
(mud) more widely disseminated) starts with Trotsky's account 
of 11ims,elf in ,"lIy' Life". (New York, Pathfinder Press, 1975). 
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stood with the Ilensheviks in 1903, he called Lenin "the 

party disorganizer", "a demagogic liar", "the head of the 

reactionary wing of our party", lJa caricature Jacobin", 

b 1 'd' 231 lId 1 ' "a arrac \.s reglme J.ctator". He apparent y she ve us 

differences in 191~, 0hen, seeing that the Bolshevik Party 

was to be the winner, he declared fidelity to Leninism. 

HOHever, differences cropped up in the ensuing.years, over 

Drest-Litovsk, and over the trade unions, amongst other 

things. On the latter question, in the 1921 trade union 

dispute, Trotsky (who later posed as the very guardian of 

proletarian democracy) advocat~d militarization of the 

trade unions, i.e. military discipline for factory workers p 

232 
shooting slackers, etce 

i'7hile Lenin lay dying, in the closinq months of 

1923, Trotsky renm'led his ·open opposition to Bolshevism, 

and started a factional attack on the Party. In October, 

1923, Trotsky circulated his faction's platform, the "Platform 
- - -- L 33-

of the Forty Six." . This sought to instigate feuds be-

tHeen the younger and ?lder Party cadres, to blame the 

Party for the defeat of the European revolution, to demand 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 _ • G ~ e _ * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • & • • ~ 9 • • • • • _ • • • 0 

230 
V. I. Lenin, "Letter to 1\. 1"1. Kollontai,~'1arch 17, 1917", 
cited in N. J. algin, "Trotsky-ism ... " ... p. 11.. 

231 . 
L. Trotsky, "Our Poli.tical Tasks" , cited in Ibid .. , pp.. 68-69 .. 

232 r' t f tl CPS See "dl£) ory 0 -1e U 
on the Trade unions, the 
Trotsky and Bukharin. II in 

(b)", pp. 251.:.2S4; Lenin, "Once Hore 
Current Situation and l'1istalces of 
Selected Horks 9, pp. 40-62. 

233~b 'ct d T t' R V D '1 ~ D t 't f H rl .ge ex In '-. 0 anle S, "ll ocumen ary HlS ory 0-

Communimn, Vol. I". (Ne,', York, Vintage Books, 1960).. pp .. 239-242 



an end to democratic centralism and freedom for factio~al 

groupings. 

The Party tackled this, by open discussion and by 

a report at the Thirteenth Conference of the RCP (b), ~~ich 

d d 1 • -:L tt b . d . . 234 con emne Trots (Y1Slll as a pe· y- ourgeols eVlatlon. 

Trotsky, though present at the donference, raised no objection, 

but went and wrote a more strident attack on the Party' in 

235 236 
his books "The Lessons of O.ctoberll and liThe Nev' Course fl " 

In response Stalin penned liThe Foundations of Leninism" 

which gave the bases for the form and content of the Leninist 

Party. 

Trotsky had not abided by Party decisions to stop 

factionalizing - in his "Lessons of October ll he derided the 

alliance bet"leen the working cla,ss 'and t.he peasantry, predicting 

inevi table "hostile collisions" betvleen the hlO classes.· 

This was a deterministic and dogmatic reading of Marxism, 

holding that the peasantry could not be won to so~ialismo 

The events of the First Five Year Plan and the Chinese 

Revolution proved othe~~ise, in practice. Even more serious, 

howev~r, was Trotsky's resuscitation of the theory. Lenin had 

• • • • e e 0 & eo. ~ • • • • * • • • $ • • • • s • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .00 

234 ( ) "History of the CPSU. b ", p. 267. 

235 11 t' h . Fu -ext 1n CPGD, "T·e Errors of Trotsk;tlsra". 

236L• D. Trotsky, liThe New .Co.urse ll .. 

national, 1943)& 
(New York, New Inter-
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dubbed lIabsurdly 'left'" ,237 the "Permanent Revolution" .. 

According to this mechanistic formula, a bourgeois democratic 

revolution in Russia wou14 necessarily grow into a proletari~n 

revolution, Hhich', because of the 1m., level of productive 

forces, could not m~intain itself in Russia, but had to 

branch out to the 'ad~anced' nations of Europe. This was the 

- ' 

quintessence of Menshevist det~rminism. The old, discredited, 

Second International theories of the impossibility of social-

ism in Russia, and t~he lIinevitable fixedness" of the revo

lutionari timetable, were revived in a new guise.
238 

This theory was an att~ck on the Marxist-Leninist 

concept of the uneven development of ~apitalism (outline~ ln 

Chapter I). It was first iterated by Trotsky against Lenin 

in 1906: ,r 

IIHithout direct State support from the European 
proletariat, the \V'or'king class of Russia cannot 
maintain itself in power and transform its 
temporary rule into a durable Socialist dictator-

'ship. This vle cannot doubt for an in.stanZ_:t9 
Trotsky advanced the lIunited States of Europe lt slogan, 

vfuich Lenin condemned by upholding the possibility of social-

ism in one country. (Note 'that Lenin uses the expression 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • e _ • • • Q • • 

237 't ~ , - 1 . Cl CQ ln M. J. 0 gln, _, II rrrotsky,i sm ...... ", p .. 

2-38 , 1 d 1 ' l' 1 ' Gramscl 1(1 a ratlcr nlce ltt G sumrnatlon of the errors 
of the "theory of permanent revolution ll : 

liThe thcoretical Vleaknesses of this modern form 
of the old rncchanicism are masked by the general 
theory of permanent revolution ,,,hich is nothing 
but a generic formula presented as a dogma, and 
which demolishes itself by not in fact coming 
true .. II 

1\. Gramsci, Itprison Notebooks", p. 241 
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"United States of the Horld" in contradistinction to the 

above slogan, as this is the concrete expression of ·world 

socialism. The "united States of Europe" is "either impossible 

or reactionary".) 

"1\s a separate slogan, however, the slogan of 
a united states of the World would hardly b~ a 
correct one, firstly, because it merges with 
socialism; secondly, because it may give rise 
to a wrong interpretation in the sense of the 
impossibility of the victory of s6cialism in a 
single country and about the relation of such 
a country to the rest. Uneven economic and 
political development is an absolute law of 
capitalism. Hence, the victory of socialism 
is possible first in several or even in one 
capitalist country taken separatelY."240 

In 1917 Trotsky made this reply to Lenin (which 

he republished in 1924); 

"I'7i thOllt ~',ai tinq for others, \'lebegin and 
continue our struggle on our national soil 
quite sure that our initia·tive \vill give an 
impetus to the struggle in other countries; 
but if that should not happen, then it vlOuld 
be hopeless, in the light of the experience 
of history and in the light of theoretical 
considerations, ·to think, for examplG., thClt. 
a revolutionary Russia could hold its own in 
the face of conservative Europe."24l 

. 
Following the revolution Lenin again stressed the 

BolsheviJ~ aim·, to build socialism in nussia: 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • 

239 1 . Quotec J.n II. J. algin, lI'rrotskyism ••• ", p. 30. 

2t10~J I L . • • 011J.11 , "collected HorJ~s 18", pp. 232-233. 

241 .J.. 1'! 1 . QuoLe0 J.n ~. J. a gJ.n, "Trotskyism ••• ", p. 33. 
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"I f Eussia becor,les covered wi th a dense netVlorl::: 
of elective pm'wr stations and pm>lerful technical 
installation's, our communist economic development 
will become a model for the futu~e socialist 

d 7\' " Europe an 11S1a. 242 

Trotsky, in 1922, clair.led that economic progress 

in Russia \'TaS impossible until revolllt.ion conquered Europe. 

This struggle was intensified after Lenin's death, given 

the defeats in Europe stalin became the main proponGnt of 

the Leninist theory of s06ialism in one country. Stalin, 

in a speech, drew the diff~rence between Leninism and 

Trotskyism on the question by a simple E,eductio ~ absurdum: 

"f'li th Lenin, a proletariat \"hich has ta};:en power 
represents a most active force displaying the 
highest initiative, which organizes a socialist 
economy, and goes further and supports the 
proletarian of other countries" t·l:i,- th TrotsJ-:.y, 
on the contrary, a proletariat which has taken 
pouer becomes a semi passive for'ce \'lhich requires 
immediate assistance in the shape of an immediate 

'victory of S.ocialism in other countd.es and "'hich 
feels itself, ~s it were, in a temporary encamp
ment and in peril of immediately losing power. 
But if the victory of the revolution in other 
countries should not ensue immediat~ly - what. 
then? Then, chucJ<:, the job. (Z! voice ~ ~ 
audience: 1,1 And run to cover.") Yes, and run to 
cover. That is perfectly correct. (Laughter)1I

243 

At the Fourteenth Party Conference, in April, 1925, 

stalin!~ line on the ability of Russia to advance to socialism 

was upheld and Trotsky was once more defeated. MeanWhile, 
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Zinoviev and Kamenev formea a bloc, and in 1926 joined 

together Hi th Trots].:;:y in opposi tiOli. to the Party. Zinoviev 

nOH launched into. Social Democratic polemics, declaring 

Leninism to be a Russian phenomenon, characteristic of a 

country with a preponderant mass of peasantry.· He even 

defined the "fundamental questionl1 of Leninism as being 

"the role of the peasantry". stalin countered this by 

repeating a phrase from "The Foundations of Leninism": 

"The fundamental thing in Leninism, its point of departure, 

is not the peasant question, but the question of the dictator-

ship of the proletariat, of the conditions under which it 

can be achis~ed, of the conditions under which it can be 

consolidated.1I

244 

ZinoViev went even further, and declared that the 

dictatorship of the proletariat in Russia was and should 

be the dictatorship of the Party. Stalin demonstrated that 

this despotic scheme negated the role of t.he -S-oviet-s, the 

trade unions I etc. Zinoviev ~'lent on :to confusedly "agree" 
. 

with the conc~pt of socia~ism in one country. Zinoviev's 

. position \vas: 

"To engaCJe in buildinq socialism without the 
possibili ty of completely building it I know:Lns[ 
that it cannot comEletely be built - such are 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 6 ••••• 0 •• e.e 0 •• 
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the absurdities in which Zinoviev has involved 
himself. 1I

245 

The opposition mounted a full attack. on the Party 

and the Sovi~t Government, demanding an end to the state 

.mo~opoly of foreig~trade, the reorganization of industry 

(liThe gist of thispolicY'HCls to enforce commercial account

ing of the most vulgar bourgeois· kind" ) 246 and the start of 

forced requisitioning of the peasantry. Taken tagether 

with the Tro·tskyite lack of· faith in the revolutionary 

~ropensities of the Russian proletariat, this prog~amme 

signified a retreat to capitalism. Trotsky openly disavowed 

the concept of independence for the socialist economy from 

the. ·capi tallst Horld, carefully nurtured by the .State IS 

rigid control of foreign trade. He declared this to be a 

f 

I 
t r 

"IIitlerite" innovation. 247 ~ 

stalin unleashed the fight in the international 

arena, calling on all Parties to help struggle to defeat 

Trotskyism in their mvn ranJ;:s and in the CPSU. Stalin based 

this on the crucial contingency of the Russian and.World 

Revolutions: 

"The "Russian" ques·tion is of .dec5.sive importance 
for the entire ievolutionary movement in the West, 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • & 0 • • • • ~ .8. • • • • • e _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ & • .0. 
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as well as in the East. Why? Because the soviet 
pOi'ler in Russia is the base, the buJ.warJ~, the 
haven of the revolutionary movement throughout 
the world. If in this base, i;e., in Russia, the 
Party and the. Goverrtment begin to waver, it must 
cause very grave harm to the entire revolutionary 
movement throughou"t the h7orld .. " 248 

Despi te being faced wi tIl notIlin(f but defeats during 

1923-1926, the Oppositionists obdurately violated their 

promises to maintain discipline and continued with their 

factional activities. The epithets appJ.ied to stalin and 

the Party by 'l'rotskybegan to appear very similar to those 

Trotsl-:y applied to Lenini sm over a decade past: "dictatorship", 

"barracks regime", 
249 

etc .. 

In J.927, after the Party had been extremely lenient 

in alloHing the existence of a 'rrotsk.yi te pseudo-Party Hi thin 

its ranks for nearly four years. in vioTation of all Party 

rules, the Central Committee decided to hring matters to a 

head. After four years of exhaustive discussion within the 

Party. and throu<;1ho1jt. the SQviet union, and fGl1G~"'ing the 

op~osition's latest foray against the Party in the IIPlatform 

250 
of the Eighty Three" . the Party called a referendum. 

In the referendum the' Trotsky! tes i'lere resoundingly defeated .. 

The vote for the Trotsl~yi tes ",as 4, 000. There were 8., 000 

251 
abstentions, and 724,000 votes for the Pa~ty~ In the 
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facG of this the 'l'rotsl:yi tes attempted to hold a street 

demonstration on NovGmber 7, 1927, which was met by an 

angry counter demonstration of mili~ant workers. Trotsky 

Has evidGntly calling for civil T:.;ar, and "laS expelled from 

. ,. , 252 
the Party, later from the Sov1ct Un10n. 

The history of Trotskyism from this point onwards 

is a pathetic one. Always claiming his historical rectitude 

as against the Bolsheviks, Trotsky never achieved any successes, 

much less any following in the workers movement. The story 

of his attempts to form a "Fourth International" is a story 

of splits, factionalism and fighting "groupuscules Jl
" Although 

Trotskyism never made any inroads into the \"lorking class, it 

concentrated its fire on. the centre of the revolution - the 

Soviet Union, in both propaganda and act,i vi ty .. 

"unless Trotskyism is defeated, it 1<1ill be 
impossible to achieve victory under the 
conditions of NEP, it will be impossible to 
convert present day Russia into a Socialist 
Russiae 11 253 
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BOLSHEVIZATION 

Lenin's death on January 21, 1924, sent a shock 

throughout the Horkers movement. The Fifth Comintern 

254 Congress, Juno 17 to July 8, 1924 was the first vIi thout 

Lenin's attendance; 

The Fifth Congress noted that the great European 

revolutionary wave had definitely suffered a reflux, and 

that the economies of the capitalist nations were undergoing 

a period of partial and temporary stabilization. Hesitant 

economic revivals were taking place in Germany and the U. S. 

HOHever, this did not mean the end of the revolution, or 

the crisis of capitalism; tho capitalist system wa~ merely 

in a trough between two revolutionary waves. The Congress 

also noted that the weakened state of wqrld capitalism had 

compelled the bourgeoisie to adopt new tactics. by constantly 

alternating between the gloved hand and the mailed fist 0ith 

the workers. Except in Italy and Eastern Europe, where the 

m~iled fist of Fascism reigned, the capitalists usually 

resorted to the more flexible policy of Social Democracy 

which was not reticent about using terror tactics, but which 

tended to be more discreet .• 

The Congress spent considerable time discussing the 

disastrous events in Germany~ This led toth~ expulsion of 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ ~ • 0" • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • e e _ • • • ~ • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • 
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the Brandler-Thalheimer group from the leadership of the 

I<PD (later from the KPD altogether) I for their rightist 

255 
~rrors. They were condemned for having distorted the 

factics Of the united front. The united front was intended 

to mobilize worker~ for revolutionary struggle, not to 

lower the sights of Communists to the level of Social 

Democratic opportunism. Zinoviev attempted to ~vriggle out 

of his responsibility in the mess by claiming that the 

"workers~ government ll slogan was merely a pseudonym for the 

dictatorship of the proletariat. Bordiga correctly responded 

that if it was merely pseudonycious, why not use the s16gan 

"dictatorship of the proletariat ll ?256 It seemed more honesto 

The Congress stated that communist parties.in a 

united front "must strictly retain their., independence and 

Communist identity.,,257 The Drandler leadership was 

c'ondemned for allying Hi tl.1 "left" Social Democrats instead 

of arming the workers and developing a revolutionary struggle. 
- -

In response to the failures of the past six years, 

the Congress took a leap forward. and sharpened its attempt 

to build Leninist vanguardsvlOr1dvlide, ~'lith the "Bolshevization" 

258 
slogan. The first three congresses had attempted through 
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resolutions,injunctions, directives, theses, etc., to 

pour the "foreign" Communist Parties into the Bolshevik 

mold. This, of course, \vas the intention of the tV.18nty-one 

points. Enough blood had been shed by now to campaign for 

the transformation of the \'lOrld,:> Communist Parties into 

true vanguards on a vastly· increased scale. Stalin stated 

in september, 1924: 

"The COillffilmist Parties in the Host are 
developing under peculiar conditions. Firstly, 
their composition is not uniform, for they were 
formed out of foriller Social-Democrats of the old 
school and of young party members who have not 
yet had sufficient revolutionary steeling. 
Secondly, their leading cadres are not purely 
Bol.shevik, for responsible posts are occupied 
by people who have come from other parties and 
who have not yet c6mpletely discarded Social
Deillocratic survi~als. Thirdly, they are 
confronted by such an experienced opponent as 
hurd-boiled Social-DemocJ:ucy, Hhich is still 
an enormous political force in the ranks of 
the vlorJ:ing class 8 Lastly, they huvs aqainst 
them such a powerful enemy as the European 
bougeoisic, with its tried and tested state 
apparatus and all-pmverful press. 1'0 think 
that such communist Parties can overthrow the 
European hourgeoii3 -system II DVCYI1iqh"c. II is a 
great mistake.. nence, the immediate task is 
to make the Communist Parties of "the Nest really 
Bolshevik; they must train genuinely revolution
ary cadres ~'lho' "'ill be capable of reorganising 
all party activiti~s along the lines of the 
revolutionary education of the masses, of pre
paring for revolution."259 

Thus, Dolshevi ~ation '''(l.S to involve "the reorgani za-

tion of the party units upon the basis of the shops, the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .0. • • ~ • • • 0 • • • _ • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • e _ • • • • 0 • • G • 
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carrying on of work in all forms in un-democratic countries, 

the cultivation of a spirit of self-criticism, the firm 

correction of all error~, right and Left, the systematic 

raising of the ideological level of the party membership, 

the building of a strong party unity, and the cultivation 

of a clear-headed, flexible, and realistic Marxist-Leninist 

I d h · 260 ea ers lp." 

JlBolshevi.zing the Party, means the application 
to our sections what in Russian Bolshevism was 
and is international and of general application. Jl

261 

On June 26, 1924, after a motion from the German, 

French~nmerican and British delegates, the Con0ress passed 

a resolution denouncing the Trotskyite opposition as lIa petty 

bourgeois deviation". Trotskyism, the resolution stated, 

was "a menace to the unity of the Party 'and consequently 

t tl d ' t l' f hIt . t' tl ' 262 -Ole lC ators11p o. t e pro e arla ln 1e U.S.S.R." 

The next tHo sections vii 11 , deal with the two most 

cri tical aspects of the Bolshevization.· pro\Jramme. the 

question of the nature of social democracy, and the. question 

of the reorganization of Parties on tho basis of factory-

cells. 
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"SOCIAL"-DEHOCRACY OR - FASCISt-I? 

The question of Social-Democracy is clearly a 

cardinal one, since virtually every mistake made by the 

Comnunists in the years of revolution stemmed from an 

incorrect e.stimation of the rolqs played by" .social Democrats" 

This was expressed on twolevels:fir~tly, seeing Social 

Democracy as "merely another faction of the I'lorl-:.ers move-

ment"; and secondly, allowing the existence of Social 

Democratic forms of organization, and therefore ideology, 

in the Com~unist Parti~s8 As has been shown, the resultant 

practice included forming disastrous coalitions with Social 

Democrats (even "left" Social Democracy proved to be as 

poisonous as the "cen-tre" or "riuht" species), and abandoning 

indQstrial cohcentration work, i.e. reliance on the masses. 

The Comintern was forced to meet this problem 

;:;quarely. Follmling the example of the Bolsheviks' lonq 

contention \'7i th tl1e Ilensheviks, and Lenin's oft-repeated-

admonitions on the nature of Social Democracy, still, the 

Communist Parties refused to li.sten, and blundered frOD one 

debacle to the nej~t, Hi th the Social DemocratG. The Comintern 

had to serio1.lsly reevaluute the .situation folloHinq the 

yeur [; of roc"ol u t:i. on ;J nd ~;oci al ])0);10CI:(1 t:L c bacl:.-,r; l:ubbinq, in 

order -to cJeurly adumbrate tho role of t;ocial Donocracy, c. 
L 

2nd the nece.'1si ty for the absolute' incleprmdence of -the only 

\'lOrker s parties tho Cor.llntern .'1ections. 
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That SOGial Democracy was both the saviour and the 

mainstay of bourgeois rule and reaction following the world 

war was undeniable. However, following the usage of this 

former workers' party by the state, the ruling class had 

elaborated a ne~'l form of reaction (albeit one \'lith many 

·similarities), Fascism. 

What was the relationship between the two? Both 

were demagogic, both preached anti-capitalism, the German 

Fascists even labelled themselves "National Socialists ll
• 

Both were also Nationalist. The Fascists appeared to 

move one step further than the Social Democrats by openly 

terrorizing workers; the Social Democrats had to do this 

only behind the cloak of the State. Both sowed confusion 

about the role of the state: for Fascis~ and Social Democracy, 

each step towards state capitalism, every non-aggression 

pact beb-leen trades unions and empI-oyers was a step 

tm'lards IIsocialism ll
• Somehow the Krupps and the. Stinn~.?' 

didn't disappear, but this was not mentioned~ For both, 

the main danger \vas di$ruption of the acti vi ties of the 

bourgeois state (i.e.;. the extraction of surplus value) by 

militant vJOrkers and.Communists. The IIRed llonace ll \'l<:1S 

their joint platform. 

After the war, in restructuring the shattered state 

app~ratuses of Europe, Social Democracy had recourse to the 

only sectors who could help~ given the proletariats' 

t:: 
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umlillingness; the circles of the extreme reaction .. 

r-10narchists and capitalist monopolists Here called in to 

sta.mp out the revolution and boost the economy_ Social 

Democracy covered this by juggling phrases about the new 

era of "organized capitalism" which \'Iould no longer visit 

hardships on the \vorkers - who had to sit tight and wait 

for th~ gradual, inevitable, maturation of productive 

forces which would be Socialism8 "Socialism without 

struggle" became a battle cry for bioody struggles against 

those who would forcibly inaugurate socialism! 

The absurdities in this position were raised to 

towering new heights by theSPD, who stated: 

"One mUGt not loose sight of the fact that 
the workinq class is a part of the capitalist 
system, the downfall of which system is its 
own downfall; and therefore the great historical 
duty of th6 working class is to obtain by means -
of the regulation of its place in that system 
-the improvemen-t of the whole social structure, 
Hhich is again equi valent to -the 15Eftterfneht -o-f 
its own social situation. 1I

263 

Therefore it was not incongruous ~ith the positibn 

of saving capitalism.· to side with its most aggressive 

saviours the Fascists, against the revolutionary working 

class. While the working class was being disarmed and 

and treated to a dose· of Social Democratic "pacifism" at 

qunpoint in Germany in 1920, the BritiGh Ambassador recorded 
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this conversation with the srD Government representative, 

Dr. Simons: 

tlBerlin, october 22, 1920. A long conve·r·sation 
with Dr. Simons at the Foreign Office. Regarding 
Diasarmamerit, Dr. Simon~ said that the demands of 
the Entente for the dismemberment of various 
Einwohnerwcllr and Orgesch (Fascist) organisations 
was equivalent to delivering up the orderly 
section of the population to their greatest foes. 
Without organisation the bourgeois ele~ent cannot 
resi st the Reds, \'1ho are a real danger .. tI 264 

As the Comintern began its analysis of Fascism in 

1923-1924, sq it began to reexamine its conce~tion of 

Social Democracy. The Third Plenum of E.C.C.I., in June, 

1923, had, throu<;:rh lGara Zetkin, defined fascism as "the 

strongest, most concentrated and classical expression of 

the capitalist offensive .of the world bour9coisiee,,265 

It was seen as a punishment for the failure of the 

rev61ution outside Russia. 

"Fascism is a cl1aracteristic phenomenon of decay, 
a reflection of the progressive dissolution of 
cqpi taliBt eCDnomy .GJ.nc;1Gf the disintegration of 
the bourgeois stat"e."266 

The resolution. drew special· attention to Italy, 

Hhere II 'che door to fasci sm \~'as opened by the passi vi ty of 

the socialist party and the reformist trade union leaders.,,267 
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A clearer crystallization of the Comintern's views on 

Social Democr~cy was given in the E.C.C.l. statement, on 

the defeat of the 1923 "German october", in January, 1924: 

liThe leading strata of German social-democracy 
are at the .,present moment nothing but a fraction 
'of German fascism Hearing a socialist masJ~. 
They have handed State power over to the repre
sentatives of the capitalist dictatorship in 
order to ~ave capitalism from the proletarian 

1 t ' " revo 1.1 10n. 268 

The Fifth Cel. Congress continued this vein of 

analysis in a more generalized form: 

"i\s bourgeois society continues to decay, 
all bourgeois parties, particularly social
democracy, tal:e on a more or less fascist 
character ••• Fascism and social-democracy 
are two sides of the same instrument of 
capitalist dictatorship. In the fight 
against fascism, thereforc, social-democracy 
can never be a reliable aIJly of. the f.ightin0 
proletariat$ "269 .r 

Stalin sharpened and deepened this analysis in 

septembe.r, 1924: 

'~Eirstly , it if) not true thfttfascIsr:1 j: s -only 
the fighting organisation of the bourgeoisie. 
Fascism is not only a military-technical category. 
Fasci.sm is the bourgeoisie's fi0htinq organisation 
that relies on'the active support of Social
DemocracY$ Social-Democracy is objectively the 
moderate wing of fascism. There is no ground 
for assuming that the fighting organisation of 
the bourgeoi.sie ccln<1chieve decisive successcs 
in battles, or in governinq the country, without 
the active support of Social-Democracy. ~here is 
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just as little giound foi thinking that Social~ 
Democracy can achieve decisiv~ successes in 
battles, or in governinq the country, without 
the active support of· the fighting organisation 
of the bourgeoisie. These organisations do not 
negate, but supplement each other. They are not. 
antipodes, they are twins. Pascism is an 
informal Political bloc of these bTo chief organ
isations; ~bloc, which arose in the circumstances 
of the post-war crisis of .inperialism, and which 
is intended for combating the proletarian 
revolution. The bourgeoisie cannot retain power 
without such a bloc. It would therefore be a 
mistaJ:e to think tl1at "pa.cifism" signifies the 
liquidation of fascism. In the present situation, 
"pacifism" is the stren~fthening of fascism Hith 
its moderate, social~Democratic wing pushed into 
the forefront· .. It 270 

An article in IIInternational Press Correspondence II 

of October, 1924, shmved that a member of the Y.JJD had 

picked up on stalin's analysis. After the formation of the 

Reichsbanner I . a militarized unit of the SPD, the 

article labelled the SPD "the classic form of Social-Fascism, 

the new fighting method of the bourgeoisie in the era of 

I • f' , 271 pacl-.1Bm ." 'rhe ~'Social.:...Pascism" label was to stiCk, 

but not until five years had passed.. The Comintern 

generally did not abcept this analysis, and some sections 

continuecl to consider the Social-Democracy asa "vJorke.J;s 

party". For example, despite the "united front only fl~om 

beloH" line floHingfrom the German defeats and the line 
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of the Fifth Congress, ~~inoviev and "leftists" Ruth pischer, 

and Arkady Naslow proposed to withdraw the candidacy of the 

communist Th~lmann on behalf of the Social Democrats in the 

March, 1925 elections. This manoeuvre did not pay off at 

all - the Social Democrats merely ignored the EPD' s un-

warranted generosity, and formed a coalition with the operi 

, 1 ' ,272 Rlg1tlst partles. 

Between the Fifth and sixth Congresses, however, 

the l~ssons of 1918-1923 began to seriously hit home in the 

C.I. leadership, especially given the unrelenting surge of 

social Democracy to the Right. This enlightenment was 

promoted by more Social Democratic treachery, in 1926. In 

this year the General St~ike in Britain followed the usual 

route of betrayal by Social Dem6cratic le~ders, and 

vacillation by th~ Communists. The Social Democrats, in 

fact, only called the Strike to keep their hold over the 

273 
Hork~rs_, _ Hho j;TQuld .have .",rilGl-GlOltted en masse anyvmy ii -

Some of the signal 'Social-Fascist' acts of social 
. 

Democracy were as follows. The Hungarian Social Democrats, 

after selling out the 1919 revolution and heading a noo-

fascist regime, concluded an Alliance with the military 

dictatorship in Hungary which was to last through World War 2. 
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Their rationalization? "The Social Democratic Party will 

consider the general interests of the nation as of equal 

. , 1 ' ·1 274 lmpo.t:tance to the J.ntcrests of -the "lor (lng c ass." A 

1925 Second International Commit~ee under ICautsky studying 

the situation, recognized the "qood faith" 6f tho Hungarian 

d 1 · 1 't d 't 275 1 ' t party an comp ete y exonera 0 l. Tie terrorls 

Stambulisky regime in Bulc:raria Has supported by Social . . 

Democrats, the Pilsudsky .cC?~1E. ~I et~t in Poland Has supported 

by the Polish Socialist Party, and the collaboration of the 

Italian Socialist Purty Hi th 1·1ussolini has already been 

'. 276 mentloned. 'In the years to 'come, many Social Democrats 

openly went over to fascism: Frossard and Faure in Franco, 

277 
Mosley in the U. K.,L~ipart in Germany, etc. 

In 1929, the Social Democratic G,erman government 

prohibited nay Day demonstrations.. In spite of this the 

~PD brought2S0,OOO wor):ers out into the streets. Severing, 

the f3PD Ilini ster of the Interior, ordered the shootin~J of 

the' Hay Day demonstrators, and Zorgiebel, the SPD Berlin 

chief of police carried out the ordero 278 This action Has , 

••••••••• «' •••••••••••• •· ................ 0 •••• 4'1 ••••••.•• &f!let",".tI 

274, l' Cl-tec 1n R. p. Dutt, "Fascism ••• ", p .. 192. 

275, l' d 1n I:n ., pp. 192-193. 

27G 
soo Ibid. 

277 0ne cO',lld 1 t' D . t' r. 1 1 , a so men -J_on: orrlO - 1.n J.' rance, \v 10 "las a oncJ 
time advoc<lte of' "uni tyll tvith the Social Democrats in tho 
CPF; Burnhnm (the t,i<lnaqeria 1 Revol'll tiani st and t7<J. tional 
Review editor) and Schacht~an, Trotskyites who openly 
espoused the cause of U.· S. Imperialism; DeMan,' in Be1<]ium, 
who became a nazi puppet ruler; Ruth Fischer (see above); 
etc. 
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upheld by the SPD in July, 1932, as it was being ignomin-

iously ousted from the Government by Hindenburg, as follows: 

"The Prussian Government is in a posi tion ~'Ti th 
p'olice-stati,stics to prove that p'olice interference 
has caused rilore deaths on the Left than on the 
Right, and that police ~easures have causod more 
\-,TOlmds on t11e Left than on the Riqht." 2 79 

This Has the SPD's defence against charqes of "leftism"! 

Two tilonths before this, the SPD had declared that "the 

Social Democratic Party, no less than the catholic Party, 

is strongly inclined to see Herr Hitler's Nazis share t~e 

t 1 'b'] 't 280 GO'Jernmen a responsl l.l y." 

Follm·ring the cold blooded murder of unarnec1 

demonstrators in 1929, and the SPD'ssubsequent disarming 

of the Coramunist Eed Pront I ",i tbout touching Hi tIer's S. A., 

the Tenth Plenum of E.C.C.I., in July, 1929, endorsed stalin's 

line" 

II In this si tuation of qrovTing imperialist 
contradictions and sharpening of the class 
struggle_I ~t:l.s<::is_m beCQmes morE ilnc;;1 -more t11e 
doninant method of bourgeois class rule. In 
countries "~1ere there are strong social-democratic 
parties, fascism assumes the particular forn of 
social-fascism; which to an ever-increasing 
extent serves the bourgeoisie as an instrument 
for paralyzing the activity of the masses in the 
struggle against the regime of fascist dictator-

l ' II sup. 281 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • .80 ~ • • • • • • • • ~ • • 8 • • • G • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • 

278scc liThe Tenth P lenar' Session. of E. C. C. I. II in ,-T. DcGras, 
liThe COInll1unist International Vol .. 3". London I Cass and Co., 
1971). pp. 36-52. 

279 In n. P. Dutt
i 
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280~bid., p. 147. 
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Social Democracy from at least 191~ onward, based 

itself wholly on the concept of co-operation with capitalism, 

so t:lS to 'proc~ed II peacefully and harmoniously" to"lards 

"socialism". The Chairman of the Second International, 

vand~rveldel crave t11e Hatch"lord: "Vle- are the physicians of 

, l' -, l' 282 an al lng capJ, ta ::l. srnl! • 

111'he Hhole experience of 1914-1933 has demon
strated T,li th inescapable clearness that _ thi s 
line leads, not to socialism, nor to peaceful 
progress, nor 6ven to the maintenance of democratic 
forms in the most limite4 sense, but to unexampled 
violence against the working class, and the 
strengthening of the capitalist dictatorship, and, 
in the final analysis to the victory of Fascism, 
of imperialist war and-all the forces of destruction, 
against which only the proletarian revolution can 
avail to save the ,,,arId." 283 

Even the bourgeoisie ~'las compelled to acJ~nov7ledge 

its gra-ti tude for -the behaviour of Social Democracy. 

II The paralleli SIn is indeed really striking 0 

The then Social Democracy (from 1918 to 1930) and 
present-day National Socialism both perform similar 
functions in that they both ,"ere -the qravediggers 
0:[ the preceding system, and then I in.steaq oX 
lea.-di11g thG masses to tlie revohiti-ol1 proclaimed 
by them, led them to the new formation of bourgeois 
rule. The comparison Hhich has often been drawn 
between Eb~rt and Hitler is also valid in this 
respect •• ~ 

The parallelism itself shm-ls that National 
Socialism has taken over from Social Democracy the 
tClsk of providing the mass support for the rule of 
-the bourge01sie in Germr:1.l1y.1I

281 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • .0. • • 0 • • • 0 • • • • • • p • • • • 

28l rn J .. DeGras, !.IVaI. 3", p. 44 

282 rn n. P., Dutt, "Fascism ••• ", pp. 181-182 .. 

283 rbid., p~ 196. 
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On Hitler'B accession to power, the U. S. journalist 

l!owrer wrote' the following epitaph for the Neimai Republic, 

the SPD regime: 

"j\ vin::fin P.epublic that appeals to old-time 
monarchists and generals to defend it against 
communists!~ Inevitably it falls into the enemy's 
hands. • •• 

i'That can be said for a republic that illlows its 
laws to be interpreted by monarchist judges, its 
government to be administered by old-time func
tionaries brought up in fidelity to the old 
regime; thOlt ~'lOl tches POlGs! vely Hhi Ie reactionary 
school teachers and professors teach its 
children to despiso the present freedom in 
favour of a glorified feudal past, that permits 
nnd encourages the revival of the militarism 
which was chiefly responsible for the country's 
previous hur.d.Iiation? 

\'Jhat can be said for democrats who subsidise ox
princes who attack the regi~e; who make the exiled 
ex-Emperor the richest man in deference to supposed 
property riqht[3 •••• This remOlrkable Republic 
paid gener6us pensions to thousands of ex-officers 
and ci vi 1 servants "lho made no bones of their 
desire to overthrm', it." 285 

After Bitler came into power the Social Democrats 

refused to try to oust him, on the grounds that he was 

II n~:!0aTTyll 1n pm;er -and should not be opposed. Despi te this, 

the bourgeoisie had decided that the SPD had outworn its 

usefulness - the l:"Jorld.ng class ~'las no longer tied to its 

demagogy, and open terror now had to suffice to subdue the 

r,lasses. '1.'11e SPD fOllnd i-t.sclf in -the :c;arne concentru.tion car:1ps 

as the KPD, in spite of its arove11ing subservience to Fascism~ 

• • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 
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Social Democracy was thus analysed by the C.'I~, and 

categorized as a wing of the bourgeois, not the worJ~ers' 

~ovement. The reverse of the coin on making this appraisal 

was, of necessity, the liquidation of Social Democratism 

inside the Communi~ Movement, primarily the reorqanization 

of the Parties as proletarian fighting units, on the basis 

of factory cells. 

, 
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REORGANIZATION 

The Fourth C.I. Congress, in 1922, had ~et up a 

department to deal solely ·with organi~ational problems, 

the Orqburo. The resolution of the Congress had called 

for the osi:ablishmc'ht of 

"1\n organization department (Orgburo), to 
which at least two members of the presidium 
must belong. The Orgbl.lro is subordinate to 
tl 'd' II 1e presl lum. 286 

This department went to work on the reorganizatiori 

of the Communist Parties on a Bolshevik basis.. Pyatni tsl;:y, 

an old BoLshevik, \'laS in charqe. The Orgburo did not, 110\'1-

ever, go into full swing until 1924 and the call for 

."Bolshevization". Under the auspices of this department., 

in January, 1925, E.e.C.I. promu19ated a "draft statute" 

'for a model party organization (see Appendix). This follohTcd 

a years' work by the Orgburo, with E.C.C.I. resolutions on 

287 
factorY nuclei in January, 1924, and on fractions in 

288 February. -

The decision to p~sh ahead with the rcbrganization 

on the basis of factory. nuclei met stubborn resistance in 

~very Party. This resistance was first expressed openly, 

and then, after the directives of E.C.C.!. and the Orgburo, 

• • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • ~ e • • • ~ • • • • • • • ~ • • 0 P • • • • • • • 0 .0. 
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1n J. DeGra3, "Vol. 111 , p. 439. 

287
In J. DeGra3, "Vol. 2" . , pp • 79-85. 

288
1n Ibid., pp. 66-68. 
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it was e;~pressed by either ignoring the orders I or sabo-

taging the work of buildinq nuclei and fractioni. 

E. H. Carr clearly recognized the revolutionary 

implications. of the demand for reorganization: 

" - the ploposal that all party membership, 
should be organized on the basis of factory 
cells - met wit}1 stubborn and'vocal opposition, 
since it inv61ved the abandonment of a traditi6nal 
"democratic" form of organization by districts 
and regions.. It 'corresponded to the Bolshevik 
conception of the party as an entity composed of 
workers in factorien or other units of production 
and organized on the basis of such units, but 
not to the normal western conception of a party 
based on local organizations. Territorial 
organization treated the workers as citizens, 
ilnd sui ted the requirements of c:m electoral 
machine based on universal suffrilge. Organization 
by factory cells treated the workers as members 
of the proletariat, and facilitated enrolnent and 
tr~ining for revolutionary action: the ned Guard 
o~ 1917 in Petrograd could not have been mustered 
on ilny other basis than that of factories. This 
"las a diffe):ence of :erinci:ele co'inparable to ~ 
difference between Dolsheviksand Mensheviks in 
the original Russian party .. 11 289 

,Interestingly enough, the Communist Youth Inter-

national (KIN 21 11ad_t~J<::el1 the_ injunction to -f-D-rm -c-Bl-l-s, 1-n 

the 21 points, seriously. In the face of concerted opposition 

from the German delegafion, in 1921, KIM passed a resolution 

to make "il transition from 'the current exclusively 'terri-

torial organization of Communist youth to the formation of 

290 communist leaque cells. II The Third !-CHI conqress in 

4 • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • .0. • • • • , • • • • • • • • • _ • • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • A • ~ • _ • 

289", II C -
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"Socialism in One Country 3", p. 916 .. (Emphasis 
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,rIoSCOI-l in December, 1922, 'reiterated the proposition more 

deci.sively: "the fundamental ,unit of orqunization of the 

youth leu0,l1e is the f~ctory cell.,,291 

After the "German October" affair, in Junuary, 1921" 

E.C.C.L ordered tho !\:PD to reorgcl11ize on the ,cell basis 

within. two months. E.C.C~I. felt that because the KPD had 

. clung to the territorial principle of organization, it had 

proved to be a parliamentary, not a revolutionury, organ-

, t' ,292 
J_ za -lonG In the absence of factory cells it had been 

ifllpossible to taJ\.e advantuge of the propi tions moment for 

the overthrm'/ of the bourgeoisie, by organizing the workers .. 

The transition from legal to underground Hork, as the Party 

Has under prohlbitip1l., was also ,hindered by the absence of 

fuctory nuclei. 

Prior to the Fifth C.I. Congress, every Party 

tefllporized on the question) some saying it was too difficult; 

the can'adians, under llacDonald, stating that it did not suit 

concli t'ions' in' canad'a .. 29T The Fifth Congress put. the 

question un~quivocally: . 
"~[,he. basic orgunization of the Communist Party 
is the cell in the enterprise (in the workshop, 
factory, pit, office, shop, estate, etc.) which 
uni tes all mefil:')CrS of the Party worJ~ing in the 

t " t'" en-erprlse ln quos lonG 291 
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1n J. DeGras, "Vol. 2" J p. 88 .. 
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The ICIIl representative at the Congress, pointing 

out that KIN had pioneered in the work of promoting cell 

building, stated that the Comintern had: 

"to begin tho Bolshevization of the party in 
the field of organization in real earnest, to 
rid ourselves of the social-democratic heritage, 
and to develop a real communist partY."295 

The general resolution of the Fifth Congress had 

noted disparaqinqly that II the vast majority of Buropean 

conmunist partie~ retain to this day the old principle~ 

of organizational structure of the party borrow6d from the 

social-democrats. That is a survival from the times when 

the party w~s still regarded as an electoral machine~ 

There can be no tall~ of building a serious internally-solid 

naGs communist party so long as it is not based on party 
.; 

cells in the factories themselves ••• This is not merely an 

, t' 1 1. t ' I' t' 1 t' . 296 organlza-lona ,.ou a serlOUS po l lca ques lon." 

. Nonetheless, Pyatnitsky made a fatal concession to 

the tgrJ:'i t;O,1-"19 1 pri.ncip_Le byal.lcGH.inq th€ fJar-ticG tDutili z-e 

the system of "street cells" alongside of factory cells. 297 

Evidently Pyatnitsky w~s attempting to be flexible, but the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • $ • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • ~ • • 8 0 • .• • • • • ~ • 4 • • • • • m • • • • • • • • • • 

294Quoted in E. H •. Carr, "Social:L.s',l :i. n One Country 3" I po 921 .. 

295 Quoted in Ibid., p. 922. 

296. 
1n J. DeGras, IIVol. 2", p. 148. 

297F, 
~J. H. Carr, "Socialism in One Countr"y 3 11 1 p .. 922. 
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street cell ~ystem could only operate in contradiction to 

the factory cell sysem. The practical outcomes of terri-

t6rialism and industrial cohcentration were diametricall~ 

opposed. As was to happen) street cells were to take 

priority, in practi~e, over industrial concentrations, 

i.e. territorialism was to win out. This system was 

maintained through to the victory of the Nazis, who had no 

trouble in smashin~ up the KPD, which was not, even then, 

rooted in the main factories. 

ryatni tsky indicated that this conce.ssion to 

territorialism had been an un~~nted compromise with the 

social democratism of the Europeans: "Street groups never 

played any role in the organizational structure of the 

soviet union. II29B 

At the end of 1924, Pyatnitsky was seeing that the 

"tHO months" ul timatulll presented to the KPD had been ,,'ide 

of the ·mark. His report to E.C~C.I. in January, 1925 

stat~d that "a major~ty of communist parties are only now 

beginning their reorga~ization on the basis of factory 

11 ,-. ,,299 ce ..:>. Zinoviev was reacting against this drive and 

in Marc11, 1925 c6rnplained about the reorganization programme 

. }' . tIl' l' .. t . t 300 - 2n 113 v1ew 00 mucl emplaS1S .was )e1n9 glven 0 1 • 

298 0 • Pyatnitsky; "The.Orqanisation of a Horld Party: .. (London, 
Dorrit Press, 1928}. p. 46. 

II. Carr; "Socialism in One country ':111 
..,I , p • 



Trotsky, in line with his pre-revolution open anti-Leninism, 

totally opposed to Bolshevization. 301 

The reorganization drive sputtered and hesitated 

ever~~here, but it made slow, though real progress in France 

and Italy. In Italy, the reorganization was said to have 

been undertaken in two years, from 1924-1926~ The fact 

that these parties achieved a degree of Bolshevization is 

not insignificant.. i"ll1ereas the KPJ) all but disuppeared 

under Fascism, the CPI and CPF were to lead large anti-

fascist partisan moveQents,. which proved decisive in the 

. . f ' 302 war agalnst . aSC1Sffi. 

An organizational conference held in February, 

1926, painted another gloomy picture. under the Ruth 

Fischer - Arlcady Ilaslo..., leadership, the J<PD Has r~fusing 

to enter the unions, and so had a minimal number of members 

in cell work. In the U. K.out of 6,000 members, the C.P. 

had 1,OnO organized in 183 factory cells, but this was 

merely.sYmpt-omat-ic.-303 In countries ivi th street cells it 

was found that factory workers tetided to be organized in 

street cells as opposed to factory cells·, \"lhich reinforced 

1 t ' t 0 I' f . 0 304 tlC errl-orla 1st fo~m o. organlzatlon • 
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The Sixth ~lenum of E .. C .. C.L in flarch, 1926 followed 

up the sad picture painted by the previous mont~s Orgburo 

Conference: 

"The present s-tatus of cell \',1or1: and of 
reorganization must be described as critical. 
The reorganization \vllich was begun in almost 
~ll countries after the fourth congress, and 
which more or less reached its climax at the 
time of the last session of the enlarged IKKIM, 
has come to a halt ever~vhere and to a large 
extent regreised6 ~t present individual 
leagues have only isolated cells which load a 
Hoa:;: e:;dstence side by side with ,the old 
territorial orqanizations."305 

The Plenum named France, Italy, China and Bulgaria 

as countries 11 in Hhich .E5"1rtial reorgani zation has been 

1 ' 1" 306 aCl1evec .. 

The case of the U. S. communist Party is an 

int.eresting case in point. The CPUSA ~'las not an unir~portant 

~arty in tho comintern, In fact, in the period between 

the Fourth and Fifth C.l. Congresses, it ranked fourth in 

the number of times the CeI. discussed its affairs, being 

surpassed by the German, 
- , 307 

Italian and French Part1es. 

The CPUS1\, and the Can~dian Cor:1munist Party Here both based 

on ~peculiar federalist structure~ TIley Here, in fact, 

loose conglomerations of different language based federations. 

• ~ • • • • ~ • • • • A • • • • • • • • .0. • • 3 • • • • 0 • • • • 8 • • • • • ~ • • • • 0 • • 6 • • ~ • • • 9 
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Each language federation had its oml executive and 

political line. Needless to say, this operation in no sense 

corresponded to the necessary structure for a revolutionary 

proletarian party. The Canadian Party, for example, 
.. 

contained Finnish, Ukrainian, Jewish and English language-

t ' l't f d t' 308 na lona 1 y e era-lons. 

The CPUSh did not touch thef~ctory nuclei issue 

until JanuarY,1924, when it stated: 

"the Party organization f:lust be qradually and 
systematically transformed £rom its pres~nt 
territoricil basis to that of shop and factory 

l't " un s. 309 

This was no more than a paper declaration, and at 

the Fifth World Congress, U~ S. ahd Canadian delegates were 

vying \d.th each other in tales of Hoe a~out how reorganization 

"las "impossible".. In both Parties. worlcer s of different 

nationalities in the same enterprises belonged to different 

federations in the Party. Obviously co-ordination of 

communist -acf..i. vi~tyv7as i-mpossible. Rather than attempt to 

,dissolve the language f~derations (with the possible loss 

of the leaders of these groups), the Americans and Canadians 

chose to use them as a scape~oat for their inability to 

reorqani ze.. pyatni tsk.y could not, and dl'd not, relent ',.. 

• • • • • • • • ~ • • ~ • 0 0 • _ • • R • • • • • _. _ • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • e _ • • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • 
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II in l\merica nor in Canada can vIe renounce the creation of 

. 310 
factory nuclei." He told them to commence industrial 

concentration work. 

" Apparently "convinced, the CPUSl\ and the Canadian 

CP produced "p:roqranr,1es of action" for the formation of shop 

nuclei. The Fifth E.C.C.I. Plenum, in 1925, re~valuated 

the American question (the U. S. and Canada were placed 

under an American Secretariat of E.C. C. I. ). Pyatnits),y 

singled out the U. S. Party as an example of "organizational 

311 
chaos." By this time the Party "had only come up \'lith 

seven nuclei, all in Chicago. ·W. Z. Foster, the U. S. 

delegate, complained that, "There is great resistance Vlithin 

h 
. ~ ., 312 t e Party agaJ_ns.: reorgan1.zat1.on." 

pyatnitsky noted that as long a~ the language 

federations existed, the Cl'USl\ \'las not "ripe for reorganization". 

JIe told the Party thClt the Orgburo ",ould devote "very serious 

attention" to its reorGanization. 313 In September, 1925, 

tne PartYa-dbpt-ea <:1- neHconst-l tl.ltion I chanqing i t.s name froP.l 

"1'70rkers Party of l\:nerica" to the "Horkers (communi st) Party 

,. 314 ( of l\mer1.ca", and HlClJanq structural changes. The name 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • * • • • • 0 • q • • • • • ~ ~ ~ • • ~ 0 • e G • • • 
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"CPUS]\" did not come in until 1929) .. This defined the 

shop nuclei as the basis of the Party organization, but 

still refus~d to liquidate the language sections, and even 

. '1 1 J: 11 f t' 315 provlc eCI ;:or I anquacre - rac lons". The Orqburo took 

dra.sti c J1lGasures I and assiqned an "Org ins-tructor" ~'lho \'laS 

sent frOT;) lIoscm:, to shml. the U. S. Party the ~"ay.. This 

procedure went ahciad throughdut the majotity of the C.I. 

sections. Tho CPUSl\'s 19 language sections wero eventually 

I , , t 1 316 o l.mlna ee. Despite this, the'Bolshevization was never 

really completed (and \'las tacitly dropped, anll\"ay, through

out the C.l., after 1935). Even in June, 1933, almost nine 

years after the 5th. Congress, one still finds exhortations 

in the crUSl\'s organization journal "The Party Organizer" 

to- invol'1e "40;{," of the Party meTJ.bership in 3hop cellos I as 

an ultimate goal!317 The June 1933 Organization Letter of 

E.C.C.I. to the C)?USA noteD "the unDatisfactory HOr};: on the 

reconst:ruction of the Party on the basis of factory nuclei 

ttl 
J... --- t -- ~I 318 

a- 18 presen~ momen ••• 

In 1928, Pyatn~tsky "las constrained to e;cplain to 

the sections in some detail what was going on - why 

Dolshevization was not a startling success o pir3tly, 

~ ••• 4 ••••••• ~-. ~ ••• * ••••• ~ • 8 •••••••••••••• D ••• 0 ~ ••••••• A •• 

315 IJ . d 
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316rb · " lO., pp. 166-168. 

3l7 11 !?roblcms of ShQl? Nuclei" in The Party Organizer, June-
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3l8"TO the Cen-tral Committe.e CPUS1\" in ~bid .. , p~ 3. 
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pyatnitsky notes "that the relaticinship of most of the 

sections with the masses of the industrial proletariat 

was tenuous at hC3t prior to reorganization. In reviewing 

the situation of factory papers, the essential org-Pons of 

factory party 0roup~, he stiltes: 

"Prior to the reorganization there Here no 
"factory ne\',spapers a"ny\·lhere. I have notheilrd 
of ilny Cilses in which the Party organiziltions 
issued circnlars to the workers in individual 
factories, even nn important events, prior to 
the reorganization."319" 

Almost above all else, this deQonstrates the paucity 

of industrial concentration VIor]\. before Bolshevization. 

This led to ~roblem3 in winning the sections to an 

individual concentration policy, and then to the estab-

lishment of nuclei in the most important areas: the large 

industries. By 1927, most factory groups outside the USSR 

Here such only nominally, and Here concentrated in small 

Workshopsi as op~osed to massive enterprises .. In the U. S. 

large factories, the other half in small enterprises. In 

New Yorl~, out of 300 n~clei, 159 were in the tailoring 

industry, only 12 were in large enterprises in metallurgy 

or '"Joodworkin0, and the rest \"1ere in omall ::;l1o.p::;.3/.0 

~ • • • • • ~ 0 • 8 • • • • • • • ~ • • • • ~ • 0 * ~ • • • • • • ~ • • • $ _ • • • • ~ ~ • • • • ~ • ~ • 9 ~ • • 
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[>yCltnits~~y produced the follOl,ring fiqures for the 

factory groups in Germany, demonstrating that the KPD hCld 

not penetrated heavy industry. 'l'here were 1,126 qroups in 

toto in 1927: 

lJur.1ber of FClctor:t, tTllclei Size of Enter rises 
(no. of i'lorkers El.lp oyed) 

2GO nuclei in enterprises employing 3 50 

329 11 II II II 50 100 

540 II II " " 100 - ~)OO 

175 II II II II 500 1;000 

71 " " " " 1,000 3,000 

28 II " " " 3,000 - 5,000 

20 II II II" II 5,000 - and 

Thus 21% of the groups were in large enterprises, 

39% in hl~dium~ and 40% ill small ~nterprises. The figures, 

hOl'wver, deal wj.th II <:.rroups'l ",hich can mean Clnythinq from. 

one to ten or more Communists. Pyatnitsky deduces from the 

figures that: 

1I~'IG Inay take it as a qeneral phenomenon in <.1.11 
_ -cDuntJ;i@f; t-hat- -tfiG (jr--e-ater3t -numbers -0-[- qcollptf

consist of one or two communists working in a 
f"actory. They cannot, of cour se, carryon 
normal Party wC;)}~l~ in the factories o II 322 

The stCltistics were drearily similar down the list-

in GnglClnd, Czechoslovakia, Canada, etc. In terms of the 

activity of the nuclei; whether they really served their 

* ~ • • • • • • • • e • • • 4 • • e ~ • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 9 • • • • • • a • • • 8 • • & 8 • • • • 0 • • 
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purpose a3 centres of political activity, as point~ arourid 

which to rally the factory ~'lorkers, as .bearers of the party 

line into the everyday life of the factory; the situation 

was literally abysmal. 

"The s1 tUution is still \'70r se in connection 
.with the activity of most of the existing factory 
grQups. nany of t'hem, al thou!]h they are .in 
factories, shops and other enterprises, can be 
on1.1' formally considered as "factoryll qroups" 
Their (lcti vi ties are not carr 1ec1 on in thoir 
own factorie~, and they do not deal with the 
problens confronting their own enterprises. The 
only actual difference between the forner terri
torial 01~(JCJni::;ations und the above-mentioned 
~J1:011PG consists in the fact that nOH Horkers of 
one factory or' enterprise meet together \'JJ1Creas 
formerly Party members living in one neic-fhbour
hoodQet together. u

323 

This problem 1-vas the direct resnl t of t.Ile mistaken 

policy of the central .Com~ittees, whd still centred all of 

the Party mass campaigns Qutside of the factory groups. 

Therefore the fac·tory qroups \'lere only peripherally cl.rahTn 

into the campaigns, which occurred outside the factories, 
-- - -

. alic1 ,;,cre - not -in any posi tioD to carry' on effective agita·tion 

and propacJanda ~'lOrk. The central orqans of the Parties 

left the factory groups to their own de~ices. In most 

coun tries ·the street orr:rans ~'lere the most hiqh ly Doni Ii ~ed, 

\·.'i tl1the factory qrollps <lctinq as rnOJ~c (),djuncts~ This 

occ' . .l.':rcc1 eJeGpitc i:::hc fact that the Or<Jb1.lro'r.; (lnd. E.C.C.I.'s 
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toleration of the - c:d stence of street groups "las merely 

intended as a concession to the Europeans. 

rr In reiJli ty, hal-leVer, the street groups have 
become -transformed into full~f ledqec1 Party 
organi za tions, Hhi Ie the factory grollps eke out 
a miser<J.b1e, e;cistence .. rr 324 

This is obviously a far cry from the Bolshevik 

method of concentration on the indu~trial proletariat in-

the 1::.ey i:\reas of -their existence. In the U. S .. in 1927, 

thore uere I1AO street c111d 400 fi:\ctory c;rroups I ~'T:i_ th street· 

groups accounting for 60.2% of the membership, and factory 

26 . 501 325 qroups ). /0. In Germany, qs of July, 1926, there were 

1,525 factory and 1,609 street groups. The membership 

distribution, however, was much the same as in the U. S. 

l\rea Factor Groups Street GrOllPs -( ~s of tot a membership) 

CheTilnitz 30 70 

Colo¢tne 30 70 

Lud'digshavcn 70 30 

~Iu£er<lbul"g 40 (~ 

Halle 28 72 

Leip:drf 35 65 

Dusseldorf 27 73 

l1annheim 28 72 

TIilmbl.l r 0 30 - 10 GO - 70 

Berlin GO 10 
326 
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In Czechoslovakia there were·l,049 factory and 

3,485 street groups. Tho figures reflect tho same situation 

throuqh·t the C.L {outside· tho USSR).32? 

pyatni tsl~y' s sur.1Hlatiol1 incl1.ldes the f:ollo~'ling 

directive: 

liThe large factor;i.es in the nost important 
industries must bo~om8 the strongholds of 
the COMmunist party.1I 328 

lIe 00e8 on to state that if tho COrlr.1Unist rarty 

hus a firm foothold in the l~ey industries, it cannot be 

dislodGed by terror, and can co-ordinate and lead all 

phases of tho proletarian struggle from strikes to general 

strikes to insurrections to revolution~ 

tIm'Tever, none of this hit hOr.1e, and still, in 1931, 

the Rleventh E.C.C~I. Plenum was complaining that only 25% 

to 30% of the members of COMintern sections were in the 

factories. It had to repeat, for the nth time: 

"The best and [Jost flexible form for tho 
-reorqCl11J.-zaTio11 Of thcC:-r.-' s is on the basis 

of the factories .... this Plenum must declare 
war on organizational opportunism just as 
mercilessly as, the C.P.' s' have frequently 
carried on \'lar againGt po'li tical opportunism .. " 329 

By the end of Decernher, 1931, the disparity beb-Teen 

tcrritorinlist unrl prolotariul1 forms of organization J12d 
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"Thc Eleventh Plenum of E,.C.C. I .. ", in The Party organizer, 
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been accentuated, if anything. In the KPD at this time 

thoro were 1,~83 factory cells and 6,196 street cells. 

Throu~hout the C.I., street cells embraced a colossal 80% 

1·' 1 J' 330 of tlC mernJOrSl1p. Pyatni tsJ::.y I in 1932, was forced to 

note that: 

IIno,', nany of the Communist Parties have factory 
cells, but in most cases, they hardly do any 
wor}:.· The Social-Democratic traditions of Party 
structure have been so st~ongly rooted in some 
of the Communist Parties that they press upon 
the Party members even when Bolshevist' forms of 

. t' 1 1 l' d II orgaIllZa lon are a reacl¥ app J.e • 331 ' 

In 1933 I after the ICPD had proven incapable of 

"!inning the masses of workers a~',ay from the GPD, (because 

of the I~PD' s orqunizational maladies) Hitler' came to po\vero 

Po~ years past, the Comintern had been warning that the 

Social Fascists were just that1 they were pavinG the wuy 

for Fascish1. The tasl~ of the Communist Parties was to ,·,rin 

the majority of the working class and smash ~ascism and 

capItalism through aggressive vanguard tactics. 

Immediately before Hitler~ accession to power, 

pyatni tsky Hro·te: 

"the nills and factories do not ilS yet 
constitute the basis of the HorJ~ of the 
Conmunist Parties •• oin ilny of the capitalist 
countrios,,11

332 
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And, immediately after the Fascists' ascendancy 

Pyatni tsky outlined the KPD's foreraost task: 

"Tho I(PD must, not in word but in actua1 fact, 
transfer the centre of its worl~ to the factories,,·'333. 

De.spi te the" fact that in 1933, the KPD had a 

me~bership of 300,000, the Nazis were easily able to 

destroy the Party, mostly physlcallYe ~rhe· IeI'D had no "firm 

foot"hold" from 'dhich to counter attack. 

The lessons of the Bolshevizatiol}. period prove that 

it was far easier to get the C.I. sections to verbally 

excoriate Social Der:lOcracy, than for them to completely 

shed their Social Democratic baggage~ Just as the Social 

Der,lOcrats led the working class into massive disasters I so 

the Social Democratic traditions led to disasterous conse-

guences in the Comintern - from losing the KPD, to 

missing many opportunities for proletarian revolution. 

This is ·all in spite of the painstaking efforts. of the 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • ~ • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 
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THE PROGRAWm OF THE CmU,mNIS'l' INTERNATIONAL 

A brief consideration of the Comintern's 

closb. The period dealt with has started with the first i 
f 

penultimate, ~ixth Congress, will.bring this thesis to a 

t 

Comril;.mis'c !·:unifesto, by !!arx and. l~nqels, in 1848, and T,-7ill 

finish "Ii th the Proqrarnme of the COI71r:luni st International, 

ei~lty years later, in 1928. The problem under conSideration 

has been tlle problem of translating proletarian theory 

into pructice: changing tho world rather thari nerely under-

standin9 it. The \"leapons in the struqqle T.'Tere forged by 

l1arx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin~ who elaborated the theory 

in response to the concrete conditions of proletarian 

hi.story and '-Tho built the instruments: the comrnmist Loaque f 

the First Intarnationul, the Social Demqcratic Parties, the 

EjcconcJ International, tho Dolshevik party, and the Third 

International. 

The period 1924-1928 saw the accentuation of struggles 
--- - --

throughout the Co~intern, and the working class. The struggle 

for Bolshevi~ationand against Trotskyism rC~llted in the 

expulsion ofrnany recalcitrant elements in tho leadersbip 

of vir-tu<:llly every C. I.. Section: Trotsl:y, and. ::,j_noviev in 

Urbahns, Fischer and Maslow 

in Germnny,souvarine and Treint in France, etc. 

The sast had btarted to occupy a prominent position 

on the international stage and the Chinese Co~munist Party 



(CCP) hud started to qrow. Even in the East, the infection 

\·,i th Social Democratism had taken root and. in order to 

. pursue the "bo 1.lrqcoi.s democratic Revolution" as a prcparat("Jry 

.stage for the Socialist Re~olution, thQ CCP. had entered 

into u coalition 1'1ith the party of the libera.l bourqooisie, 

the Kuomintang (I~ur).. This· coalition had 1;)een so tight, 

thut·the CCP Has completely subsumed under the KBT orqaniza-

tion. The results of this pOlicy came to fruition in 1927. 

l~fter Communist i·70rJ~ers held u qeneral strike in liberated 

Shanghui to welcome the KHT "comrades ll , the KJvlT arrived and 

massacred the T,·'orJ~er.s with unexampled feroci ty ~ The only 

fai thful elements in the coali tion Vl.ere the Communi sts, who 

Nere taken by surprise by th±.s treachery from their bourgeois 

"fricmd.s 1i
• The TrotsJ~yi to leader of the CCP was subsequently 

-' 

renoved and the Party, on the turn to the left at the Sixth 

Congress, inaugurated a policy of establishing soviet areas 

under Conmunist control~ It was this policy in 1928-1935, 
----- --- ----- - ---J-~£! 

-0t1l.Cn-enSlfre-c1-ET18 -eve11tua1 victory of the Chinese Revolution .. 

In Vienna, in July, 1927, workers called a general 

strike to protest the acquittal of two Nazis on charqes of 

murdering a HorJ~er. '1'h1 s led to violent confrontati ons \·71 th 

the police on July 15 I and an atta<,:]-;: on the Palace of Justice, 
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which was razed to the ground by fire. There were about 

100 doaths in the cohflict. The l\ustrian 'C.P., vlhich was 

not Dolshevized, proved organizationally unprepared ·for 

the event. In a situation with revolutionary potentialities, 

335 
the C. P. did no more than stand and \'latch. 

By far the most electrifying event in the Revolution-

ary rIovoment. ~'ll1S the, turn to the Left in the Soviet union 

itself, Hith the preparation for the First Five Year Plan 

and the introduction of a planned, socialist .society. 336,' 

By 1927, the Socialist sector of the economy, especially 

industry, llad nade notable gairis and had surpassed the pre-

1911 'levels considerably. One grave problem resulting from 

Imr,' ~vhich still remained, ~'las the qro\"th of a rural 

bourgeoi ::;ie, the r::ula;,s, and the sUbseqvent imbalance be-

tween capitalist and socialist clements in the country. 

This obviously hindered the growth of industry and the 

establishnent of socialism; one side had to lose and the 

central Corami ttee aG]:.ed the question::; "\7110 ,·lill ~'lin? Hhat 

is the Hay out?1I 

I1aJ::inq a courageous leap fon"ard, in December, 1927, 

Stalin stated that: 
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"The "layout, is to turn, the sr.iall r:md scattered 
peasant farns into large united farms based on the 
comr.1011 cultivation of the soil, to introduce 
collective cultivation of the soil on the basis of 
a new and higher technique. The way out is to 
unite the small and dwarf peasant farns gradually, 
but surely, not by pressure, but by example and 
persuasioll, into large farms based on common, co
operative, ~ollective cultivation of the soil 
with the use of agricultural nachines and tractors 
and scientific mothods of intensive aqricult~re. 
rrhere is no other way out."337 

The stage was set for the rapid collectivization 

of Cl<;Tr:i.cul ture and qrmlth of industry thClt "'ClS to be 

enbocUod in the Five YOClr Plan of 1929-33. The tempo hCld 

to be rapid, beca.use \-That \vclS ,intended was nothing short 

of cl Second Revolution, a proletarian offensive against 

the last, and strongest fortresses of capitalism in Russia. 

This \'laS ull-out class strucyrle, and in order to "-Tin, i:he 

prolet~riat had to qClin the offensive. 

Of course, the I\ulaks had their spokesmen \,li thin 

the Party, the most prominent amon0 whom heinq Uukharin. 

Tr,otsJ:y in fact conclltded vllrions alliances).. nhcreas 
. 

'J'rot,sl:y' ,,] "productive forces" revisionism held that Russi<1 

could not indiwtriali7.e and socialize, Bu~:had.n felt tha,t 

if t:he "r)r.OdllctivG for.ccs" \'10re left Lllone and <111ovlC:!d to 

dcvelop at theil~ 0\'111 rates, Socialism would nabl)~ally ensue .. 338 
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This W~G analagous to the Second Internatiortal's holy writl 

the "peaceful transition to socialism". All the forms of 

social Democratism, from ·the Second In·ternational ,to Trotsl~y 

and Bukharin ignored the very ABC of dialectical mat~rialism: 

th~ ~lass struggle~ the maturation of society without this 

element was the common point of origin of all these revision-

lsts. 

lJukhiJ.rin's fatulist doqna led him, as it had led 

Trotsky, into declaring for the restorution of capitalism 

via his lTIuin sloqan: IlKulak enrich thyself".339 JIe even 

countcc1 on the rural bourgeoisie mab.ng the qloried "peaceful 

'transition ll to socialism .. 

The antipatl1etic orientations of stalin and B1.lk.harin, 

were also to lead thcm to antipodal conslusions on the 

situation on the international plane. As always, the struggles 

in the CPSU (b) were to be reflected throughout the cornintern, 

and also, a.3 always, the national and international out100};:s 

of the CPSU (b) leadership intertwined. 

Stalin analysed ·the situation of the p<'lxtial 

stabilization of capitalism which had been under way since 

the end of 1923, and found all the indications that a new, 

and overarchinq crisis of capitalism was approaching with 

l1tmost ccleri ty. On December 3, 1927, Stalin ))l:'eGcnted Cl 
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rep-ort to the CPSU (b) Fifteenth ConqreGS titled "The 

GroHinq Cri si G of World Capitalism and the E:~ternal 

. t t . f t 1 1J S <' R' II 311 0 
82 ua J.on 0: ,le •..• 0 •• Basing·himself on the 

elementary propositionG of I!arxism outlined in the Communist 

!'];:mifesto, and capf'tal, to the effect that cupi talism 

engenders inevitable crises due to its internal and 

external contradictions, Stalin stated: 

11 ... &thi.s stabiLLzation .... is qivinry rise to a 
most profound and acute crisis of Vlorld 
capitalis~, a crisis which is frauqht with 
ne\'1 "lars. 1I t1 3:1 

stalin not8d sHch lIirreconcilable contradictions" 

in: th8 r8structuring of the world market in favour of the 

IT. s. and at the expense of Europe; the growth of production 

and [.mpply,. vli thout a correGpondinq groHth in th8 market; 

and the accentuation of uneven developmento These were 

the classic conditions for a cyclical crisis of over-

production, deepened, by the conditions of imperialism and 

the existence of a world market, into a world crisis. The 

upshot vlOuld inevitubly be:- a neH Imperialist Horld T'lar to 

redivide the market; a worl&lide crisis; and a renewed 

revolutionary upsurqe o 

The Bukharin (Troup did no~: aqrce \vi tl1 thi oS estimation, 
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and, while admitting the potential for a crisis, disagreed 

, , bj l' 'J' 1 ~ 'd 342 wlth the POSSl . lty of lts Jelng wor W~le. The Lovestone 

group in the U. S., one of the most hardened factions of 

Hukharinitc3, gave birth to i scheme of "national exception-

alism", i.e. sayincf that U8 S. capitalis'rn ,",as ,,·too strong" 

to be affected by the crisis •. Again, theory and piactice 

merged, and this th80retical exceptionalism developed a 

certain organizational continuity with the CrUSA's tardiness 

, J d' "1' d ' 1 '1' 343 1n a~an on1ng terr1tor1a 1sm an nat10na sectlona lsm G 

similarly Canada's Spector and MacDonald groups proclaimed 

that canada would miss the cri~is, and ignored E.C.C.I.'~ 

, , l' 344 organ1zatlona strlctures. 

i'\.lonqsidc Dukharin, capital's open "hired prize 

fiqhters" saw stalin's analysis as hopclBssly \ironq .. The 

economists and politicians trunpeted the qlories of "crisis-

free organized capitalisr.1" from Hashington to Berlin .. 

Six months after Stalin's speech, U~ S. President 

Hoov~r stated that "the outlook for the world today is for 

the .grefltest era of eXl?ansion in history". Similarly, a 

special editorial in the 14th. Edition of the Encyclopedia 

Brit·tannicLl., penned in the summer of 1928 claimed: 
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. "capi·talism is still accused of responslbili-ty 
for a~oidable unemployment, arising from periodic 
~lternations of climaxes and depressions in trade 
activity, of 'boOms' and 'slumps'. It is certain, 
hO'·,0Ve1:', that thouqh there must alHays be some 
tidal movement of rise and fall~ the [orDer 
violellce of these rhythr:lS is nOH much <lbated in 
times of peace, owing to longer experience and 
fnller l:nmtLoclge; to .sHifter information in every 
part of the globe of what is happening in every 
other; to quicl;:er transport, to better calculated 
control e;cercised by the qroat trusts and syndi
cates as indirectly by the great ban];:ing conbina
tiOllS and to the better adjustment altogether of 
supply and c1enand."345 

J. 11. Reynes, the British econo@ist, sir~alled an 

~ra of eternal stabilization, now opening~ 

II Bu·t we arc nOH enterinq on a third era t ,yhi cll 
Professor Commons calls the period of stabili
zation, and truly characterizes. as lithe actual 
alternative to Marx's communism"."3t1G 

social Democracy, ",hich ahmys dived head first 

into the pools of capitalism's mirages, Ni1S no less ecstatic 

about the future of capi t·alism. Hilferding of the SPD, 

stated,· in 1927, that: 

"ne arc in tho period of capita1i.sm "Thich in t118 
I:l<J.in has overcome the era of froe competition and 
the ;-;Tday of tho blind la'i\Ts of t.hc mar~~ot, and we 
are cooing to i c'-1pita1ist organization of 
econony ••• to organized economy ••• or0ani~ed capital
iSM in reality means the supercession of the 
C<1I:dot'-11is·t principle of froe cor!1potition by the 
sad. <11i ilt principle of pl'-1nnod production. II 3 11.7 

•••• 0 •••••••• e • _ • • e· ••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• _ • ~ .•••• ~ •• _ ••.••• ~ 
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Vanc1Grvelde, thG ChairI:1an of tho Second In-ternational, 

app:r.ovinqly stated, (after reading a "BankcT-s' nanifesto" 

heru.ldinq the transition to "organlzed capitalism"): 

"The law~rua~::ic of -the Interna-tional of tlw 
FinQnciers is not very different fron that 

~ ... 

of the Socialist International. 1I

318 

Rowse, a British Labour Party theorist, made thG 

follmV'ing "c.U1alysis": 

"'I'here arG qrounds for thinl:in~r thClt the 
situCltion is changing for the good. The wave 
of world revolution, on which the advancG of 
cOJ.lmlwi.sJ.l is dGpendinq, has subsidGc1.. Capi tal
ism has been successful up to a point in 
stabl lisin~T i tSGlf - thollqh Cl t the price of 
ao .. mi tting into its structure socialist elcnents 
which will ultimatGly supercede it •• o~ There is 
a good deal in the communist picture of a world 
in the 0rip of inGluctable conflict that is out 
of date." 3'19 

.,~' 

TJnfortullCltely, 'Rol'lse, in league 'vi th all other 

Social Democrats, had problems in identifying allies.. His 

main example for this progres-sive tendency of modern 

"It is notm'lOrthy that one of the grcatGst and 
~ost progrGssivG of modern finance corporations, 
the Swedish l(rGuger and Toll COe, in a brilliant 
revim-l of "?orld conditions comes to conclusions 
no-/.: d:l.ssinilar •••• Hhen il qreat capitalist 
concern speaks in these ter~s, one seems to sec 
a qlimpsc of the £lIture in which the Gxistinq 
conf lict between soc.:i.C1lism and it is resolved 
in a syntllGsis of common aims." 350 

••••••• ~ ••••••• * • $ •••• ••• \ •••••••••••• e • ~ •••••••••• 0 •••••• 
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It is not without touches of dramatic irony that 

one notes that within a couple of.months of the publishing 

of R~wse's ruminations,Kreuger's company collapsed and 

Kreuger himself \"las exposed as a fraud and com)~1i tted 

, 'cl 351 8U1Cl e ... 

IIi story had the la st 1ilord. S tal in's analysi s \17as 

confirmed in 1929, and further in 1933, with a shattering 

Id " f 't 1·' 352 wor crlS1SD capl-a lsm. 

The capitalists were so stunned by Stalin's 

accuracy and their ineptitude, that the U. S. Senate 

commissioned a study into ",hether the crisis VIas the result 

, ,353 1 ' ", d d] d t of a .CommU111st consplracyl· Tn,s CrlSJ_S 1n ee ,e 0 

a new world war, Vlhich broke out in 1939. This proved to 

be the most devastating capitalist cris~s on record, with 

fifty million unemployed and continuous military adventures 

(until the outbreak of the World War) by Japan, Germany, 

t 
354 

e c. 
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352Se8 b. PyatnitsJ:y, "The 'iJorld Economic Crisis"; and E .. 
Varqa, liThe Great Crisis and its political Conse uences fl
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(London, I·lodern Bool~3, ·1934. It Ls intriguing to note 
that f,lany of the authors \17110 desper<J.tely attempt to clis
credit Stalin's economic <J.nalysis (by calling it a nefarious 
plot to force conformi.ty in U,e C. I. ), hardly mention 1:110 
Grci1t Dcpres~:;ion. Helmut Gruber implies th<J.t Stalin's 
analysis was a lucky <]uess, prompted by hi.s strU<J9le \:7i th 
Trotsl~v and JJul~harin. (" Soviet J~ussia Llaster,':) the Comintern" .. 
(Garc1e~ City, Anchor Books, 1974). P.p .. 175-234.) 

353 see '''rhe Internationale", .p. 193. 
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In the face of this, -the Comintern strode deterrainedly 

on towards World Revolution. On July 15, 1928, the Sixth 

355 
Congress of the Communi~t International began. This 

Congress was to consolidate the efforts of the previous nine 

years by maldng a determined push to the LGft. This push 

invol ved: pronoting the slogan Ii class against cla:;;s" as the 

operative sloqan for the C~I. sections; allowing united fronts 

solely II from belm-,II, redoubling efforts to Dol.shevi ze the 

sections;- and ensuring that the sections in the capitalist 

worid wl1ich did ndt advocate revolution for the dictatorship 

of the proletariat (including Canada, i'lhich agitated for a 

liberal "parmer-Labour Government") did .so. 

The seminal document of the Congre.ss was the ~roaramme 

. t' 1 356 of the Conmunlst Interna lona • This. Programme was 

testimony to the untiring' work of the Cominte~n: in all 

its years of existence, the Second International had never 

been ahle to get together to agree on a Programme. The 

Comintern Proqrat:lr.1e "las a van~1uard document; a summation 

and evaluation of almost a century of proletarian experience . 
in the march towards Comnunism analysed from the standpo~nt 

of Marxism-Leninism. 

Formally, the Programme resembled the earlier 

• • • • • • • • • • .• • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. ~ • • • • • • • • • ~ _ G ~ • • • • • a _ • • ~ •. 0 ~ • • • 
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throughout nugust, September and October, 1928 0 
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Full text inl'Inprecorrg .special Edition", 31 December, 1928, 
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Communist UProgramm~", the 1848 Manifesto. It is divided 

into six sections, and concerns the past, present and future 

of the ilovement. 

The Introduction begins Hith the present, the epoch 

of imporialism. TRis epoch has subjected the world to the 

rule of capital, ~'111ich "inexorably leads to the Horld 

1 1 , 1 t' ,357 )ro otarlan Revo 1..1 lon". ~hus, while imperialism spreads 

capi tali sm across the globe, it also "musters the arr:ty of 

its m-lD < grave~diCfqers and compels the proletariat to organize 

ina militant international Horkors association".358 

However, imperialism, plants obstacles in the way 

of this organization by "bribing" a section of the working 

class to create a labour aristocracy, whose political expres-

sion iD Social Democracy., Therefore, the fight for Socialism 

is also a "ruthless struggle against social Democracy". 

"Hence, the organization of the forces of the 
intornational revolution becomes possible only 
on the pla'tform of Communism. In opposition to 
tho 0 ppo r tun i s t i~-,S e con d, I n..t..eIn..a.:ti.o.n.aL -.Q..:.G. -~G-G-i-a-l-· 

,-- -Democr~,:cy -::- w'hich has become the aqency of: 
imporialism, in the rank.s of the \'lOrJ:ing class -
inevitably arises tho Third, Communist Inter
nation~l, the international organization of the 
"Jerking class, the embodiment of the real unity 
of the revolutionary workers of the \'1hole Hor ld." 3 59 

'rhe C. I. is the "united and centralizod international 

• • • • • • • * • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • q • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • _ • 
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h 1 t 't 360 Party of t.C pro C.arla ." Thc Programme of the C.l. 

. ,361 
is therefore "th~ proqrar.1.me of strug.crle for ,'Torld CO.ffiffiunlSr.1.". 

The comintern is."the only internRtional force that openly 

CODCS out as the oraanizer of the International Proletarian 

] ' 362 .., Revo .utlon." 

The first section of the. Proqramme is titled "The 

~orld .System of capitalism, its Development and Inevitable 

Downfall;" This section outlincs the dynamic la~b of cap-

italisD which lead to overproduction crises, intensified 

exploitation of labour, undcr-consumption, etc. Dcxt it 

turns to a consideratio11. of "the Era of Finance Capi tal 

(Imperialism)" which .creates monopolies, restricts "free 

competition: an~ divides the world into spheres of influence 

leading ineluctably to world wars. The forces of Imperialism 

crcate and organize the world's proletariat in factories, 

forming the necessa~y preconditions for World Revolutioho 

The graVe crises of imperialisn serve to undermine the social 

b<1se,s of Social Democr'acy, and rcvolutioni7.8 ",orb~rs. Thc 

Pro,]rumr;Je tal~es up Lenin's and Stalin's arCJumen·t that, as 

the highest .and la,st phase of cap! ta'li 3m t ir.lpcrialism 

heightens thc contradictions of capitalism to their limits • 

• • * •• 0 •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••• •• ,_ • ~ ••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 
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T11e Second section i.s titled "The General Crisis 

of capitalism and the First Phase of 1'iorld Revolution ll • 

This gives a historic acc~unt of- the World Revolution 

consequent to the First World war; the counter revoll1tionary 

machinations of Soclal Democracy; the qrowth of Fascism and 

the inevitability of new revolutionary crises. The list, 

provided, of the monstrosities committed by Social Democracy 

from 1914 to 1928 is almost endless. After voting for war 

credits in 1914, it,= 

II supported the predatory treaties (Brest Li tovsl~, 
Versailles); it attively aligned itself with the 
militarists in the bloody suppression of proletar
ian uprisings (nosk.e); it conducted armed ~\lurfare 
ugainst the first proletarian Republic (Soviet 
RlH,Dia); it despicably betrayed the victorious 
proletariat (Hungary); it joined the imperialist 
League of nations (~lbert Thomas, Paul noncour, 
'.lundervelda); it openly :::>upported the imperiulist 
Slave-ouners against the Coloniul sluves (the 
B,d. ti sh Labour Party); it actively supported the 
most reactiohary executioners of the Hor]~ing 
class (Bulgaria, Polund): it took upon itself the 

, initiative in securing the passage of imperialist 
"roli Ii tary l<:nvs" (France); it betrayed the general 
_strL~~,_QLihB-~'3J;.ij:,igJ::±--Pil~g-1-&G-a-l~~ -i+" -he-l-]"Ted-Ctlm- ," 
is still helping to strangle China and India (the 
IIacDonald' GovernE1Cnt); it acts uS the propaqandist 
for the irnperiijlist League of Nations; it is 
cupitul's herald and organizer of the Struggle 
aqain.st the dictatorship of the proletariat in the 
TJ~;3. S .R. (I(autsl<.y, Hil:f-erding). "~"3G3 

1\s for 1:'asci .sm: 

II ;~ide by slc1e \.,'j. th Social Dor.lOcracy I Hi th ~'Jhosc 
uic1 tl1C bO;.lrc:reoisie suppresse·s the \'lorJ~ers or lull::; 

• 0 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • & • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .0. • . • a _ .9. 
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their claGs vigi lance I ~:;t(md.s FascL;m.... The 
principal aim of Fascism is to destroy the 
revolutionary labour vanguard i~e. the Communist 
,sections ••• 

The Bour0eoisi~ resorts either to the method 
of Fascism, or to the method of coalition with 
social Democracy according to the changes in the 
political situation; while Social Demdcracy it- ' 
self often ~lays a Fascist role, in periods ~~len 
the situation is critical for capi talis,n. II 361.1 

The situation of stabilization is seen as totterinG - , 
leading to a new ctisis, and new world wars, in line with 

Dtalin1s analysi.s~ 

Tho Third section concerns IIrrhe TTl tinate i\im of tJw 

comnunist International - World communism f' • This describes 

the general,outline of Communist society: the absence of 

classes ,the tl~ansformation of i'lork and leisure, the grm'7th 

of productive forces, the cessation of wars, etc. 
,r 

The Fourth ~~ection is headed liThe Period of Transition 

from Capitalism to Socialism and the Dictatorship of the 

Prolcta-ri21t" • '1'hio section deals ~'li ththe prole'tarian 

conquest of pmlor, \:Jhich If is a necessary concli tion precedEmt 

to the qrm'lth 0:[ Socialist forns of economy". '1'))e Soviet 

forin of the dictatorship of the proleti:1rii1t is described 

based on the cone'rete experiences of the Paris COlafllune I the 

1917 Octobor Rov01ntion and tlle J.919 IIungarii:1n revo lution. 

This cnti:1ils the .snppression of the )Jourqooisic, the rule 

of the Soviets, the right to recall delegates, the ~bolition 

•••••••••••••••••• $ 0 ••• * ••••••••••••• 0 • 8 ~ •••• 8 •••• • e._ • 0 •• 
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of sex, race and nationality inequalities, the state as 

both executive and .1eqJslative, and the arming of ·the 

proletariat. The section 00e.3 on to deal wi ththc concrete 

steps which Dust be taken by a proletarian state in the 

fields of industry," transport and .comnunications; uCjTi-

cuI t1.lre; trude and credit; h0 11sing; nationalities and 

colonies; and the means of ideological influence. The 

Proqramne recoml';lcmd.'J ruthless suppression of the urban and 

rural bourgeoisie, neutralization of the petty urban 

bourgeoisie, and attcQpts to influence the progressive 

sectors of the technical inteliigentsia. The Plass organ-

izations which help to r~alize work~rsl power are the 

Soviets, trade unions and co-operative societien, which 

are levers or lI·transmission beltsll \'Thereby the Comnunist 

Party <1uides the ",hole system. The Fourth ~:;ection also 

notes that proletarian dictatorship implies cultural 

revolution; i.t "calls for a mass change of human nature ll 
.. 

365 

The section closes by outlining types of revolution towards 

socialisD in di~trict ~ypes of economic systems. 

'1'he Fifth section is headed II The Dictatorship of 

the Proletariat in the International Social Revollition"_ 

Thii deals with the con~r~te position of the proletarian 

revo.l1ltion, thc U. s. S. R. specifically, relative to t11C rest 

e _.8 ••••••• o ••• * ••• 0 •••• ~ _ •••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• •••.• 
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of ·the world. It noted that the U.S.S.R. is the base of 

the Horld revolu·tion: II she plays an exccption<11ly gre<1t 

revolutj~onary role qenerally; she is the drivinq force of' 

proletarian revolution that impels the working class of 

all countries to s.eJ.ze power".366 The U.S.S.R. demonstrates 

to the world that the working class.is not only able to' 

.seize pm'ler; it can use that pOHer to successfully build 

socialism - even in one country. Consequently the duty of 

the international proletariat is to protect and defend the 

TT n '" R 367 
\J._0.,.J •• 

The sixth Section is tit'led II The Strategy and 

Tactics of the Communist International in the Struggle for 

the Dictatorship of the Proletariat". In the manner of the 

1848 !!anifesto, this starts by outlinin~ counter revolutionary 

ideologies in the l,wrking class .. - Religious II Sociali smll I 

E.iocial Democracy,. Co~oporati ve II Socialismll , Guild II Socialisrn ll 
, 

i\ustro-'II Narxi smll, 1\.narchism, IInevolutionaryll Syndicali sm, 

Sun Yat-SenisD, Gandhi-ism, and Garvcyism. II Standing out' 

against 11 tl t 1 . . P 1 J_ • C' ' . r ,,368 a ',leso enc.encJ.es J,.S YO et-aYlan .0mII1UnJ .. "m. , ' 

'rhe section outlines the funcl.cuilental taGl~s of 

COl;1ll1JniGt strateqy and 'l'actics. 

• e • • • • ~ • ~ • ~ " • • • • • • • • • _ • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 • • • • • ~ • e 
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"'rhe successful stru<Jqle of the Cor,1E1unist 
International for the dictatorship of the 
proletariat pre~upp6ses the existe~ce irt 
every country of a compact ComQunist 
"rarty, hardened in struggle, disciplined, 
centrali~ed, and closely li~ted up with 
the iTIasses .. "369 

The Programma goes on to elaborate the essential 

features of the Communist Party organism. 

First on t11e list of strategic aims is that the 

Communist Parties "must secure predomina.nt influence in 

Thus the 

conmunists must c~pture the working class by concentrating 

their activi ty in the factories and trade unions. ~'Then 

this is aChieved, and the revolutionary tide is risincr, 

Communists can proceed to issue increasinqly radical 

transi tional s10qans::- for a <Jeneral stri'~(e, for arllling of 

the workers, for disarming the bourgeoisie, for ~rmed 

insurrection. 

"Only by cOl1sta.nt and persistent HorJ~ in the 
factories and in the trade unions for the 
steadfast and Qnergetic defense of the interests 
of the ~)orb~rs, together ~vith ruthless strugCi1e" 
ac:.rainst th8 reformist bureaucracy I \7ill it be 
possible to \'Jin the leader ship in the \'lor]:cr G 

ntrllC"rqlc und to \vin the industriully orq<1nized. 
",orJ~er.'J OV0.r. to the .side of t1l(~ p<1rty.II.371 
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The ProgramQe iterates the necessity for inter-

national COQQunist discipline in the C.l., to be achieved 

by subordinating partial and 10CCll interests to the 

general and lasting, interests of the movement. This 

corresponds with fulfillment of the decisions of the 

COIaintern's leading bodies. 

Thus ·the 8i~~th Con0rcss of the Cor:1ffiuni st lnter-

national strove to give voice to ComQunist theory and 

historical practice. The strugqle for Bolshevis:n had 

produced a vanguard PrograffiQc. The closin0 note of the 

Programme is a familiar one, a timely echo to 1848: 

"The COliunnnists· disdain to conceal their 
views and aims. They openly declare that 
their ains can be attained only by the forcible 
bverthrmv of all the e~dsting social conc1i tions. 
Let the ruling class tremble at a Con.munist 
revolution. The proletarians have nothing to 
lose but their chains. They have a world to 
\·,in. 

'i·Jorkers of all countries, unite!1I
372 
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~ONCLUSION. 

This thesis has treated the question of orqanization 

in the-proletarian movement as a political one; inseparable 

from the history and ideology of the proletariat. The 

struqnle for orc,:rani"zation, the struggle for Hac~ism-Leninism 

and the struggle for Revolution are synonymous. This fight 

has gravitated around sev-eral nodal points: 1848 represented 

the first clear elaboration of dialectical materialism 

Hith the 1I1,1anifesto"; 1867 I the application of the t1'1eory 

to econo;nic problems - the first volune of II Capi tal"; 1871, 

the first demonstration of its practicability; 1902, the 

first, theoretical crystallization of Marxism's organiza-

tional vehicle in "l'lhat Is To Be Done"; 1905, the organiza-

tional rupture Hith revisionism; 1912, the formaliza'l:ion 

of this rupture; April, 1917, the decisive turn towards use 

of this machinery for prol~tarian revolution; October, 1917, 

the practical proof of Leninist theory; 1919, the attempt 

to promulgate \'lOrlc'J.\'lide Leninisn Hith -the C.l.; 19211, the 

decisive attenp't to lmild Leninist orrJaniztltion.s in every 

cOllntry; and 1928, the Comintern' s systema'tization of the 

ruptllre 1-1ith Social Democracy internally and externally, 

in ,theory and in practice. 

One thing is readily apparent from this history, 

?nc1 thilt i3 that eilch- step fonvurd, snaIl or lClrqe, J:\r:tde 

by the novement, is taken in a ruthless struqgle on two 



levels 8 Firstly, afjainst the bourgeoisie, and secondly, 

against its agents in the workers' movencnt - revisionism, 

Ilcnshevisl.l, Social Democratism, Trotsl~yisf;l, Bukharinism, 

etc. Rvery turn to the Left on the road to Revolution has 

left a number of travellers by the \·;ayside, from the 

earliest revisionists,through Soc~al Democracy, to the 

Cornintern's Social Democrats .. 

Bourc:-reois authors, in an attempt to discredit 

Mar;dsm, have long dwelt on the non-appearance of the 

373 revolution 'in Europe. This, they say, proves Har;dsm 

inco~rect, and demonstrates that the proletariat does not 

really wish for change. I have attempted to show that ir 

actuality there were numerous revolutionary monents in the 

l~urope of the 'hJenties, tl18 Europe of t.-he r-lorld Revolution. 

These moments were strangled at birth by the threepronqed 
- , 

offensive of the bourgeoisie; and its confreres in two 

locations; the ,Soci2l1 Der,lOcratic Purties, -und the Social 

Democratic deviations in 'the Communist Parties .. 

Interestingly ?nough, l.Iany of these mlthors refer 

to the "idyllic, heroic" days of: the revolution; the 

,,] • • -.J f tl C . t 1,9_,1 0.-_1923".374 1er01C per].o~.:. 0: . -18 Omll1 ern, j _ • _ • i\s must 
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be clear, if disasters and heedless bloodshed are heroic, 

these were indeed times of unparalleled br~v8ry~ However, 

the years 1919-1923 can be characterized as the years of 

revolutionary forment a80ng the massesi and sheer incorn-

petence at best I o:!."base ·treachery at Horst, amongst their 

"le<1ders l1
• The Comintern, in this period, functioned, 

through no fault of the (~)oviet) leadership, almost as an 

~ b2.£ body, ;"lhich, however car.1e to re<111 ze the <Jravi ty of 

the situation eventually, and ·the need for tiqht, disciplined 

organization. 

Of course, this laudation of the First Period of 

Cor.lintern e;dstence has a more subtle pUJ:-pose: to vilify 

the Stalin leadership.of the Comintorn in the en.suin<] years. 

1111i 1st the 1919-1923 mi..lc1dle TdClS "heroic"." the Dols11ovi zation 

plan lila:-3 nothin<J more than an "Asiatic" plot by the "devious 

dictator" S·talinto· P~ussify the 1'"1hole ,set up, in order to 

\'l]~est Dower from 'I'rots1:y, Dukharin and Zinoviev. lIOH the 

dri va to build factory nuclei in all cOllntJ:-ies square s "d th 

this theory is never explained. The extref:le lunatic frinqe 

. of this per suasion rrtnsl: be ·the rrrotsl:yi te [;ouvarine, \'11'10 

oti1tecJ, (licJd.nq hit3 \'lol.ll1ds after 11is e~~p\llsioll): "~)talin. e" 

lJecpl1 t.O turn the J.nternationCll into a mere .instrument of 

h:i.G dcsiqn, un in3b.:-umcnt of his forei('[n policy CJ.imcd at: 

l ' L. 'th II'tl. (1375 .see an\[ CJ.n a r,rrccr;1CI1t.. in.'. l _ er 0 In 192/l? 

'l'hiG thesis, I hope, has demonstrated t:118 falsehood 
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of th~ above assertion. As every step forward of the 

'dorl~er s moveFlent Vias tal;:en in response to concrete questions, 

concrbte difficl11ti~s faced by the movement., so too~ the 

1924 prbgranme of the C.l. was a response to setbacks, which 

deepened and c1arif'ied JJeninisr,1' s analysis of the Second 

International, and the Jcasks of revolutionaries, made 

durin<:J nor Id ~'lar One. Do 1 sl1Gvi zatiol1 ccu1 r.le unclerstood as 

notld.n~! other than an lmequi vocal rC.'Jponse to the Hi -1.:herin0 

failures of the Corllintern sections durin<j the revolutionary 

period andtlle over cl].:' ch i n<::f successes of the Bolshevi 1: . .'3. 

Hot one of these Parties I o12·tside Russia I bad any idea 

about 110\" to orc]anize :EOI' the "final strllCfqle". 1\11 \'lere 

infected. to [Jone 8)~tent or another ,·li t11 the bacillu.s of 

Social De:nocrati Sin, both organizationally ~md I of necessity, 

idaol09ically. 

Lenin and Stalin understood this: the historic 

resemble the rer.1arl:able confiCJuration in Russia, Hhic11 had 

propelled it into the <ran of tbe worlel revolution. "Babi t 

is an iron ~hirt", and the Social Denbcratic or~anizations 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • D • • • • • ~ • • • • 

37 5B • SOl.lvarinc, "Conment s on the llassacre" in n. H. 
Drach~~ovitch and D. Lazitch (cds.), "The Cor:1intcrn: 
oiG torical ITiqhlirrhts". (1:0\" York I Pra.cqer, Ei(;C;) .ppe 
175-176. 7\n ini:erestinq ac;poct of t11i8 intcrperatc 1")001:, 
ic; that rnOG!: of the (~'Tilclly anU.-CommunL3t) artfclc[3 in 
it arc Hrittcrl by "pur~rcc1" e;c-Co!;1munists. ~['hey Here also p 

purl/cd '·li.th reaGon, i.e. for being rI'rots::::yitos, etc. 
'.1.'ho venom' "Ji t11 ,·.'hich· thoy attacl: the Comintern is better 
lwc1er [jl:ooc1 . in thi s 1i0'11t. 
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of the \'.'est had qrmm into ins ti tutionali zed, complacent, 

mass parties, in t110 period of the pehceful growth and 

consolidv.tion of imperialism, tl1G close of the ninetoont11 

century. Thi s made t1:1e:11 adapt to the ,si tUCltion by becor:dnq 

rGfor8ists, bourqco'i3 paJ:'lia,f1ol1tary bodieD, l:lith Uw trade 

unions as purely Gconomic adjuncts. Their non-rGvolutionary 

orcp:mizational "liabi,ts" \\'e1'e difficult to bro.a1::. ThG 

situation in Russia was radically different; Dolshevism 

had to orqanize in the face of a unique historical conc1o.n-

:30 tion: foucIal autocracy, GDerqcmt bonrqeoi sie, v.nd g1'0'l'7ino; 

proletariat coe;dsted in antac:ronistic entan<rlGf:wnt. 

Bolshovism \'las forcGd to rigourouoly examine all phases of 

tho revolution, and COl1oGql.lently onJanically root i i:solf 

in factories .;.. (thj.s \'Jas the main \'lay to rel?lch tlw 

prolo.tari<1t). 

Thus the rarties outoidG Russia were burdGned with 

the stultifyinq Hoiaht of decCldes of Social Democratic 

bureaucratic reformism. The spiJ.rks flying from the 

conflac;ratioll in R.lls::d.a in 1917 \"8re no·t sufficient to 

fire thcsedampencd SociCllists~ 

The cC111 fOJ::- Dol:::lhevizC1tion rOGponc1cc1 to tl)i.'> 

eli lCInna by ctlrcf1.111y, and rcpetltccUy, 0;~,plil.inin~1 t]w noo(l 

for rocolloidcrCl tion of the rolo of Social DCP10c}'-acy, and 

t:110 su1,)Gcquent need for rcorqc:mizat:Lon of the soctions .. 

Tho f~ct that thio was neve~ propcr~y effected accotints 
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for the failure of the revolution to consum~ate itself 

outside Russia. Those countries \'lllich did mal~e the 

trt:tnoi tion to .socialism, did so oi ther Hi th the direct 

help of Ru.ssia (Eastern Europe) or by clear.ly studying and 

let:trninq fror:] BolchevU: experience (li.lbania and China) .. 

It must not be forgotten that the Chinese Revolution 

really beqan in the period foll6wing the Sixth Congress. 

Th'Js, the unique constellation of events, II moments" , 

in nussia had cohered in such a Hay as to make it obligatory 

for the Soviet proletariat to come to the aid of its 

brothero and sisters throughout the \'Torld. 'rhis i'las nothing 

less thc:m an elementary internationali st duty. 

* * * 
This thesis has considered a stolggle on two fronts 

but in the same direction: C\.lji'LLnst revi sionism I for the 

rarty, and for the revolution. The high point of the 

struggle is 1924-28 and the Fifth and Sixth Congresses. 

This is the most denso, most intense moment in the contention. 

Unfortunately, after t~is(after 193~ the Comintern and the 

CPSU (b) slowly began to giVe up the fight; by dropping 

Dolohevi7.ation and reintroducing alliances "lith Liberal 

forces "from above" in 1935; throuqh to the restoration of 

ct:tpi-tali,sli1 in the "'~oviet union, hlGnty-one YC<:Irs later~ 

That:, hm.'cver, is the topic for anothcr thcsi.sfl 

From 1902 onwards, throughout the period in question, 
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the most revolutionary force in the world was the Bolshevik 

Party_ Its leadership, through example and action, gave 

inesti~able help to the World Revolution, and the contri-

butions of Lenin and Stalin, as well as Mari and Engels, 

made possible any stride forward of the proletariat in the 

last seventy years, and make possible future strid~s_ For 

those wishing to seriously reopen the struggle with Tevision-

ism, they Dust begin with the history of the Communist 

j·jovenent I and give cardinal uttention to the sUIilr:1i t 

of tl)8 anti-:cevlsioni.st: stru9clc:- the c].:-eil.U.on of ·the 

Co~aunist International and the fight for Bolshevization. 

1I·'l'ile Iil'cc;).:-n2tj.onale shall be the hU:.1il.n rtlce e II 

i 
~ 
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